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Road chief dismisses charges
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Transportation Secretary
Floyd Poore has dismissed all
agency complaints against two
highway engineers fired by one of
his predecessors and ordered
their records be expunged.
In an executive order, Poore
also said the two engineers should
receive any back pay they're entitled to, said Robert Becht, deputy general counsel for the cabinet.
Poore issued the order Wednesday, his second day on the job with
Gov. Martha Layne Collins' administration.
The case involves the firings by
THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT — The year representatives
of the Humane S,ociety of Calloway County suggest a new gift idea —
a pet. Several pets, like cats held by Patti McIntosh or cute dogs, are
available for immediate adoption and need homes for the holidays.
The shelter, at 105 E. Sycamore Ext., is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday (closed noon to 1 p.m. weekdays for lunch
and Thursday afternoon) and from noon to 4 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday.

former Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts of Cyrus "Cy"
Layson and George Franke. They
were dismissed in May 1982 after
being accused of covering-up the
alleged falsification of records by
an employee who resigned in 1980.
The records involved a road project in Lexington.
The engineers previously had
criticized Metts and the firings
followed a request by the Kentucky Association of Transportation Engineers that then-Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. fire Metts, a
personal friend of Brown.
Poore also recommended that

Franklin Circuit Court and the
state Personnel Board drop the
Transportation Cabinet's case
against Layson and Franke.
As a result of Poore's order, the
cabinet canceled part of a contract with the Louisville law firm
of Greenbaum, Doll SE McDonald,
which had been hired to defend the
agency after the engineers filed a
suit against it.
The law firm also had been
hired to represent the agency in a
Personnel Board case, 4nd it was
that contract that was terminated.
The contract had been criticized
because of $150-an-hour rates paid

Value of farm land again increases
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
declining for two consecutive
years, the value of farm assets —
land, equipment, livestock and
other property — gained an
estimated 1.8 percent this year
and may show further strength in
1984, the Agriculture Department
says.
A one-page preliminary report
issued Friday said real estate
values rose 2.5 percent this year
and are expected to gain another 3
percent in 1984.
"Financial conditions for U.S.
farmers have generally stabilized,even though some farmers still
face difficulties," the report said.
"Conditions in mid-December
show that the 1983 drought and
acreage-reduction programs
helped raise ... farm income and
cash flow, but that real farm income after adjusting for inflation
has remained relatively low."

Livestock producers, on the
other hand, have suffered lower
returns because of high feed costs
and sagging market prices for
their animals, the report said.
High interest rates also "continue
to plague fanners struggling with
large debts."
For the year that ended last
June, the delinquency rate on
farm loans at agricultural banks
was about 3.7 percent, and the
rate for farmers who went out of
business was about 2.3 percent,
the report said. Those were unchanged from a year earlier,
although the bankruptcy rate rose
to 1.1 percent from 0.75 percent
the preltyear.
The
DA's Economic
Research Seri**, which released
the report, prtviously forecast
that net farm income would be up
moderately this year to a range of
$22 billion to $24 billion after
allowing for adjustments in inventory values. That compares with

$22.1 billion in 1982.
In 1984, says the agency, farm
income will jump to between $29
billion and $34 billion as farmers
put idled acreages back into
crops.
The report Friday; Said that as
farm income and crop acreages
increase next year, farm investments on equipment and other
items could rise $3 billion from

James Bucy doesn't give you
the impression he is an inventor.
In fact, he may not mention it to
you.
A soft-spoken man,Bucy received in November a United States
Patent for an adjustable stopgauge that can be mounted on a
cross-cut saw.
He was not out for fame or fortune, he just thought "there ought
to be an easy way" to measure
boards when using a table saw.
"I've used saws since 1942,"
recalled Bucy, who resides at 625
S. 4th St., "and have never had a
good way to measure boards. I
always thought 'There ought to be
an easy way to measure without a
rule."

continued cold
Today, mostly sunny and
continued cold. High in the low
to mid 30s with light northeast
winds. Tonight, increasing
cloudiness with snow flurries
possible late. Low in the low 20s
with light north to northeast
winds. Sunday, cloudy with a 20
percent chance of light snow or
flurries. High in the mid to upper 20s with north winds 5 to 15
mph.

today's index
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Bucy thought about such a
device since those days but never
did anything about it until
January 1980. After three years of
what he called "off-and-on" work,
he came up with the device that
was given a patent last month.
"This is good experience if people have a good idea. And it must
be a good idea because they won't
give a patent to anything that
won't work."
He drew the basic design of the
gauge himself and then submitted
it to a patent architect for a more
detailed drawing.
The gauge measures each 116
inches along "ribs" which set on
the saw. He has seven- and 14-foot
gauges.
Bucy received notice in August
that he was to be awarded a patent. His patent, good for 17 years,

was awarded Nov. 1 and he received his patent copy Nov.8.
"I guess I have regrets that I
didn't start sooner, but if I did I
may not have come up with
anything. I have more patience
and time now than I did then," he
was quick to add.
Wood-working has been good to
Bucy, given him a career he is
very proud of having. He was in
carpentry work since 1934 and was
a contractor until 1961 (he was
contractor for the First United
Methodist Church during construction in 1959-61). Bucy also
had interest in the Associated
Lumber Company until he sold out
in 1973.
Bucy said he has been involved
in some negotiations to sell the patent but he declined to go into any
further detail.

$19.1 billion in 1983. That 19&3
figure was down $1.5 billion From
1982.
Total farm debt, which rose
steadily for decades — even in the
best years as farmers were expanding — declined about 0.5 percent
this year to an estimated $215.1
•billion. In 1984, however, debt expected to rise again by about 3
percent to about $222 billion.

Economic statistics in
some states misleading
WASHINGTON (
— The national economic recovery is being
greatly exaggerated and many
states are in worse financial shape
than federal statistics show, the
nation's state legislators say.
"While there has been an upturn
in the economy in some states and

Retired contractor receives patent'
for stop-gauge on cross-cut saw
By MATT SANDERS
Managing Editor

to some of the firm's senior
lawyers.
Layson and Franke filed a $4.7
million lawsuit in federal court
and were temporarily put back to
work. The suit is pending but the
cabinet no longer is a party to it.
The engineers were reinstated
by the Personnel Board in
January after they appealed their
firings. Layson was found innocent of all charges and Franke
was penalized 30 days without
pay. The Transportation Cabinet
then appealed the board's ruling
to circuit court, where it is pending.

increases in tax revenues due to
the strong natIonal recovery, it is
not even among the states," the
State-Federal Assembly of the National Conference of State
Legislators said in a resolution
adopted Friday.
"The federal government
should be aware that reported
state budget unspent balances are
due to state tax increases and
spending cuts during the past two
years," the resolution said.
Moreover, the legislators said
some of the reported surpluses in
states that were deeply in the red
a year ago are the result of
emergency tax increases that are
scheduled to expire soon. Other
savings have been at the cost of
'unmet local needs," delayed construction and repairs, and pay increases denied state workers,
they said. No specific states were
mentioned either in the resolution
or by lawmakers who spoke.

INVENTOR AND INVENTION — James B ucy recently received a
patent on this adjustable stop-gauge mounted on a cross-cut table
Saw.

System under volleys of criticism

Some teachers question education requirements
EDITOR'S NOTE — This is the
second of a three-part series concerning education of students to
become public school teachers.)
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
In the current nationwide hubbub over the state of public schooling, teachers have been caught
near the front of the line of fire.
Just behind them are the colleges
that train them to be teachers —
inadequately, many charge. Murray State University, which for 60
years has supplied a great many
of the teachers for West Kentucky,
is not exempt from the volleys of
criticism.
The most common charge is
that MSU, like other teachertraining schools, requires too
many professional education
courses of its students seeking
teaching certification. Many
faculty outside the instruction and
learning department say some of
these courses are undemanding,
unnecessary and prevent students
from taking more courses in the
academic "content" areas. Further, they say some good students
don't go into teaching because
they would have to take so many
courses they perceive as being
dull and irrelevant.
Educators within the teacher
training program regard such

HELPING OUT — Melissa Hope gives a lesson she has prepared to Mrs. Jeannie Harrison's second-graders
at North Elementary. Such direct participation in public schooling prior to student-teaching is one of the
changes MSU has made in its teacher education program over the years.
Staff photo by Charles Honey
charges as unfair. They say many academes on a university campus hours compared to academic
of the persons who make ,such go into -a public high school ta courses. Dr. Charles Homra, a
complaints don't have any idea of teach and be successful," says Dr. member of the teacher education
what it takes to teach in a public Truman Whitfield, chairman of Policy Rev),ew Committee, conschool. Those professional educa- the 'MSU Department of Instruc- cedes the value of courses on
tion courses are needed to teach tion and Learning.
teaching methods and strategies,
Critics don't deny the worth of but adds,''Before strategy can be
students how to get the content
all education courses, but assert effective, they've got to have
across, their defenders say.
"I'd love to see a lot of the they take up too many credit- something to teach "

^11

The current wave of concern
over schools and quality of
teaching is just the latest in a
cyclical pattern of such outcries,
according to MSU teacher
educators. Certainly, the split between education and academic
area faculty is nothing new.
Whitfield feels the rift between
MSU's education program and the
academic community must be
mended, a notion even the program's critics endorse.
"We're going to have to get to
the point where we stop belittling
each other as professionals, where
we sit down in earnest and talk
about quality programs and set
aside some of the biases we
have," Whitfield said.
The rift between teachereducators and subject-area faculty was evident in last year's
Academic Council debates over
whether to approve a university
committee's recommendation to
increase secondary certificate requirements from 19 professionaleducation hours to 32. ( The state
minimum had been raised from 19
to 25, after an original recommendation of 36. ) After some uncomplimentary comments about
the worth of such courses, the
council adopted a compromise of
hours proposed by Dr Moses
(Continued on Page 2)
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MSU again to have student,faculty Eurpovin Studies program
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The fair summer climate of
Europe is a bit hard to imagine
while winter visits its frosty
temperatures on West Kentucky.
Several Murray State professors
and students are thinking about
next summer, though, and about
being part of MSU's overseas
study programs.
As it has since 1975, MSU is participating in the Kentucky Institute for European Studies program, which takes students to
Austria, Spain, France and, for
the first time next year, Italy. And
for the second year MSU students
will be studying in Great Britain
under the Cooperative Center for
Study in Britain.
Interest in both programs is up

this year among MSU faculty. At
least nine professors are scheduled to teach courses :or the KIES
program, and another nine have
submitted courses for the CCSB.
Student enrollment is expected
to increase also. About 90 students
from four Kentucky schools took
last year's KIES courses, and that
should increase to some 120 this
year, said Director J. Milton
Grimes. Approximately 90
students from six member colleges also participated in the
CCSB programs last year.
KIES, with headquarters at
MSU, is a consortium that also includes Western and Eastern Kentucky Universities and Morehead
State. Offering five- to eight-week
programs in Austria, France,
Spain and now Italy, KIES has
gained recognition as one of the

higher-quality and lower-cost
overseas study programs in the
U.S.
The Austrian program, for instance, has maintained for three
years its cost of $1,940. It includes
six weeks of study in art,
photography, German language,
culture, drama, history and
religious studies. A new course in
geology of the Alps is being taught
next year by MSU's Arman Clark,
and MSU language professor
Garry Foreman is offering a new
course in second-year, intensive
German.
Other MSU professors teaching
in Austria will be Michael Johnson
(photography), Joseph Cartwright ( history ), and Grimes
(German).
Classes will be held four days a
week, allowing students a three-

FINAL PERFORMANCE TONIGHT — The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's Christmas
final production of "The Wind in the Willows" will be presented at 8 p.m. tonight at the Playhouse in the Park.
Kenneth Grahame's classic children's fantasy story concerns the adventures of animals along a riverbank.
For ticket reservation information, call 759-1752.

Cold following snow into south
40-

S

By DANA FIELDS
Associated Press Writer
Already shocked by a wintry
storm that spread snow and chaos
from Texas to Georgia, the South
faced a dose of the frigid air that
has been gripping the North,
where temperatures plunged to 27
below zero today in Montana.
For the fourth day, light snow
fell in spots from the Dakotas to
western New York, with winds off
the Great Lakes whipping up
heavy snow squalls around Buffalo, N.Y. Drivers were warned of
treacherous conditions in most of
Michigan.
Southern Florida got its own
brand of bad weather Friday and
early today, as a chain of
thunderstorms dumped half a foot
of rain in southern Palm Beach
County in less than six hours.
Streets were flooded by 4 inches of
rain that hit Boca Raton on Friday, washing out the second round
of the $400,000 Chrysler Team In-

Car fire put out
by fire department
The Murray Fire Department
was called to 1403 Glendale Road
at 1:49 p.m. yesterday to extinguish an automobile fire.
According to a spokesman for
the fire department, the vehicle
belongs to Charles B. Ryan, of the
same address.

vitational golf tournament with
participants such as Jack
NicIdausand Johnny Miller.
mass kept Fridaly's
tempetatt& down to jut -rt
degrees at Rapid City, S.D. The
day's high in Bismarck, N.D., was
6 degrees above zero — 21 degrees
below nornial — and the wind-chill
index at Roseglen, N.D., was
minus 52 by Friday night.
And a new cold front was swooping south from the Canadian
Yukon, with winds that gusted to
47 mph as the front passed

through Kalispell, Mont., Friday
afternoon. This morning's
temperatUre was 27 degrOes below
zerkigLI,,e Havre, Monk.
"MITT be nb brat at ll for'
the northern states," Nolan Duke,
a meteorologist at the National
Severe Storms Forecast Center in
Kansas City, Mo., said today.
"They'll get subzero readings for
several days, with weather of
some sort or another — showers
spreading some and rain along the
edge, snow for the central Plains
tonight and Sunday."

Commodity giveaway slated
Commodities will be distributed
Tuesday and Wednesday at the
Calloway County Road Department on East Sycamore Street
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
If people are participating in
any of the following programs,
they must bring their card showing proof of current eligibility:
Food Stamps, AFDC — Aid to
Families with Dependent
Chilrdren, SSI — Supplemental
Security Income, Medicaid
Others must complete an Income Declaration, showing Social
Security Card, Drivers License or
Medicare Card.
If people are picking up commodities for somone who is unable

to get to the Road Department,
they must bring a signed note
from that eligible person authorizing commodities pick up. Also, information about gross income for
all family members
for the
previous month, or some form or
identification of participation in
one of the four above mentioned
programs.
For people not participating in
the above mentioned programs,
they must bring a Social Security
Card, Drivers License or
Medicare Card.
Anyone failing to furnish the required information will be denied.
Please bring a paper bag or
small box to carry the commodities.

SHIRTS
Laundered

lib
For Your Shopping
Convenience, most
stores are...

OPEN
NIGHTS
AND
SUNDAYS
Shop Murray's Most
Accessible Shopping
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°
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day weekend in which to travel if those during excursions. It does
they wish. Students are expected not include a Eurail Youthpass,
to register for at least one course but students who plan to travel for
from among the 22 offered, and at least two extra weeks may obmost choose two for six hours of tain one.
The new program in Italy is also
credit ( either undergraduate or
five weeks, and has attracted a
graduate).
Students in the Austrian pro- great deal of interest. MSU art
gram will have an additiosial two teacher Mary Jane Timmerman
weeks in which to travel will be among the instructors ofthroughout Europe; the costs in- fering 10 courses in history of art
clude a two-month Eurail and architecture, drawing,
Youthpass for unlimited travel on Italian, and directed study.
Located in Florence, the seat of
the continent and Ireland.
For the first six weeks, students the Italian Renaissance, the prowill reside in private homes in the gram will run from May 28
city of Bregenz, located a few through July 5. The option of a
miles from the German and Swiss longer stay for independent travel
borders at the foot of the Alps. is available.
Students will reside with Italian
Costs include breakfast and one
other meal both during students' families; breakfast and one famiresidency and during their two
- ly meal will be provided. Cost is
$1,490.
weeks of travel.
The cost of all the programs inThe Austrian program runs
from May 28 to July 22, as does the cludes a Youth Hostel card and inprogram in France. Six courses ternational ID card for reduced
will be offered in French culture, admissions to museums and
language, media, composition and theaters, as well as round-trip
theater. MSU's Suzanne Keeslar transportation and in-state tuiwill be one of the instructors, as in tion.
Deadline for applications is
years past.
The program is structured March 16. Financial aid such as
similarly to the one in Austria, ex- scholarships and loans are apcept students will spend three plicable to the KIES program. For
weeks studying in Paris and three information, contact Milton
weeks in Nimes in southern Grimes.
Last summer's study in Britain
France. In Paris, they will reside
in pensions (student residences) program was a success and prompted several MSU faculty
and at Nimes in a family hotel.
Cost of the program in France is .thembers to submit courses. The
tCSB includes MSU, Eastern,
$2110.
The KIES Spain program, now Northern and Western Kentucky
in its sixth year, has been expand- Universities, and Morehead
ed from four to five weeks, and State; Lander College of South
will run from June 30 to Aug. 3. Carolina is an affiliate.
Next summer's program comStudents have the option to embark on independent travel before prises two terms, the first of
or after the program. They will which includes several courses
reside in a dormitory on the cam- lasting from two to six weeks
beginning at the end of May and
pus of the University of Madrid.
Among the nine courses offered continuing through early July.
in Spanish language, culture and The second term runs five weeks,
art is a seminar on Hemingway in from July 2 to Aug. 6. Students
Spain, conducted by MSU English may earn up to six hours' credit in
department Chairman Delbert E. either term.
Term I is set in various locaWylder. The course will be a
follow-up to the annual Interna- tions in England and Scotland,
tional Hemingway Conference in such as London, Bristol, Plymouth
Madrid, June 24-30. Several pro- and Perth. Lectures will be given
minent Hemingway scholars par- by CCSB and British professors,
ticipating in the conference will and students will stay with British
conduct workshops as part of Dr. families. All meals are provided.
Programs include humanities,
Wylder's course.
In addition, MSU English pro- science and health, education,
fessor David Earnest will again be military science, and "Great
an inatrtktor
1114'.pain pro- Gardens of Britain." MSU's John
Griffin is one of the instructors of
gram.“
.
Cost- i'lr11,40071,ffrth inclOes - 'the-latter, and Moses Koch, dean
three meals per day, including of the College of Human Develop-

ment and Learning, is offering a
course on two-year colleges. Cost
of the programs ranges from
$1,838 to $1,945.
In summer term II, students
will reside and take courses at
Queen Elizabeth College of the
University of London. The college
Is located in Kensington, a district
of London that includes
fashionable shops, the Victoria
and Albert Museum, Kensington
Gardens, and other well-known
sites. Breakfast and 25 meals are
provided in the program cost of
$1,820, as is a Britrail Pass for
unlimited train travel in Britain
for 21 days.
More than forty courses are being taught in the second term, in
business-economics, communications, education, engineering,
geography, government, healthphysical education, history, home
economics, literature, music,
psychology, religion, social work,
sociology and theater.
MSU professors offering
courses include Vernon Gantt,
cross-cultural communication;
Andrew Kellie, plane surveying;
Sam Minner, special 'education in
Britain; Ken Wolf, world civilization and modern history; Wendy
Honey, social history in costume;
Irma Collins, comparative music
education; and Bill Parsons,
theater in Britain.
Costs for both terms include an
"Open-to-View" pass, good for admission to over 500 historic sites,
and round-trip transportation
from Louisville. Students should
apply by April 1 for term I or April
15 for term II.
For more information on CCSB,
contact MSU's Ron Cella or Tracy
Harrington.
Other study-abroad programs
next summer will include a
month-long course in Russian at
Leningrad State University.
Christina Kramer of MSU's
foreign language department
coordinates the program, which
costs $2,700. Two years' Russian is
required.
Three- to five-week seminars on
marketing and management will
be held in Europe and the Far
East, under International
Business Seminars. MSU's Gary
Brockway coordinates the program locally.
Additional information on
MSU's foreign study programs
can be obtained from Jane Conzett
at the Center for International
Programs.

Teachers...
Critics also say courses former(Continued from Page 1) Charles Duke, chairman of the
taught by other departments
ly
admissions
education
teacher
koch, dean of the College of
Human Development and Learn- committee of his college, ad- have been transferred to educaministers the writing test educa- tion and made less demanding.
ing.
tion
students must take if they Moreover, Homra says the
But 28 hours are still too many,
inkthe view of some faculty. They don't do well in composition teaching program is one of those
say that by the time a student classes. A former public school at MSU in which "grade inflation"
completes his education courses, teacher, he spends a good deal of has been a problem. Students with
time in schools and says many teaching certificates have proporhis major, his general education
requirements, and his student university professors don't realize tionately the most honor
how much schools have changed graduates of any other group,
teaching,there are very few hours
despite the fact that they have the
since
they were pupils.
left in which to take more contentlowest average entering ACT
Education courses are
area courses.
The situation is even more un- necessary, and blanket criticisms scores of any group, Homra says.
The mean ACT composite
of them unfair, Duke says.
balanced for elementary and
scores of the students who have
special-education majors, in the
"Eighteenth-century English
opinion of Homra, who is a former literature is one thing; dealing this year declared they are going for teaching certification,
chairman of the psychology
with problems in a classroom is and for whom the program has
department and teaches a another. You can't teach them the ACT scores (a sampling
of 191
psychology course required for same. It would be nice.. if instead students), is: elementary, 17;
students pursuing teaching cert- of spending all our time sniping secondary, 20; special educaficates. He feels MSU's teacher- back and forth, we spent more tion, 18; vocational education,
education program, like others, is time trying to integrate the two."
18; and creative arts, 19. The
"a victim of state department of
Dean Koch, while "not ready to average for all MSU students
education guidelines."
say" whether the teacher educa- currently enrolled is approx"We're requiring students to tion program has or hasn't the imately 18.5, according to the
take more and more (education
proper balance of subject matter admissions office.
courses) when there's not a lot of and method, feels many critics
A 1979 study on MSU grading
empirical evidence that says it's simply misunderstand the needs patterns, headed by Homra,found
making a whole lot of difference in
Elementary Education was one of
of teachers.
the product we're turning out,"
the several programs in which an
"When you ask teachers what "A" was the most frequent grade
Homra says.
Many others have agreed with their problems are, they say,'My
awarded and a "B" the second
that view, including Kentucky's problem is with children, my promost frequent, in 1970, 1974 and
Prichard Committee on Academic blem is with parents, there's
1978. In 1978, "A"s constituted
Excellence. In its 1981 report to where I need help,' " explains
more than 40 percent of the grades
the Council on Higher Education, Koch. "I challenge those who say
in the program, according to the
the committee recommended teachers need more content study.
teacher-education programs put courses, to prove that teachers
"What those studies fail to point
more emphasis on subject-area want more content courses. out is that our students, while they
study, as well as field work. The Teachers want help in running
get 'A's in our courses, are getting
report also recommended such and managing classrooms, work- 'A's elsewhere too," counters
programs eliminate "any course ing with administrators and
Whitfield. Also, students in all
requirements that make com- parents."
disciplines receive better grades
pleting the program cumbersome
Much is known about how once they are committed as maand discourage talented students children learn, Koch adds: "Peo- jors, especially in professional
from entering the profession."
ple learn when they are training programs, and students
MSU's education course re- motivated, ready, and when they in education commit themselves
quirements have had "a perceive the need to learn. You earlier, he adds.
discouraging effect on the number don't teach people how to do that
Further, grading criteria vary
of people that go for accredita- by teaching content."
among departments, says Dr.
tion," says Dr. David Earnest, an
The number of education Gary Schroeder, director of field
English professor and advisor to courses required for future services. Grading in education
undeclared students. "I have had teachers is not the only criticism courses tends to be competencystudents who decided late in their of MSU's program; the quality of based, and if students perform the
academic career that they'd like some of those courses is also ques- competencies expected of them,
tioned. Many non-education facul- "people in education feel comto teach, sometimes very good
students, and found it was im- ty are skeptical of the rigor fortable giving them 'A's."
possible to complete their teacher
necessary to pass them, and ques"Many aspects of social science
certification requirements in a tion the relatively light emphasis don't lend themselves as readily
reasonable length of time and
many of them put on testing.
to a test as the hard sciences or
have dropped it. And the KenHomra, while acknowledging he humanities," Koch adds. "Trying
tucky education system has lost doesn't have first-hand evidence, to teach you to motivate a child is
says,"My opinion from talking to pretty hard to measure.. It's difanother good teacher."
Not all "academicians," students is that education courses ficult to submit teaching, and
however, see an imbalance of con- are not very demanding." Others teaching one how to teach, to
tent and method courses. Dr. privately concur.
scientific process."
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southern seen

by lorry mcgehee

Ebenezer Scrooge: not a villain but a hero

Federal benefits
are out of line
The federal government has a monopoly in its
field. Absent any prospect of competition, the only restraint on spending is the availability of
public funds.
And even that is not much restraint when a
Republican president is leading the nation down
the path of deficit spending to the tune of 4200
billion a year.
But President Reagan is not without the right
Instincts. He has established a committee of 161
top executives of leading corporations and asked
them for a study of possible savings in the operation of the executive branch of the federal
government. Under the chairmanship of J. Peter
Grace, the committee is publishing reports of its
findings.
Vol. V, "Anomalies in the Federal Work Environment.," is at hand.
It concludes that the government overpays its
blue-collar workers 8 to 12 percent and its white
collar pay system costs too much because of
overgrading (classify jobs at higher pay grades
than necessary).
It says federal workers enjoy a benefit
package that would be unaffordable in the
private sector — health benefits that cost the taxpayer 6.8 percent of payroll compared to 5.8 percent in the private sector, vacation benefits that
cost 7.1 percent of payroll compared to 4.5 percent in the private sector, sick pay that costs 3.4
percent of payroll compared to 2.1 percent in the
private sector. Are all these goodies really
necessary to attract qualified applicants and
keep them in the federal service? We doubt it.
But the most costly benefit is the federal
retirement system.
'Consider that the cost of the,civil service and.
nIllititrY'retireMetiVIYaterns has been rising an
average of 13.8 Percant,a year. doubling every
5.4 years, heading toward $50 billion in 1988.
Unfunded pension liabilities of the federal
government (not included in the national debt)
are rising at the rate of nearly $100 billion a year.
Civil service retirement benefits are two to
three times higher than those of the top private
sector plans. Military retirement benefits are
about six times higher (with some justification
because of the need to keep the armed forces
young).
Of course, congressmen and , U.S. senators
don't get any Brownie points from civil service
or the military by voting to reform the federal
benefit systems. And the public doesn't pay
much attention to roll call votes in Washington,
just as long their representatives pay lip service
to government economy in Rotary Club
speeches. Our political generosity to public
employees. It penalizes any effort to economize.
And yet some such effort must be made.
We cannot change the implicit contracts that
cover today's federal employees, today's
military people and those already retired. Their
benefits cannot be cut.
But we need to look carefully at the incentive
packages needed to attract new federal
emplyees and new military recruits and officer
canidates. The benefit should be rought in line
with the benefits of employment in the private
secter. And the benefit packages should be
redesigned to suit the purposes of government,
not lobby pressures.
Reform would create two classes of civil service and military people — a senior class with
more benefits and a junior class with fewer.
There would be discrimination, but it can't be
avoided, if the system is to be changed. Already
civil servants hired after Jan. 1 will have to pay
Social Security taxes — a step in the right direction. Futher steps should be taken.
We have and must continue to have a first-rate
civil service and a first-rate military. But
federal service is not so unrewarding that we
have to offer premium benefits to attract firstrate people. The federal compensation package
should be comparable to private employment. It
does not need to be gold-plated.
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Ebenezer Scrooge, in his own way
as popular as Santa Claus this season
of the year, was an expert on
Christmas spirits.
Not the drinking kind, but those
ghostly spirits who, pointed him to
the great Spirit of Christmas.
Scrooge, you may recall, saw at
least five spirits in his Christmas Eve
nightmare that changed his life.
We usually forget the first two
ghosts Scrooge saw. One was a face
in his doorknocker, seen when he
returned home from work to eat his
gruel and to go to bed. This little
ghost was there only a fleeting instant, sort of a warning signal. And
like most brief signals, it was ignored.
The second spirit was also a warning, but a bit more dramatic. The
ghost of Jacob Marley, fetted with
heavy chains of greed he says he
forged himself "yard by yard" while
alive, warns Scrooge of the consequences of his greed and announces
the approaching visits of three other
spirits.
But since it was Marley whom
Scrooge saw, not himself, he chose'to
humbug the apparition. Being
human, he failed to recognize himself
in others.
The next three ghosts showed
Scrooge pictures of himself, as he

had been as a child and young man,
as he was in relation to the Cratchetts
that Christmas, and as he would be
soon, in the cemetery. The guides
were spirits of Christmas Past, Present and Yet To Be.
Christmases Past are matters of
memory. Through memory's filter,
something as small as a whiff of
cedar or a burned-out treebulb
makes each of us young again, and.
calls to mind those times when life:
was very good.
The windmills of memory from
Christmas Past stand in contrast to
the treadmills of Christmas Today,
when youth has faded and, with it, innocence. The image one catches in
the middle-ages of Christmas Present is a shock, like coming upon
oneself in a mirror in a darkened
hallway at night.
It's not that this Christmas is any
different than a childhood Christmas.
The difference is time. Time sifts out
the fact that gifts were fewer, World
War II was raging, and automobiles
were hard to find in those days.
Lebanon, Central America, kidnappings and bomb plants are too near at
hand to have been filtered out of our
memories this Christmas.
The best filter for Christmas Present is to mix one part Christmas
Past with one part Christmas Yet To

Be. To enjoy Christmas this year
more, spend part of it remembering
the joys of past Christmases, and
part of it thinking ahead to the kinds
of Christmas worlds towards which
to aim.
Christmas Present, therefore,
slaps us in the face with fresh immediacy, both as a time to take inventory and as a time to plan aheade
and place our orders for what kind of
Christmases we want next year and
the next.
Who can see the Cratchett crutches
of Tiny Tim this Christmas Present
and hurry back to the countinghouse
unchanged? What shepherds could
have seen the angels that first
Christmas and not left their sheep to
hurry to Bethlehem?
_
The last spirit Scrooge saw was
that of Christmas Yet To Be. This
Christmas spirit left Scrooge terrified, begging for the chance to
change his future.
The good thing about the future is
that it hasn't happened yet. Some
parts of it are left for us to determine
for ourselves. We have free choices
we can make, as Robert Frost knew
when he talked about the consequences of choosing one fork in a
road over another. Life speaks to us
with a forked tongue. There are
many moments when what we do or

don't do now can change what we are
or what we do in the future.
That was Scrooge's salvation —
that second chance we call the
future, that Christmas Yet To Be.
When the Apostle Paul says "it doth
not yet appear what we shall be," he
was reminding us that our future is
not fixed, that we can have a part in
deciding what it will be.
We still have second chances at
better Christmases for ourselves and
our posterity, a possibility for "peace
on earth, good will to men." All it
takes is the heroism of Ebenezer
Scrooge.
And that choice brings us a sixth
Christmas Spirit, the one of which
Scrooge's five spirits were a part.
The Holy Spirit — that "came upon
them" and "shone round about
them" — can even yet enter our
lives, 2,000 years later, and radiate in
love in the twinkle of each eye and of
each star, and in the tinkle of a bell or
of an icicled branch against a frosty
windowpane.
Where love is, there is the real
Spirit of Christmas. If you had that
Spirit in Christmases Past and if you
work for it for Christmases To Come,
you will find it now, in Christmas
Present.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
While we don't pick our Presidents
because of their great skill with the
English language, it is still a trifle
embarrassing when a President (or
in this case: sn.el-presfdent) makes
a statement such as the one that
Calvin Coolidge made in his syndicated newspaper column in 1930:
When a great many people are
unable to find work, unemployment results.
Economists, eat your heart out!

'First, we go to your mother and stepfather's house. Then, we go to my father and
stepmother's. Then, we go to your father and stepmother's, then to my mother and
stepfather's. Your ex will pick up your kids there and bring them home tonight. On the
way home, we leave my kids with my ex and pick them up tomorrow. I worked it out on
the computer.'

• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, the
Bookmark and the University Store,
located in the Curris Center. Proceeds from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.

looking back
Ten years ago
Harrell Bramley, Jan Tharpe and
Dale Arnold have enlisted in the Air
Force.
William B. Miller, superintendent
of Calloway County Schools, discussed the three new elementary schools
under construction at a meeting of
the Parent-Teacher Club of Almo
School. Mrs. Howard Bucy is PTC
president.
Installed as new officers of the
Murray-Calloway County Board of
Realtors by Nat Sanders, presidentelect of Kentucky Association of
Realtors, at a meeting at Holiday Inn
were Edna Knight, John Neubauer,
Loretta Jobs and Guy Spann.
Mrs. Richard Walker talked about
"Christmas In Brazil" at a meeting
of the Quota Club held Dec. 11 at the
Triangle Inn. She and her husband
have served as missionaries in
Brazil.
Melissa Trevathan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan, received her Master of Religious Education
degree from Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Fort Worth,
Texas.
Twenty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Jones, just off Highway 94 East on
Palestine Road, was destroyed by
fire the morning of Dec. 15.
The Ohio Valley Conference today
named Bill Furgerson, track and
Lruss country coach at Murray State
College, as the 1963 OVC Cross Country Coach of the Year.
Births reported include a girl to Dr.
and Mrs. Donald F. Buxton on Dec.
15.
Gail Eubanks Houston, a niece of
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Houston, has

been made a member of Phi Beta
Kappa scholastic fraternity at the
University of Kentucky. She is the
daughter of the late Dr. and Mrs. Hal
Houston,Sr.
The Murray High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of
America had a Christmas party at
the home of Mrs. A.W. Russell with
her daughters, Ann Beale Russell
and Mary Keys Russell as hostesses.
Thirty years ago
The mercury dropped to 13 above
zero here last night, according to the
official reading at the Murray Water
Plant on South Second Street.
Airman First Class Joe G. Baker
and Mrs. Baker of El Paso, Texas,
will spend the holidays with his
mother, Mrs. Clara Louise Baker,
and his brother, Charles Mason
Baker and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs were
honored at a dinner in celebration of
their 25th wedding anniversary. They
were married Dec. 15, 1928.
Sharon Venable, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.M. Venable, has completed three years of perfect attendance for Sunday School at Goshen
Methodist Church. Her teacher is
Mrs. Groover Parker and her pastor
is the Rev. L.C. Lee.
"Thanks to Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club for keeping
alive the decoration contest each
Christmas," from the column,"Seen
di Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Bob Wade, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R.L. Wade, is studying piano under
Egon Petri at Berkley, Calif.
Forty years ago
The Tobacco Board of Trade set
Jan. 3, 1944, for opening sales date of

dark fired tobacco market. Noel
Melugin was employed to serve the
sales as auctioneer. He has served in
this capacity for a number of years.
Approximately 400 children will
appear in Christmas vesper program
at Murray High School on Dec. 19 at 4
p.m. Mary Elizabeth Roberts is
school music director.
Mrs. W.J. Caplinger, treasurer of
Calloway Tuberculosis Seal Campaign, urged people to return their
donations for the seals sent to them in
the mail.
Martha Belle Hood, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. Hall Hood, has been
chosen as one of the cheerleaders at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. T.O. Turner will
observe their 51st wedding anniversary on Dec. 18.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Eldridge, Dec.
10, a boy to IA. and Mrs. J.F. Dundon,
Dec. 11, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Riggins, Dec. 12, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. J.B. Robinson, Dec. 12.
Marriages announced include
Josephine Harmon to Pvt. Herman
K. Ellis on Nov. 30; and Betty Lou
Blevins to U. Phil Cutchin on Dec. 10.
Mrs. Palmer Butterworth is president of the Lynn Grove High School
unit of the Parent-Teacher Association.
Fifty years ago
Calloway is the first county in
Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee to form an Aurora Dam Club.
Local committeemen are W.S.
Swann, president, Ted Sanford, vice
president, R.W. Churchill, secretarytreasurer, N.G. Coy, C.L. Sharborough, H.T. Waldrop, Joe T.

Lovett, Carl B. Kingins and Vernon
Stubblefield, Sr.
Eight men began preliminary work
on the morning of Dec. 14 on a $30,000
concrete stadium for Murray State
College on a CWA Project for
Calloway County.
A typhoid fever quarantine of the
Murray CCC Camp was ended Dec.
12 and the boys became eligible for
leave downtown.
The Murray Woman's Club in conjunction with Calloway County
Health Department is sponsoring the
sale of Christmas Seals for Tuberculosis Association.
Elias Robertson and Burman
Parker have been named to the Murray Police Force by the Murray City
Council. Flem Hays is the chief of
police.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Alford Hughes, Dec. 3;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Langston, Dec. 7; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wiley Pitman, Dec. 9; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Hendricks, Dec.
11; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hudson
Smith, Dec. 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Wills, Dec. 14.
The Lynn Grove Milling Company,
operated at Lynn Grove by Fleetwood and Gordon Crouch, recently
has installed electrical power
throughout the entire mill.
Mrs. Dudley Sexton opened her
home for the monthly business and
social meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club. Mrs. W.H. Mason,
president, presided.
Cigarettes are listed as selling for
89 cents per carton in an ad for
Kroger this week.
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Community events listed
Saturday,Dec. 17
Youth of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will meet
from 6 to 9 p.m.

Saturday. Dec. 17
Sunday, Dec. 18
Annual church-wide presented at 6:30 p.m. by
potluck of Seventh and choir of Poplar
Spring
Poplar Church of Christ Baptist
Church.
will be at 6 p.m. in
cafeteria of Calloway
Open house in celebraCounty High School.

Round and square dancing will be from 7:30 to
11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.

"Psalty's Christmas
Calamity" will be
presented at 7 p.m. at
Christian Community
Church, South 16th and
Glendale.

"The Wind In the
Willows" will be
presented at 8 p.m. by
Community Theatre in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.

Children's parties will
be from 10 a.m. to noon
Alcoholics Anonymous for ages 4 to 7 and from 1
and Al-Anon will have an to 3 p.m. for ages 8 to 12m
open meeting at 8 p.m. on Fellowship Hall of First
west side of Livestock Baptist Church.
and Exposition Center.
Murray State Libraries
Christmas party for will be closed today.
grades 4 to 6 will be from
Dance featuring
1 to 3 p.m. at Murray
Satisfiers will be from 8
Country Club.
p.m. to midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
Bargain Matinees
Clne - Sat. Sun. Only

Cheri

Dolly Thru 1

Antique Car Show and
Swap Meet will be from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.

1

See Ads For Times
All Seats 52 00 Except
Sudden Impact $7.50

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include
The Morning
Star" at 5 a.m. and "A
Christmas Medley" at 7
and 8 p.m., all at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.

They VIOA 1000
II Ow,got
to OW 110p
Jr...ay
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r wa•

Sanday,Dec. 18
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will
have a Christmas program at6 p.m.

to terms.

Mr. and Mrs. Ellis R.
Kialeen Jones Group
Paschall will be honored of First Baptist Church
with a reception in Women will have a coffee
celebration of 50th an- at 10 a.m. at the home of
niversary from 2 to 4 p.m. Hazel Tarry.
in Fellowship Hall of
South Pleasant Grove
Parents Anonymous
United Methodist Church. will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
The family requests that information call 762-2504,
guests not bring gifts.
753-6089, 753-4126 or 7538987.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Tuesday, Dec. 20
Copeland will be honored
Mothers Day Out will
with a reception in be at 9 a.m. at First
celebration of 50th an- Baptist Church.
niversary from 2 to 4 p.m.
- •
MI=
in Fellowship Hall of
Acteens of First BapCuba Baptist Church.
tist Church will present
—puppet show at 10:30
Choir of Westside Bap- a
a.m. in Long Term Care
tist Church will present
Unit of Murray musical,"Thou Shalt Call Calloway County
His Name Jesus," at 6 Hospital.
p.m.
————

tion of 101st birthday of
Quint T. Guier will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
University Branch of
Bank of Murray. The
family requests guests
not bring gifts.

The Single Connection
participants and children
will meet for lunch at
12:15 p.m. at DeVanti's.
Annual Christmas party at Murray Moose
Lodge will start at 1 p.m.
with dinner to be served
at 3 p.m.

Antique car show and
Sanctuary Choir of
swap meet will be from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at West Memorial Baptist Church
Kentucky Livestock and will present musical,
"Wonderful Name...Exposition Center.
Jesus," at 7 p.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist
Church Choir will present
Choir of South Pleasant
"A Free Spirit Grove United Methodist
Christmas" at6 p.m.
Church will present a
cantata,"Sing Noel," at 6
Owen's Chapel Baptist p.m. UMYF will meet
Church will meet for ser- after the program.
vices at 5 p.m. at Dexter
Monday,Dec. 19
Community Center with
Penny Homemakers
potluck supper to be servClub will meet at 11 a.m.
ed.
at home of Marelle
Farless.
Youth Group of First
Presbyterian Church will
District 17, Unit I, LPN
meet at 6:30 p.m. at 2200
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Gatesborough.
Sirloin Stockade.

Christmas Caroling of
Youth of Memorial
First Christian Church
Baptist
Church will have
"An Old Fashioned will be from 3 to 5:30 p.m.
Christmas" will be before going to home of a party at 6 p.m. at His
House.
Darrel and Karin McFerron at6 p.m.
central cantor 753-3314
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Closed meeting of Masons will meet
at 7:30
Alcoholics Anonymous p.m. at lodge hall.
will be at 4 p.m. on west
The Pecos 1155 is, by tar.
side
of Livestock and Exour best-selling boot
Hazel and Douglas
position Center.
For the heel-hugging fit of
Centers will be open from
yor ofe. sip
Teenagers of Seventh 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acOn a pair of
and Poplar Church of tivities by senior citizens.
Pecos
DA BRA
944E411 Ma. LA1Nt

oinomisime
The fittin'est
pull-on
workboot

boots

5-16

Not at saes
in

all wrOths

Christ will sing for
several shut-ins after
evening worship and
then go to the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John Dale
for refreshments.

Wear-Helm Service
Circle Class of First
Christian Church will
have a potluck luncheon
at noon in the church

1155

KIRBY'S

Red
Downtown

SETTLEWORKMAN

MICKEY'S .## NE* 112
CHRISTMAS CAROL
chestnut at. 753-3314

YEAR END
CLOSE-OUT SALE
Two Year Warranty
At
MURRAY VACUUM CENTER
Downtown

201 N. 5th

When it comes to
Diamond Bracelets,
a little bit means a lot.
Giving a gift of a diamond
bracelet used to be out of
the question for most
people. Giving a diamond
bracelet our way is a dream
come true. The starter for
her birthday or anniversary,
sections added on any other
happy occasion; before long.
she has a beautiful, complete
circle of diamonds. Pleas( -ome
in and let us show you the many
styles of diamond add-a-section
bracelets available in 18K white or
yellow gold.

759-4494

•

•

Monday, Dec. 19

Sunday, Dec. 18

Singles' Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. athome
of Linda Pierce.
————
Retirees of UAW-CIOAFL will have a covered
dish supper at 5:30 p.m.
at First Christian
Church.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Closed meeting of
Alcoholics Anonymous
will be at 8 p.m. on west
side of Livestock and
Exposition Center.
— -- —
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.
--- —
Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
————
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
—-- —
Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Shekell will be honored
at a reception in
celebration of 50th anniversary from 5 to 8
p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant. The family
requests guests not bring gifts.
————
Commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Road
Department.

Granny's Dinner Specials are family recipes that
have been handed down through generations. And
it's no secret that John and Cherry, new owners of
Granny's, peisonally supervise every detail from
start to finish.

citt
Come try Granny's Famous Pot Roast — A
Special Every Day
Friday Specials

BBQ Shrimp
Chicken Pot Pie

Beef Short Ribs (All You Con
Chicken & Rice

Saturday Specials

Cumberland" Country Ham
...The Real Thing
Chicken Casserole

11-3 Sundays

Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Bryan Bailey, 349 Blane
Dr., Hopkinsville, are the parents of a daughter,
Jessica Leigh, weighing seven pounds two
ounces, measuring 21 inches, born on Friday,
Dec. 9, at the Jenny Stuart Medical Center,
Hopkinsville. The mother is the former Patricia
Lynne Tucker. The father is a trooper with the
Kentucky State Police in the Richmond area.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Canoe Bailey
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tucker of
Hopkinsville. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Wyona Tucker of Murray, Mrs. George
Bailey and the late Mr. Bailey of Mexico, the late
Mr. and Mrs. Gordis J. MCKinney and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil C. Summers.

ne

Mi

Menus listed
for week
Bethel plans program
Menus for the Nutri-

tion Program for the
A Christmas program will be at the Bethel
Elderly and Meals on Chapel Pentecostal Church, Highway 94 East, on
Wheels have been Tuesday, Dec. 20, at 7:30 p.m. Treats will be
released by Tripp Thur- given to each one and the public is invited, accorman, director of ding to the church pastors, the Rev. and Mrs
Murray-Calloway Coun- Lloyd Underhill.
ty Senior Citizens.
Meals are served
Monday through Friday
at noon at Hazel and
Retirees and wives of Local 1068 of UAW-AFLDouglas Centers and
CIO will meet Tuesday, Dec. 20, at 5:30 p.m. in
each Tuesday and
the Fellowship Hall of First Christian Church. A
Thursday at noon at
potluck supper will be served. Music will be by
Ellis Center. Meals also
the Country Beat Band. Frank Kavanaugh,
are sent to various spokesman for the group, invites all retired
homes each week day.
members of any locals in United States and
Menus are as follows: Canada
to attend the social meeting.
Monday
chuckwagon steaks,
baked beans, fruit cup,
Dr. and Mrs. Richard G. Sims, 2694 Tanner
lettuce, pickle, onion,
bun, butter, chocolate Court, Lexington, are the parents of a daughter,
cake, apple, milk, coffee weighing eight pounds two ounces, born Thursday, Dec. 15, at Baptist Hospital, Lexington.
or tea.
They have one son, Austin, 5.
Tuesday
macaroni, tomato, hamThe mother is the former Sherry Williams. The
burger and cheese father is a research analyst with the Legislative
casserole, lima beans, Research Commission for the state of Kentucky
waldrof salad, hot roll, at Frankfort. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
butter, orange, milk, Joe R. Sims of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Oren
Williams, Rt. 3, Murray. A great-grandmother is
coffee or tea.
Wednesday — fried Mrs. Sue Ella Futrell of Murray.
chicken, mashed
potatoes, peas and carrots, hot roll, butter,
PONTIAC, Mich. sitting here at home like
lemon tart, banana,
(AP) — A thief broke in- so many mothers do inmilk, coffee or tea.
— meat to the home of a woman stead of helping out at
Thursday
loaf, Chinese and spirited away her the school, this never
vegetables, sweet ,ChristmaS presents wouIci have happenlicl. It
potatoes, hot roll, but- while she was acting in makes you wonder fl it's
ter, baked apples, a PTA performance of worth'it."
raisins, milk, coffee or "The Grinch Who Stole
Mrs. Berry, who is on
Christmas."
public assistance, said
tea.
many of the presents
— roast
Friday
"It makes me so she had intended to give
beef and dressing,
crowder peas, broccoli mad," said Joyce her four children were
spears, hot roll, butter, Berry, 31. "If I were the acquired by serving as
pecan pie, applesauce, kind of mother who hostess at several toy
didn't care, if I'd been parties.
milk, coffee or tea.

Retirees plan supper

*4,

Daughter born to Sims'

Presents stolen
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FRIENDSHIP CLUB — Members of the World Friendship Club held a "Getting Ready For Christmas" Coffee at the Panhandler with Ann Uddberg,owner,
right, demonstrating the making and baking of Swedish Almond Tarts, a recipe
brought from Sweden by her grandmother. Pictured, from left, Mimi Garrastazu, Cuba, Catherine Etuckwu, Nigeria, Neelam Tendon,India, Angela Chu,
Taiwan, and Debbie Shapla, club president, Murray. Not pictured are Pat
Beaman, Germany, and Mershid Toosie and her mother, Iran, new members;
Tina Olson, Germany, Helen Icarvounis, Greece, Monica Walston, Germany,
Thelma Warford and Edith Noffsinger, Muray, and Gracie Erwin,firksey. Jean
Bennett of Murray assisted Mrs. Uddberg.

Announcing
Kathleen

L. Graves, M.D.
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Social Security
Representative will be
at Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex from
10 a.m. to noon.
————
Free Christmas shopping for needy persons
will be by Helping
Hands at home of
Beverly DeVries from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. and 6 to 9
p.m.
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Sunday Specials

Frog Legs
Chicken Curry

From '300"
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Jessica Leigh Bailey born

Tuesday, Dec. 20

JUST HOME COOKIN'...

Thursday Specials

1

1611 South Main St.
(Croft Buthitng)

Murray
Kentuck

Hopkinsuille, Ky.
Hours By Appointment

Phone(502) 885-7244
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Extra Step Educational
Service, a new organization providing assistance
to students with special
needs, is now operating in
Murray on the foundation

that each person has
potential and worth. The
ESES staff believes
every person deserves an
opportunity to feel good
about himself and to be

STAFF REVIEWS TESTS — The staff of Extra
Step Educational Service, from left, Dr. Tom
Meuhleman, Peggy Phelan and B rends B randon
Estes, review test results from their clients. The
new organization provides assistances for students
with special needs through development of the individual's strengths.

successful.
Through ESES progranuning and services
the staff strives to spark
growth and development
by nurturing and
capitalizing on individual's strengths.
The staff includes Dr.
Tom Muehleman, Brenda
Brandon Estes and
Peggy Phelan. They provide services for parents,
students and school
systems in the areas of
diagnostic testing, tutoring and study skill
development, individual
and group therapy, intelligence testing, assessment for learning
disabilities and emotional
disorders.
Services are available
by appointment. Fees
vary • according to services required and arrangements can be made
to pay for services with
services. For an appointment or more information call 753-0393.
Muehleman is the
director of the
phychological center at
Murray State University.
He earned his Ph.D. in
clinical psychology from
Southern Illinois University in Carbondale. He

completed his internship
in clinical psychology at
Louisiana State University medical school in New
Orleans. His expertise is
in the areas of individual
psychotherapy,
psychological assessment, bei,avioral
medicine with weight
control, smoking,
headaches and other
psychosomatic disorders.

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Board of Realtors announces
new officers, realtor of the year

Estes earned a
master's degree in
clinical psychology from
Murray State University
and is certified in that
field. Her special interest
areas are neuropsychological assessment
and learning disabilities.
Estes is certified by the
American Board of
Biofeedback Technicians.

ANNUAL BANQUET
— The Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors
last night announced new
officers and the 1983
Realtor of the Year. The
new officers are, left
photo, from left, Prentice
Dunn, Roberts Realty,
president; Glinda Smith,
Kopperud Realty,
secretary; and Amos McCarty, Roberts Realty,
vice president. Not present for the picture was
newly elected treasurer
Judy Johnston, Loretta
Jobs Century ---21 The
Realtor of the Year
award was presented to

Phelan earned her
master's degree at the
State University of New
York at Plattsburgh. She
has worked as a reading
teacher and is currently
the coordinator Of the
MSU learning center.
Study skills, reading, problem solving and learning disabilities compose
her areas of experience
and interest.

Year-end plans may save tax dollars

COMPLETES COURSE — Van Clark, center,
mechanic for Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc., has
completed a course in driveability diagnosis computer command control at the General Motors
Training Center in Memphis, Tenn. Presenting the
certificate is Otis Allcock,right, Chevrolet zone service manager and O.L. Mathis, service manager
for Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,Inc.

Employers should
understand guidelines
The annual gift givening season raises questions about how much
business owners want to
give employees and how
much would be deductible. The Kentucky Society of CPAs suggests that
you can save important
tax dollars if you understand federal guidelines
for tax deductions on
those gifts.
The annual ceiling on
deductions for business
gifts, CPAs say, is $25 per
recipient. You cannot include the price of
monongramming or personalizing, gift wrapping,
insurance and mail or
delivery — unless that
adds to the value of the
gift. In the case of partnerships, CPAs say,a gift
by the partnership to one
peson may not exceed $25
regardless of the number

of partners.
Employers should keep
in mind that a gift to the
spouse or family of a
business associate or
employee is still conted
as a gift to the person you
deal with, unless you
have a second, separate
business relationship
with the spouse or family
members. Only those
associated with you professionally are entitled to
tax—deductible gifts.
A similar situation extists when you give a gift
to a business associate
and a separate gift to he
company. If yor associate
is an executive and your
comany gift is meant
specifically for this person, although it is in the
name of te company, the
IRS still views it as a gift
to he person.

This is the time to think
about your 1983 income
tax return, because your
last minute maneuvers
before the end of the year
can save you money, according to the Kentucky
Society of CPAs.
To help map out your
year-end tax strategy,
gather all your financial
records for the year and
have handy last year's
tax return as a guide.
Start by adding your income, deductions and exemptions for this year.
Then, do an estimate for
1984.
If you find sharp differences between this

year and next, it may be the purchase sooner, so
to your advantage to shift that any deduction from
deductions and income the sales tax would offset
between years to get the that year-end bonus.
best tax break. Generally, you should try to have
Other deductions might
the most deductions in also be easily shifed to
the year with the highest your advantage. Do you
income.
subscribe to any investment or professional
For instance, if you an- publications? Perhaps
ticipate an unusually you could pay for an early
large year-end bonus this renewal or a multi-year
year, perhaps you can subsription and claim the
also move a deduction for deduction. What about
charitable contributions union or professional
into this year to help off- dues? Can you prepay
set the added income. If any of these? Organizayou're thinking about tions don't usually mind
buying a car next year, taking your money in adperhaps you can make vance.

G.C. Helm turns fix-it hobby into
full time business in downtown shop
Glenard C. Helm has
turned a hobby into a fulltime occupation.
Owner of Helm's Fix-It
Shop, 102 N. 5th St., Helm
has tinkered with small
appliances and furniture
most of his life. Helm also
will perform odd jobs,
woodworking and woodcrafting. He also sells used furniture.
With a general store
license, Helm's shop is
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday. Free estimates are
given and he doesn't
charge for anything he
can't fix.
A former chief operator
in a refinery at Robinson,
Ill., Helm and his wife

have lived here 13 years. feature ceramic and
His wife crochets macramae items.
several items for sale in
The shop has been open
the store. They also since Nov. 11.

YOU'RE INVITED — Murray Rental and Sales Center,200 E. Main St., is having an open house today until 4 p.m. Manager Tony Kinsey, pictured above,says
the event is being held to introduce party and wedding supplies now available for
rent. Murray Rental and Sales Center now offers for rent a wedding arch as well
as a prayer kneeling bench,candlelabra, punch bowls, champagne fountains
and much more. "If you're throwing a party — we nave what you need," Kinsey
says. Other items available are banquet tables and chairs and several
disposable items such as napkins, plates and cups. There is also a rotating mirrored ball available and a large popcorn popper. Call 753-8201 for more information on rental items. Kinsey says there is still time to rent a Santa Claus suit for
this year,too.

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
Blackford House Gallery
Extra Step Educational Service
Murray Rental and Sales Center
MR. FIX-IT — Glenard C. Helm has opened
Helm's Fix-It Shop, 102 N. 5th St. Helm will perform odd jobs, woodworking and woodcrafting. He
also sells used furniture.

Helm's Fix-It Shop
Glinda Smith
Van Clark
Prentice Dunn
Judy Johnston
Loretta Jobs
Amos McCarty

Open Sundays til Christmas

VISITING ARTIST — Marcella Rung, left, and Margaret Crawford took advantage of the opportunity to visit with artist Frank Gee recently. Gee, right,
was guest of The Blackford House Gallery, 418 Main St.

Read the
classified
pages
daily

Clean Earth Recycling
Nast to old Plant Land
Building in Droffanville.
Buying — Aluminum Cons,
Scrap Aluminum,

And now we can count every drop with
our new computerized system that sets the
standard for Accurate Propane Delivery.

Copp*.& Bross
Iff•cthm Dm. 1st Wo Will Ile Closissl
Moo.. WWII. 8. Open Mors.SM. 9 a.m. to 4100 p.m.
C.ollaftise 5 p.m. 527.1719

Route 4, Box 20 Paducah, Kentucky 42001 (502) 898-7387 Toll Free 1-800-592-3483
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west kentucky outdoors
"I don't believe we're
doing this," I said, wiping
water off the end of my
nose. Rain pelted down on
the hood covering my
head, and it was beginning to work its way in
around my wrists and
neck. The temperature
was cold, and I was
miserable.
I think Phil Sumner
was miserable too, but he
wouldn't say so. We were
huddled together at the
corner of a west Kentucky cornfield, and we
called ourselves dove
hunters. But what we
should have been hunting
was a warm fire.
It was the first day of
the late segment of the
dove season. We'd been
watching this particular
field and the thousands of
birds it had attracted.
They'd swoop in big
flights the middle of each
afternoon, Phil and I
would lick out chops and
grin and say,"Boy, we're
gonna get'um when the
season comes back in."
Except, along with the
season came the rain.
We went anyway, outfitted in rainsuits and
duck parkas. We thought
the rain would lift.
Besides, we adhere to the
"you can't score if you
don't go" philosophy.
We've always planned
our ventures and followed
through regardless of the
weather. This has led us
to some spectacular good
times and some glaring
failures.
First the good times.
Last turkey season was
a prime example. Opening morning witnessed a
torrential storm blowing
over Land Between the
Lakes. Heavy winds and
rain whipped the ridges
to the point that no selfrespecting turkey would
dare utter a peep.
But Phil and I were out
there, soggy as the leaves
and about as confident as
new recruits at boot
camp. There was no way
we could justify doing
this, except to repeat to
each other, "You can't
score if you don't go."
By mid -morning
everybody else had gone
home! But not Phil and
me. We'd crossed ridges,
forded swollen streams
and tripped over logs for

day on a Tennessee
public duck hunting area
several yars ago. The
birds were there, and we
knew hunters would be
thick. But we decided to
go, to get in real early
before everybody else.
Which is what we did —
standing in knee-deep
water at 4 a.m.
We got the good spot,
but nobody else seemed
to care. It was take a
ticket and find the field.
We had parties within 30
yards on either side of us.
Hunters ringing the field.
When daylight came guns
started going off, and the
poor ducks couldn't see to
get down through the
smoke.
I've been wet. I've been
cold, hungry, lost,
scared. I've been excited,
mad, sorry and gleefully
estatic! I guess that's
why I go hunting. All the
pitfalls and all the
rewards are waiting out
there over one more ridge
or around the next bend
in the river. Hunting is a
gamble, and so is life. If
you don't go, you can't
score!

DOVE HUNTER — Phil Sumner retrives a dove he shot while hunting in a downpour.
several miles, trying in
vain to earn a response to
our plaintive calling.
Finally, when all hope
was gone and we were
running low on
perserverence, a lovesick
old gobbler gave us a
holler and then came running to Philip's gun. He
scored, and we'd done it
by ignoring the odds!
The best duck hunt I
ever enjoyed came in a
similar fashion. This
storm was a warm one
for December, not the
kind waterfowl like to fly
in. I'd never been on the
Mississippi River, but it
was flooding, and I'd saved the day to go. A wouldbe partner backed out on
me the night before when
the weatherman issued a
100 percent chance for
heavy rains.
"You can't score if you
don't go," I told myself as
I crawled out of bed at 2
a.m. The weatherman
was right. Outside it looked like the first day of the
big flood. One of the
hardest things I ever did
was ignore the call of the
bed that morning and instead crawl into my hunting duds.
By the time I got to the
launching site the rain
had slacked up. I launched the boat and set off
alone into one of the drabbest mornings I can
remember.
Several miles

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting
Goods
Arms, Ammo, Archery, Fishing,
Hunting, Camping Supplies
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Cotter
9-9 Mon.-Set.
1-6 Sen.
11 . 641 S.

by wade bourne

"lewd Archery
Cedric,
Selecliee
it Eric
This Area"
end
502-753-1342
Jane Benson

downriver I found a spot
where water was breaking into a small tree-lined
cornfield. Ducks were
working it by the
thousands, and I had it all
to myself. It took less
than 10 minutes to bag
four greenheads, and I
spent the rest of the morning shooting pictures.

to recall than the good
times. Regardless, there
have been a few times I
can summon up when I'd
have crammed a dish rag
into the mouth of anybody
who said "You can't
score if....UGH!"

There was the time a
friend and I stuck his
Jeep in an Alaskan moose
The failures are harder bog — 14 miles from the

nearest road. Make that
14 miles of the meanest,
blood-thirstiest mosquitos I've ever met. It is
too horrible to descibe
and too painful to
remember. But one thing
stands out — we started
not to drive into that bog,
but I chimed up with the
Suddenly a dove barrelold "you can't score" ed toward the cornfield,
business.
and I downed him with
Then there was opening one shot!

Trotline fishing impact to be studied
Trotline fishing is a be on the commercial mons explained that the
full-time occupation for fishermen, however, catch may be sold in
many residents of the anyone with a trotline cities hundreds of miles
Kentucky Lake and Lake may be included.
away, in local
Barkley region, but not
"How important is the restaurants or from the
much is known about the trotline fishery to the back of a truck.
impact on the area or on area's economy? What is
Not only the economic
fish populations.
the annual amount of impact, but also the total
Researchers in the harvest? We really don't amount of the harvest is
Department of Biological have accurate answers to of interest, said TimSciences at Murray State these questions," Tim- mons. "Such information
University hope to learn mons said.
might influence governWhile some fishermen ment agencies in decimore about trotline
fishery, used primarily make their livelihoods sions concerning the best
for commercial harvests, from trotlines and also uses for the large imin a research survey nets, which will not be in- poundments."
funded with a $27,000 cluded in the survey,
The research may also
grant from the Kentucky many others probably help
clarify the effect of
Department of Fish and bait trotlines on trotlines on
fish populaweekends
to
supplement
Wildlife Resources.
tions
including
species
regular jobs, said Timsought by anglers. TimDr. Tom Timmons, mons.
assistant professor of
The economic value mons said commercial
biology, will conduct the may be underestimated fishermen have been
survey, assisted by two because trotlines, also "happy to participate" in
graduate students. The called baitlines, are dif- past spotchecks because
research emphasis will ficult to monitor. Tim- catfishes usually make
up more than 90 percent
of a catch.
Timmons said the
survey will begin in
January and continue for
one year. Three survey
methods will be used.
The first method will
find Timmons and his
assistants roving the
Center Ridge Area
lakes by boat to find comTurn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
mercial fishermen and
go 6 miles on Hwy 732.
ask questions. Timmons
Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A./A.-6
said a wide area of both
P.M. Sundays 1 P.M.-6 P.M.
lakes will be covered.
Mon., Tue., Wed. and all other
The researchers will
hours to order call 436-5834
also accompany commerRex and Ann Donelson Owners.
cial fishermen on their

rounds. Timmons said
this second method will
be especially helpful in
calculating the total
harvest.
Finally, some commercial fishermen will find
e_uestionnaires in their
mailboxes. A list of
names will be compiled
from license records and
names drawn monthly to
receive surveys.
The research will be
based at the Hunter M.
Hancock Biological Station, located 10 miles east
of campus on Kentucky
Lake. Timmons said
most of the grant monies
will pay for graduate
assistantships, followed
by travel costs for a
university-owned boat,
which is housed at the
station.
Timmons said he is optimistic that commercial
fishermen will gladly
help out in the survey.
"These people have
always been willing to do
anything they can to have
the public learn about
their business."
Timmons, who joined
the biological sciences
faculty at Murray State
in 1981, earned his B.S.
degree at Iowa State
University and his M.S.
at Tennessee Tech. He
completed his Ph.D. in
1979 at Auburn.
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BIG FISH IN A SMALL POND — Yogi LoQuosto
and Sally Morris of Okavrville, fli., are shown with a
80-pound flathead catfish they caught. Using a
throwline baited with nightcrawlers, reports an article in the December issue of Sports Afield, they
battled the big fish for a long time before netting it.
In rivers such as the Kaskaskia, the Big Muddy,and
the Illinois, this is considered a big fish as flatheads
go. But, this fish wasn't caught in a river. It was
netted in a farm pond and that's what makes it
unusual. One fisherman estimates its age to be 12
years.

The cause of North
American waterfowl conservation was given an
added boost this weekend
when the MutrayCalloway County Ducks
Unlimited committee forwarded more than $6,000
raised at its recent banquet to DU National
Headquarters.
Commenting on the recent event, local DU committee chairman Gene
Starks said, "It certainly
was comforting to see
such a large, enthusiastic
turnout at this year's
fund-raiser. It's also
reassuring to know that
80 cents out of every
dollar we raised will be
funneled directly into
wetland habitat restoration programs in Canada,
where over 70 percent of
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this continent's ducks and
geese are produced."
Starks went on the congratulate and thank
members of the community who donated time
and merchandise to
guarantee the banquet's
success.
In a final statement
concerning the future
growth of the organization, Starks said, "Over
the past 15 years Ducks
Unlimited has grown at a
rate of 25 percent compounded annually. Since
such growth is essential
to the well-being of the
waterfowl resource, the
Murray-Calloway County
committee is already
planning to make next
year's DU banquet a
record-breaker."
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Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
"Boss Howk Boats
•Authorized Evinrude
Soles IL Service

*1 C. Pontoons

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
It i• Henan(502)474-2245 at 474-2211, Est. 171
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Boyer s
Tree Service
753-0338
Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal
Pesticide Treatment, Sergery
Seasoned Firewood.
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Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
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fins & feathers

Tobacco leaders urge quota cut

fishing line
by jerry maupin
The muddy waters
continue to flow down
into Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes from the
states of Tennessee and
Alabama.
This is happening
because the heavy rainfall in this region has
filled the lakes and
rivers to the south, and
the policy of TVA is to
keep all of its impoundments at winter pool of
possible.
Whenever we have
this much drawdown,
the result is muddy
water and usually a
slowdown in fish
activity.
I was talking with Jim
Pierceall and Steve
Pember about Sauger
fishing and Jim
reported that the crappie had been biting pretty good until the water
color changed so
drastically!
We are getting the
fever to catch a good
bunch of sauger even
though the winter run is
several weeks away!
We studied several
areas on a navigation
map and decided to try
some of these places
closer to home before
making a long drive
somewhere else.
You know, the navigation maps which are
available to us in this
area, are some of the
best in the country.
They are compiled
from topographic maps
and aerial photography
by the Tennessee Valley
Authority Divison of
Water Control Planning
and are a most valuable

item to have in your
boat!
Of course there are
changes in the bottom
and underwater island
bars due to swift but for
the most part the maps
show it like it is.
Depending on how
long the mud stays with
us, could really help
warm the water if we
get some sunshine. The
fish should adjust to it
rapidly and continue to
feed.
Let's discuss some of
the types of areas to try
for gauger and crappie,
keeping in mind to find
the warmest water
possible, which also has
structure of some kind.
Almost everyone
knows to fish the ledger
and creek channels for
winter crappie and to
expect them to be between 10-20 feet.
This covers a lot of
water on Kentucky Lake
and if the winds are
favorable, crappie can
be caught just about
everywhere you try.
Sauger like the same
areas as crappie
sometimes, but most of
the time they perfer to
be by themselves, on a
little smoother bottoms
and a bit deeper. They
will feed on much larger
minnows such as the
gizzard shad, which frequently school by the
thousands along the
main river channel
banks.
A location is a must
until you get some
markers over a school
of feeding fish.
When you find feeding

Joe Futrell bagged this 132-pound buck with a
275-yard shot.
Sports Specialist photo

fish, try to drift over
them or use your trolling motor to move as
they do. Most of the time
you will find the sauger
In some kind of moving
water, such as a current
from a drawdown.
The most effective
method is a leadhead jig
with a minnow attached, bumped along the
bottom, right in the
school itself.
You should use 8-10
pound test line to keep

from getting to much
slack in your line and
not being able to "feel"
the light strike of a
sauger.
Sometimes a school
can be located in water
shallow enough to use
deep running crankbaits
but be prepared to use
the jigs anyway!
Give it a try, they sure
do taste good, coming
from the cold water!
Happy Fishing!

Bad goose hunting bad for
business in Southern Illinois
By The Associated Press
If it's a bad year for
goose hunters, it's a bad
year for business in
Southern Illinois.
And some people fear
that this year may be the
third consecutive bad
season in the "Goose
Hunting Capital of the
World."
The 40-day goosehunting season, which
this year began Nov. 14
and ends Dec. 2, has
cash registers ringing to
the tune of ;6.3 million annually.
Restaurants, gas stations, motels and hunting
clubs bag the profits
while hunters take aim at
the elusive bird. The fourcounty hunting zone in-

cludes Williamson,
Jackson, Union and Alexander counties.
It's still dark when
hunters line up at Elsie's
Diner north of the Carterville Crossroads for a
hearty breakfast of fried
eggs, biscuits with cream
gravy and crisp
hashbrowns.
"They just about eat
everything we have,"
says owner Elsie Hendrickson.
Across the road, the 24hour Union 76 gas station
does a brisk business.
Customers pump gas
while the attendant sells
candy, granola bars and
microwave breakfasts as
well as ammunition,
camouflage vests and
hats.

Junior Garland got this 8 point
GETS DEER
buck, 146 pounds, while hunting Nov. 16 in the Land
Between the Lakes. This is his second deer this
season.
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Famous Fah Dimwit's
Hwy. 68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.

Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
1kV"-VWkikklkINWIWrIV5
V -11:
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Sportsman's Realty
GARY
DARNELL
MARINE
Rt. 3
Murray
753-3734

U.S. 68 At Jonathon Creek
Iletiremeot Commercial
*nitwits Residential
farm me Lake Prope
1 bedroom cottage
;15,000, 3 min. to water

VERNON LILE

4.

•

We carry Johnson Outboards
at!
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to gather public comment
about the next quota.
Block must announce the
1984 quota by Feb. 1.
Block is expected to
follow the advice given
Friday and reduce next
year's quota to 582
million pounds.
He also is expected to
double growers' "no-netcost" assessment to 10
cents per pound sold.
The money is paid into
a fund to cover any losses
the government incurs in
paying for tobacco that
fails to sell at auction.
Support prices, which
vary according to grade,
have been frozen since
last year at an average of
$1.75 per pound.
This year's quota was
645 million pounds, but a
summer drought
devastated the crop,
dropping it to Depression
levels.
"A short crop does not
necessarily take care of a
surplus, as we are seeing
this year," said Bill
Myers, president of the
Burley Stabilization
Coro., which administers

the federal price-support
program for Tennessee,
Virginia and North
Carolina.
Myers' organization
joined its larger counterpart, the Lexington-based
Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association,
in recommending a 10
percent cut.
The latter group administers the support
program for Kentucky
and the remaining
burley-producing states:
West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana and Missouri.
Its directors voted
unanimously to recommend a lower quota.
Other groups endorsing a
cut included the Kentucky and Tennessee
Farm Bureau federations'
and the Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
Joe McDaniel, president of the Kentucky
cooperative, said he had
attended numerous quota
hearings, "but I don't
remember one in which
the farmer was faced
with greater problems."

Physician fights drug addiction
CATLETTSBURG, Ky.
( AP) — A federal judge
has included free medical
service to the needy in his
sentence for a physician
who says he is recovering
from drug addiction.
"You said in your statement that this started as
recreation, because you
were bored sometimes,"
U.S. District Judge
Henry R. Wilhoit told Dr.
Terrence R. McAlister.
"You want to turn your
life around, and be a service to the community,"
Wilhoit said. "Many people could benefit from
your expertise."
McAlister pleaded guilty Nov. 30 to a misdemeanor charge of failing
to keep complete records
of receiving controlled
substances.
Wilhoit sentenced the
31-year-old family practitioner this week to one
year in prison, but
suspended the prison
sentence.
He placed McAlister on
five years probation and

ordered him to donate at
least 200 hours of medical
services each year to
needy people who cannot
afford those services.
Given an opportunity to
make a statement,
McAlister said "I realize
that the sequence of
events leading to this is a
result of addiction. I
recognize that addiction.
"But with the help of
friends,family, peers and
myself, I am attempting
to improve," he said.
McAlister's attorney,
John Billings, said the
physician spent a month
at a drug rehabilitation
center and had been
drug-free for three months.
McAlister was indicted
Sept. 28 by a federal
grand jury on 19 felony
counts of fraudulently obtaining narcotics and two
misdemeanor counts of
failure to keep accurate
records.
The indictment charged that he repeatedly obtained Meperidine

Hopkinsville man
killed in motel fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Authorities are
still investigating a fatal
fire at the Rodeway Inn in
downtown Louisville that
claimed the life of a
Hopkinsville man.
Authorities have not
determined the cause of
Friday's blaze, but do not
suspect arson, said Maj.
Roy Higdon of the
Louisville Fire Department.
Deputy Jefferson County Coroner Robert Carter
identified the victim as
Douglas Glen Woolf, 36.
He said Woolf had suffered smoke inhalation
and burns on his back.
No one else was injured.
Officials said Woolf
was in Louisville because
his infant son was
hospitalized at the nearby
Kosair Children's
Hospital in critical condition with respiratory problems. Woolf's wife,
Judy, was in a Madisonville hospital, where she
gave birth Monday.
Heavy smoke from the
fire, which was contained
to the one room, forced
the evacuation of the
motel's 67 guests about 6
a.m., manager Bill
Johnson said.
All were back in their
rooms by 7 a.m., said
Higdon.

Jack Campbell of
Evansville, Ind., was
staying a few doors away
from the room where the
fire started. "I woke up at
about 6," he said. "I went
out into the hall and all of
a sudden I heard the
smoke alarm. I ran back
to my room and called the
front desk.
"By the time I came
back out, the hallway was
full of smoke," Campbell
said.
Firefighters rescued
the man shortly after arriving at the motel and
began administering cardiopulmonary resuscitation, Higdon said.
-He was alive at the
time they started or they
wouldn't have started
CPR," he said. "Once
you start CPR you can't
quit because once you
quit, you're pronouncing
him dead. We're not doctors; we can't do that."
Paramedics took the
man to Humana Hospital
University, where he
died, said deputy coroner
Carter.

(Demerol) tablets by
presenting prescription
forms for the drugs
without intending to
dispense them to patients.
He initially pleaded innocent to all counts, but
in a rearraignment Nov.
30, he pleaded guilty to
one misdemeanor count
of failure to keep accurate records.
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Bob Rawlins read a plea
agreement stating that he
would move to dismiss
the remaining counts. He
did so at Tuesday's
sentencing.
Rawlins said there was
no evidence McAlister
had been selling the
drugs.
Billings asked that
McAlister, who previously practiced in the Catlettsburg Medical Arts
Building and now practices at the Summit
Medical Center, be allowed to continue.
"The professional community shows they want
him back," Billings said.
am concerned,"
Wilhoit told McAlister,
"that anyone would play
around with Demerol.
Your statement says you
did it for recreation, and
that you were confident
you could control it.
"This is a case study on
why anyone should not
deal with it," the judge
said.
"The medical profession is no place for a person suffering from
alcohol or drug addiction," he said. "If you
succeed (in fighting it)
you're among two percent iqf those who have
tried thicl succeeded."
Wilhoit ordered that
McAlister be supervised
by a federal court probation officer during his
probation, and comply
with restrictions imposed
by the Kentucky Medical
Licensure Board.
Those include a fiveyear probation on his
license to practice,
abstinence from controlled substances and
restrictions on administering controlled
substances.
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Ober° Brittain
dies today at
local hospital
Obera E. Brittain, 71,
Rt. 1, Almo, died at 3:50
a.m. today in the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital long term care
facility.
Mrs. Brittain was
preceded in death by her
husband, William Brittain.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Harvey
Rehm Copeland; one
neice, Mrs. Cecil (June)
Higgins and one greatnephew, Kary Higgins,
all of Rt. 1, Almo.
Funeral arrangements
are incomplete at Max
Churchill Funeral Home.

Superintendent
indicted
on charges
HICKMAN, Ky. 1AP
— A former Fulton County School Superintendent
has been indicted on
three charges for a
shooting at the home of a
former school board
member.
Harold Garrison is
charged with first-degree
wanton endangerment,
first-degree criminal
mischief and criminal
mischief in the indictment issued Monday.
Ga,xrison allegedly
area shots into the front
aoor of Doyle Wayne
Gedge's house on July
27. No one was injured in
the incident.
Garrison, who was
school superintendent for
16 years, has resigned.

Jumping victim
charged with
parents killings
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A Louisville man
who died after apparently
jumping from the 20th
floor of a downtown hotel
has been charged with
murdering his parents.
Police would not say
Friday what evidence led
them to charge Albert
Joseph Bauer Jr. with the
Dec. 10 murders of his
parents, Albert Joseph
Bauer Sr. and Mable
Bauer, both 63.
Maj. Sherman Anderson, chief of detective,
said "we're satisfied,
based on the facts" —
statements from the
younger Bauer before his
death and "physical
evidence" that the police
have solved the case.
The deaths were
reported to the police by
the younger Bauer. When
police arrived, they were
met by Bauer, who was
covered with blood and
had cuts on his hand,
police said.
Bauer apparently
jumped from his 20thfloor room at the Galt
House early Monday
morning.
KU STUMP
REMOVAL
. Sr con remove stumps up '
to 24 below the ground
435 4343 or 435 4319.
•"
E. ,•
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might consult
your CPA about purchasing a vehicle
before the end of the
year for investment
credit
anJ
tax
depreciation.
You

The fire was the first at
the 12-year-old, eightstory, motel, Johnson
said. Johnson said he expected the cost of repairs
to be minimal because
damage was restricted to
the one room.

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Double AA Service

Broker
Phone 354-6338

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Leaders of the
burley tobacco industry
in Kentucky and Tennessee want Agriculture
Secretary John R. Block
to cut next year's
marketing quota by 10
percent.
But they say that will
make only a minor dent
in the swollen pools of
surplus leaf that have
helped depress prices
throughout the eightstate burley belt.
A 10-percent cut "isn't
enough to take care of the
surplus, but it's the maximum allowed by law,"
Maysville warehouseman
Jim Finch said Friday.
Finch is president of
the Burley Auction
Warehouse Association,
one of several groups that
recommended a 10 percent cut during a public
hearing at the University
of Kentucky.
The Agriculture
Department conducts
such hearings every year

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

DWAIN TAYLOR
MIR R U LET
753-2617
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Murray brings rivalry, winning
back home; beats CCHS 57-49
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The rivalry between
Calloway County and
Murray High resumed
this year in Murray's
gymnasium for the first
time since the 1971-72
season. In the past the
designated Murray home
games were played in
Murray State's Racer
Arena.
But this year was different. And to commemorate the event, a
new breed of Tiger was
unveiled against the
Lakers.
From the beginning of
Friday's game, the
Tigers were determined
to make the homecoming
successful.
Murray ripped loose for
a 16-point halftime edge,
and rejected a late
Calloway comeback to
win the Fourth District
showdown,57-49.
"We've been on the
road forever and it sure
feels good to come
home," said a smiling
Cary Miller about his second win in six outings,
including four road trips.

Miller's Tigers made
the homecoming sweet by
completely dominating
the game from start to
finish, although Calloway
surged late in the fourth
period and closed to
within seven, 52-45, with
less than a minute to
play.
"We didn't come
prepared to play," explained Calloway's Jack
Pack in the tomb-like
visitors' dressing room.
"We were out-played
tonight. They beat us in
every aspect of the game
— on the boards, they outhustled us ... Cary
(Miller) did a good job of
getting his team ready.
They were well prepared
and we just got whipThe Tigers took every
advantage and turned it
against Calloway including the foul situation
which claimed Laker
starters Jamie Potts and
Brad Skinner before the
game's end and forward
Todd Albritton spent
most of the game benched with three fouls.
Meanwhile the Tigers

were shooting like they'd
never shot before, hitting
the inside gimme's by
Paul Dailey (15 points)
and Jay Wells (10), and
taking the outside shots
by storm with Tommy
Wagner canning 16 and
guards Steve Rutledge
and Mark Boggess getting seven apiece.
Miller described his
team's philosophy as one
of taking the game to the
opponent instead of sitting back and waiting for
the opponent to make the
first move.
"We were the aggressors tonight. We
followed our game plan
and you couldn't ask for a
better defensive effort
than what we gave
tonight. Rutledge and
Boggess added so much
to our defense because of
their quickness — they
played like they were
possessed out there."
One of the Tigers' biggest problems this
season, besides a lack of
overall height, has been
the team's inability to
play as a unit. Sometimes
one, two or at the most,

three players would be
ticking, but not all of the
Tiger cylinders were firing in sequence.
Friday in front of a
crowd of approximately
1,200, the Tigers put it all
together.
"Coming home helped
some of our people grow
up tonight," Miller said.
They played with the experience and poise of a
much older team — a
team they can be all the
time if they keep improving like they have since
the first of the season."
Calloway, playing as
separate individuals, suffered from the malady
the Tigers avoided Friday night — lack of unity.
Crippling foul trouble did
force Pack to alter his
lineup somewhat, but the
fouls didn't cause the
Lakers to shoot only 20
percent from the floor in
the first quarter (2 of 10)
and miss eight
free throws in
the fourth period
— two being the
front ends of 1plus -1 opportunities.
"Missing those
free throws
didn't cost us the
game, but they sure
didn't help any," Pack
observed.
On the boards the
Lakers were relatively
ineffective in the first
half although after
halftime the visitors
started being more asser-

tive under the net. Rebounding statistics conflicted between the two
schools — Murray High
claimed a 37-20 advantage on the boards
while Calloway stats had
both teams even with 31
caroms apiece.

The Lakers were led in
scoring by Skinner with
16, tying Wagner for
game-high honors, and
Potts had 11. CCHS junior
center Jamie Johnson,
who transferred to
Calloway from Murray
(Continued on Page 9)

HOOKED ON WINNING — Jay Wells (23) flips
an overhand pass to a speeding teammate to thwart
Calloway defender Jamie Johnson (45) in the lane.
Teamwork on offense and a super job on defense
won the game for Murray, according to MHS Coach
Cary Miller. Trailing this play are Calloway's Mark
Waldrop(33) and Murray's Steve Rutledge (12).
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Your Discount Parts Supermart

Valvoline
10W40
Motor
Oil
••T32Fi oz t's

*877

60Aonth Battery

Keep your car in shape Save
money with Auto Shack

Exceptional
starting power at
an Auto Shack
price Price with
exchange

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
JUST MISSED — Calloway's Brad Skinner (43) barely tips a Steve Rutledge
jump shot, but the Murray guard got the points anyway. Murray High also got
the win as the Tigers went on to beat their crosstown rivals, 57-49, Friday. Watching the action is Murray center Paul Dailey.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Purcell speaks
to Rotary Club
Professional tennis star
Mel Purcell will be the
special guest speaker at
next Thursday's meeting
of the Murray Rotary
Club.
While visiting with his
family here, Purcell will
share with the local club
many of his experiences
as a world-wide tennis
competitor.
The Murray Rotary
Club meets each Thursday at noon at the Seven
Seas Restaurant on US
641 North.

FACTORY OUTLET
SALE
Kentucky Candy Co. — Almo
753-4953
Candy — Nuts
Summer Sausage — Crocks Of
Cheese

Swim's's/tic
MA/FM Tape Decks
Universal
four-bamil
carburetor.
1101550.

Your choice Of btrack or casSette
players Easy installation. eSR200
IISP300

10 A.M. — 6 P.M.

PECANS
All USDA Foncy Grode (Gift Geode)5 Lbs. or more
All This Year's Crop In Shell Es. Lenge
S 1 30
Shelled Es. Large Halves or
Pieces
Virginia Dry Roosted Unsalted
Peanuts
Almonds, halves

Door

Lb.

OD me,
SpytookoOk deco
OINOINOS Id, I kc
06011..1111010Ci

'2.95 lb.
S lbs. or more '2.75

Cassette
ors 95 s,
Adapter
Sow.
atm
Ploys commit. to
y tirsck dock

1

1595

ISCA 10

SOUND VALUE
iliiiii1T1 tTr iii' T1

Baking or Eating '1.50 lb
S lbs. or more '1.30 lb
8 oz.'1.50

BLACK 8, DECKER

CANDY
S 04
( Reg '3.00 Eo.)
o0
Giant Peanut or Coconut Logs ( Reg. '2.50
.)75C

Giant Pecan, Almond Logs

Martin fired
for third time
NEW YORK ( AP )
Billy Martin's third
tenure as manager of the
New York Yankees ended when he was fired by
owner George Steinbrenner, who named first
base coach Yogi Berra
the new pilot.
Martin, who has four
years remaining on a
five-year contract, will
remain as an adviser.
The dismissal marked
the sixth time Martin has
been fired as a major
league manager.

Pecan 8 oz. 52"

F udge
Plain
Pecan Divinity

8oz.S1 50
00
Reg.'2.50 7 Oz. pkg. 51

SUMMER SAUSAGE

lir OWNS ff41.1411 a groat
•Illril bike" for kids Includes
wheels Greet for
Christmas'

waning

Fog Or Driving
Lights
Hi inimsity lights fOf bad
weather driving
14-0021-2WS..4-oo22 zws

Wisconsin Mode — French Formula
81.50
12 oz. Reg.'4.75
75'
6 oz. Reg.'2.75
Crocks of Kau Kouno Wisconsin Cheese
SPECIAL If You Buy The Crock, Sharp Cheese
FREE
Brown 12 Oz. Crock '2.50 Brown 60i. Crock 81.75
Sandstone Crock With Sausage & Cheese Mixture
12 Oz.'2.75
i A.A.4 — 6 I M - Tolut 641 I4orth 4 Miles to Hwy 464 -

AS

Go East( Towers' Lebo) 1 mile to Alnico - Turn Loft first
1
2 block - then
paved rood - pass pest office tbsin tern left /
north I bled! to OW Memo School House

FREE DELIVERY 810 or More — 3 mile
rodius of Murray or Almo.

753-4953

South 12th Street, Southside Center

753-8971
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Both coaches pleased with
iMHS-CCHS overtime rivalry

UK crushes Wyoming
in Wildcats'tourney

-$
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For two coaches whose
teams just went after
each other tooth and nail,
both John Orr and Jimmy
Harrell seemed pretty
pleased after Friday's
Murray High-Calloway
County girls basketball
game.
How could both be
pleased? Didn't one win
and the other lose?
Orr had reason to be
pleased. His girls improved to 5-1 with Friday's 5951 overtime victory over
host MHS.
; "But even if we'd lost I
:would have been happy
.about this game," Orr
:said. "I'm proud of
',Calloway and I'm proud
of Murray because both
teams have a bunch of
good kids and they both
played their hearts out
tonight. It's good to see
,this kind of sportsman• ship even in this big of a
rivalry."
Harrell echoed Orr's
sentiments even though
his team fought back to
tie the game in regulation, 49-49, and had a fourfoot jump shot blocked
with :03 remaining.
"We came into tonight
just wanting to play a
good game - and we certainly did," said Harrell.
"If it had worked out the
other way, if we'd have
won, I would have been
happier, but we didn't.
We are getting a little better each game, though,
and now we know we can
play with just about
anybody."
The game was a crowd
pleaser to the final buzzer
as the lead changed
hands six times and the

score was tied 10 times.
Beth Hooks, who blocked the last shot in regulation by Murray's Vonnie
Hays, led all scorers with
17 and had help in double
figures by Lady Lakers
Terri Malcolm ( 16), Tammi Treas and Anita Hill
with 10 apiece.
Hill was the difference
for Calloway in the overtime period scoring four
points including a steal
and a layup to carve a 5549 lead for the visitors.
"That was the big play
for us," On- agreed. "If
she hadn't made that play
they could have scored
and it would have been a
two-point game. As it was
we had a six-point lead
and could control our own
destiny."
The Lady Tigers were
unable to score in the extra period until the :20
mark when Diana Ridley,
sidelined with four fouls
most of the second half,
canned a stickback to cut
Calloway's lead to 57-51.
Even sitting out much
of the game, Ridley
managed 14 points, 10 in
the first half. She was topped for high-team honors,
however, by Sheri Swift
who kept Murray in the
game with her outside
touch against Calloway's
zone.
Senior guard Connie
Spann also contributed 11
points for the home team.
Behind, 20-18, with 2:48
left in the second period,
Calloway launched an 11point scoring spree stopped only by a Swift
basket at the buzzer - to
make the halftime score,
29-22, for Calloway.
The biggest lead by
either team was acheived

during that span when the
Lady Lakers went ahead,
29-20.
Murray scratched back
to a 35-35 tie with 3:12
showing in the third
period and it was a
dogfight thereafter.
Calloway only had one
more field goal (24-23)
than the Lady Tigers, but
took three times as many
free throws, 24-8, and connected on 11 to Murray's
six. Another important
factor in the contest was
Calloway's ability to
avoid fouls and thus keep
Murray from the bonus
shots in the second half.
While Murray takes a 14 record into the holiday
layoff, Calloway keeps
playing with a 2-1 district
record and three wins in a
TOW.

"I had been on our kids
all season," Orr admitted,"because I didn't feel
like we were playing with
the same intensity that
we had last year ... until
tonight. Tonight we finally played like I thought
we could. Tonight was
fun."
Tuesday the Lady
Lakers resume their
season on the road with a
visit to Lyon County's invitational tournament
where they play Crittenden County in a 6 p.m.
contest.
Murray is idle until
Jan, 5 when the team
hosts Reidland.
cALLowAy (10. (50) - Treas 2 6-6

10. Malcolm 6 4-12 16; Hooks 8 1-4 17.
Gallunore 2 0-2 4; Hill 5 0-0 10, Anderson
1 0-0 2 Totals - 24 11-24 59
MURRAY
- Spann 5 1-3 11,
Thompson 1 0-0 2: Swift 72-216, Hays 3
2-28, Ridley 70-1 14. Totals -- 23 5-851
Total fouls CC 11, MHS 16
Halftime - CC 29. MHS 72.
Records-- CC 5-1. 2-1; MHS 1-3, 0-1

BIG BLOCK - Vonnie Hays (35) had a chance to win the game
for Murray
High when she put up this shot inside the lane, but Calloway's
Beth Hooks (25)
forced the game into overtime with this block. The Lady Lakers
went on to
defeat Murray,59-51, Friday night.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

LEXINGTON, Ky.
( AP) - Ladell Anderson
said he wasn't dismayed
by the thought of sending
his young Brigham
Young basketball team
against No. 2 Kentucky
tonight.
"We knew what we
were up against when we
entered the tournament,"
Anderson said Friday
after the Cougars gained
a berth opposite the
Wildcats in the title game
of the University of Kentucky Invitational Tournament.
The fact that Brigham
Young made it to the final
at all was something of a
surprise. The Cougars
carried a 2-2 record into
the preliminary against
previously unbeaten
Virginia Commonwealth.
But a pair of unlikely
heroes - freshman forward Mike Smith and
senior center Brett Applegate - powered
Brigham Young to an 8177 victory over the Rams,
4-1.
Smith scored 12 of his
14 points in the second
half, including four
critical free throws in the
final 29 seconds. Applegate scored 10 of his 17
points after halftime, taking up the slack when the
Rams shut down highscoring Devin Durrant.
Kentucky crushed
Wyoming 66-40 in the

nightcap, getting 14
points from Melvin Turpin and 13 from Sam
Bowie.
Anderson said Virginia
Commonwealth
outplayed the Cougars for
three-fourths of the
game, but switching
defenses finally forced
the Rams to go outside.
Cold shooting from the
field and the foul line proved to be their undoing,
Ram Coach J.D. Barnett
said.
"It's a matter of concentration," Barnett
said. "We didn't get the
play we needed out of our
perimeter players in the
second half.
"But give BYU credit.
They played tough and
did a good job in the zone.
They did the things you
have to do to win the
basketball game."
Durant had 17 points
in the first half, after
which the Cougars trailed
47-38. He scored Brigham
Young's first six points in
the second half, but was
shut out after that.
The loss negated fine
performances by Ram
center Mike Schlegel,
who led all scorers with
28 points, and guard
Calvin Duncan, who
scored 27.
Wyoming, despite lacking a starter taller than 6
feet 6, outrebounded Kentucky 35-32.

for an 8 p.m. game
against Caldwell County.

MURRAY (571 - Rutledge 3 1-2 7
Dailey 7 1-5 15. Wells 3 4-7 10. Wagner 6
4-516• Parks 0 0-0 O. Dunn 0 2-3 2. Boggess 21-4 7 Totals-11 10-3657
Halftime - MHS 29,CC 13
Fouls- MHS 22, CC 36. Fouled out
CC: Potts,Skinner.
Records- MHS 2-4, 1-1 district, CC 24. 1-2 distnet

Tigers win 5749...
(Continued from Pg.8)
High this year, scored only eight points against his
former schoolmates.
Calloway continues its

season today with a 2
p.m. consolation game
against West Hopkins in
the Druther's Classic
Tournament at Christian
County High. Murray

breaks for the weekend
before hosting Trigg
County Tuesday night.
Calloway also plays on
Tuesday travelling to the
Lyon County Invitational

CALLOWAY CO.(•I - Sheridan 2 02 4, Potts 43-0 11, Johnson 3 2-2 1, Skinner 7 2-9 16. Albntton 1 0-0 2, Foster 3 01 1; Mickey Garruon 0 2-2 2 Totals - 20
942*.
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Ill//PattiShack
Your Discount Parts Supermart

• Alignanaleous

Ftiusell invitational
Russell 70, East Carter 60
Mountain Schoolboy Classic
('a wood 41. Pleasure Ridge Park 39
Hornets Christmas Chunk
Al Chesapeake, Va.
Indian River Va. ES„Ashland 61
King of the Bluegraes
First Round
Meade Co. 45, Jeffersontown 42
Clark Co 35. Lou Fern Creek 32
Mountain Coal Claesic
Jackson 54. Fleming-Neon 53
Lawrence Co Watt Trny
Morgan Co 69, Rowan Co. 51
Lawrence Co. 74. Bath Co 69
Druther's amok
Todd Co 43. Union Co 40
Hopkins/111e 70. Lou Iroquois 43
Regular Season
Adair Co 82. Campbellsville 60
Alex Brcesart 69, Dayton 52
Bardstown 55, Bullitt Central 40
Beectiwood 60. Silver Grove 54
Bullitt East 75, Ky Country Day 69
Campbell Co 65, Highlands 54
Central City 16. Greenville 68
Cloverport 51. Cannelton, Ind 49 OT
Conner 69, Erlanger Lloyd 54
Con Catholic 94, Boone Co 86
Con Holmes 51,Simon Kenton 49
Cumberland 60, Whdesburg 48
Denung 68, Augusta S4
Drakesboro 116, Butler Co 70
Fords:111e Ill. Graham 75
Fort Knox 55. LaRne Co 51
Frankfort 47. Harrodsburg 45
Frank-Simpson 65, Warren Central
60
Grant Co 70, Owen Co 52
Johnson Cent 51, Knott Co Central
65
Jenkins 37, Pound Va 31
Inwts Co 104. Mendee Co 75
Lou Eastern 55. Lou Valley 46
Ike Shawnee 47, Allen Central 38
Lou St Xavier 70, Bishop David 42
Lee Co 66, Powell Co $61
Leshe Co 70. Hazard 51
Lincoln Co 67, Jessamtne Co 58
Lowes 52, Fancy Farm 44
Ludlow 52, Bellevue 49
Madisonville 74, Apollo 67 OT
Marshall 03 II. Heath 46
Massac Co III 58, Livingston Cent
52
Mclean Co 57. Whites Truuty 53
Mercer Co 50 Casey Co 55
Middlesboro 66, Pineville 41
Montgomery Cs 41, Con Holy Cram
19
Monticello 50. Clinton Co 42
Muhlenberg Central 81. Bremen 57
Nelson Co 60. West Hardin 53
Newport Cath 50, Dixie Heights 48
North Hardin 45, Ehaabethlovni 40
Oldham Co 118, Trimble Co. 43
Owensboro*, Hancock Co 52
Pendleton Co 53, Hamper Co 41
Riverside 73. Merritt Is Fla 61
Scott Co 69. Western HiRs 46
Shelby Co 61. Anderson Co 57
Somerset 113. Danville*
Spencer Co 76. North Bulhtt 62
Si Mary 70, Ballard Memorial*
St Romuald 36, Evangel 34 OT
Taylor Co 71, Green Co U
Tompkinsville U.Garnahel 66
Washington Co 65. Bards
Bethlehem 51
West Hopkins 71. Caldwell Ca 62
wing,: 73 Sedalia 67
Worstfnrd Cc 59 Franklin Co 52

South 12th Stroot

Girls
Iroquois Invitational Tiny
Consolation
Lou Iroquois 61. Angela Menet 41
Championship
Lou Butler 56, Holy Rosary 39
Bethlehem Chruitmas Thy
Marion Co 48 Bardstown
Bethlehem 30
Nelson Co 33. Washington Co 30
Carroll Co. Invitation* Testy
Gallatin Co. 53. Carroll Co. 44
Owendfore Lady Claseic
Daviess Co 55, Grayson Co 48
Madisonville*, Oluo Co 43
Regular Sew
Ballard Memorial 77. St Mary 2

Bulhtt East 63. Ky CAuldry Day 21
Calloway Co 59, Murray 51
Clay Co 75. Oneida Baptist 41
Frank-Simpson 49, Warren Central
46
Leslie Co. 53, Jenkins 35
Lou. Manual 91. Lou Central 45
Lou. Sacred Heart 79, Atherton 60
Lyon Co 47, Providence 43
Mayfield 43. Symscnis 28
McCreary Central 43, Burgui 40
Monticello 45, Clinton Co 36
North Bullitt U.Spencer Co 73
Southwest Chris. 41. Chris. Academy
21
Whitley Co IS, Knox Central 44

College Basketball
College Basketball
Friday's Scares
EAST
Delaware St 71. Capon St 69
SOUTH
Jacksomrille 71. Akron 62
MIDWEST
Ball St 73. Butler 68
Ill -Chicago 91, Alcorn St 115
SOUTHWEST
Texas-El Paso 64. St Mary's 57
W Texas St 91 Pan American M.
OT
FAR WEST
Denver 61. A ugustana 111 54
Hawaii 76. Howard 68
Idaho St 98. Mesa College 7'7
Oregon St. 62, Utah 49
TOURNAMENTS
Bayou Classic
First Raerid
So. Illinois 89. Cal -Santa Barbara 77
SW Louisiana 83. E Washington 70
Casaba Club Classic
First Round
Central Michigan 61, Pacific 59
Georgia Tech 67. Pepperdine 56
Dallas Morning News Classic

First Round
Centenary 75. Anzona State 60
So Methodist 52, New Orleans 78
Evansville Holiday
First Round
Evansville 96. Georgia Southern 82
Lamar 91, No Arizona 61
Indiana Clank
First Round
Illinois St 80, Utah St 74
Indiana 73. Texas A&M 48
Kentucky Invitational
First Round
Brigham Young 8: "a Commonwealth 77
Kentucky 66. Wyoming 40
Kettle Classic
First Round
Houston 92, Stetson 71
Princeton 75, Santa Clara 53
Tennessee Classic
First Round
Tenn -Chattanooga 62, Middle Tenn
49
Tennessee St 80 Atom Pray 71
Volunteer Classic
First Round
Louisiana Tech 72.. W Carolina 48
Tennessee 64. Montana St 41

Pro Basketball
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFEFtENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
Philadelphia
11 5
713 Boston
19 7
731
'7
New York
15 10 600 4
Nrir Jersey
12 11
522 6
Washington
11 13
468 7'7
Central Division
Milwaukee
625
15 9
Detroit
II 12
4711 3'7
Atlanta
458 4
11 13
Chicago
7 14
323 6,
Cleveland
I 13
308 8
Indiana
5 18
217 9'7
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Dallas
15 9 635 Utah
15 10
IMO
Kansas City
II 12
478 317
Denver
11 13
451 4
San Antonio
11 15
423 5
Houston
9 15 .375 6
Pacific Divsa
Portland
102
11 II
Ida Angeles
15 7 012 1
Golden State
1111
12 13
Seattle
12 13
4111
Phoenix
9 15 376 1
San Dwain
XI 10
I IS
Friday's Gams
Washington let Baden IS

7534071

Philadelphia Is. Cleveland 105
San Antonin 120. Indiana 92
Milwaukee 110, Dallas 105
Portland 119. Denver 115
Lou Angeles IV,San Diego 109
Seattle 110. New Jersey 106
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee at New York
Cleveland at Washington
San Antonio at Atlanta
Boston at Detroit
Dallas at Chicago
Indians at Houston
Golden State at Utah
Kansas City at Phoenix

Obituary
PITTSBURGH ( A P )
- Doug Kotar, a former
running back for the
New York Giants who
had battled brain cancer
since mid-1982. died at
Montefiore Hospital, a
hospital spokeswoman
said. He was 32.

Southoido Contor
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DEAR ABBY My 43-year-old husband of 20 years died
suddenly of a heart attack. I adored him and thought the
heartbreaking days that followed were the worst I would
ever have to endure. I was wrong.
Yesterday, his secretary dropped off his personal papers,
and among them were some love letters from two women!
He and I played tennis, hiked and made love so often, I
thought I had the most fantastic marriage in the world.
There is so much anger and hate in me, I feel consumed
by it. How could I have been so naive and trusting? And
how could he have been so deceitful and disloyal?
I have removed every memory of him from our home,
and I won't allow our children to mention his name. I
never knew I could hate anyone so much. Can you believe
I am sorry I didn't know of this while he Was alive so I
could get back at him in some way and make him feel the
kind of pain he has given me?
CRUSHED

2. Notic

The number of old- animals to make all ofthe association believes
it has slowed from a fashioned wooden them tooff's.
Today, Chance:
gallop to a walk the race animal carousels has
to dismantle intact fallen from between Manufacturing Co. In •
wooden carousels for 3,000 and 5,000 early in Kansas and Bradley &
the 1900s to about 220 to- Kaye in California contheir valuable horses.
Although association day, according to tinue to make cgrotusels, ,
members are secretary Gail Hall of usually using the 'older *
horses as models or
themselves collectors of Frankfort, Ind.
the horses, they say
In Portland, associa- molds for their;
their purchases are tion members Duane fiberglass models.
"There's less upkastiq
DEAR CRUSHED: If you thought you had a fanlimited to animals and Carol Perron have
tastic marriage, you had one, even though there
previously removed set up two wooden with the fiberglass.*
was a part of your husband's life you didn't know
carousels since 1978 and horses, and the kids4
from their carousels —
existed.
bought the makings of don't care," she said.;
with
no
effort
spared
to
Hate, like acid, eats away at the vessel that
three
more.
"But the senior citizens:
protect
and
restore
inharbors it. You desperately need to vent your
"It's a lost art," says do care. It's Just a little
tact machines.
feelings of hate, anger and betrayal. You've taken
the first step by writing to me. Now,see a therapist
Carol Perron in her liv- bit special to ride an old,
and pour the rest of it out until there is no more
ing room, which is home wooden carousel."
hate inside you.
to several old wooden
horses and other
ACROSS
2 Lambs pen
animals. "They don't
1 Fixed period
,
Aaswer to Previews Puzzle
name
of time
3 Remainder
DEAR ABBY. I'm going with this guy who is very nice,
make 'em anymore.
UCCLE 0012012
4 Courage
5 Fix firmly
but he does something that worries me. He drinks mouthmake 'em out of
They
OVECOU MOM
8 Painful
5 Play leading
Frances Drake
wash.(His favorite brand is Scope.) He doesn't just swish
fiberglass."
UN UNEECOU N
12 Toward
role
it around in his mouth, he swallows it!
FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER
UOU LOOM UV
Shelter
She eyes one of her
6 Organ ot
He says he does this because he's a heavy smoker, and
13 Chinese
hearing
WM ULM MN
favorites, a gentletomorup
to
one
of
your
will
friends.
his
mouth
never
feels
really
clean
after
rinsing
with
of
day
What
kind
7 habitually
FRANKFORT, Ky.
pagoda
MUM OVUM
mouthwash—he has to drink it. He drinks a bottle a day.
row be? To find out what the Strain could exist between looking, finely chiseled
14 Clique
silent
NO0
MU
(AP) — As many as 166.
health?
Could
this
be
bad
for
his
forecast
guests.
the
say,
read
stars
around
the
carved
horse
15 Light rain
8 Economize
NUMMI UNUMN
former employees of the,
WORRIED IN PHILLY given for your birth sign.
VIRGO
16 Part of circle 9 Butter
NUM MU UM
turn of the century by
17 Tear
substitute
( Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
Central Screw plant could:
CU BUONO UN
Looff,
Charles
I.D.
18 Idle chatter
DEAR WORRIED: Yes! Scope is 18 1/2 percent ARIES
colkiq
You may be overly
NO BOUNOUU
be eligible for extended:
Perron
Mrs.
whom
10 Rave
20 Simpletons
alcohol.
Worse
yet,
it's
not
the
kind
of
alcohol
suspicious where you have no
MUM OUNUU
) Mar.21 to Apr. 191
unemployment
benefits,
22 Note of scale 11 Goals
most
describes
as
"the
could
be
an
intended for internal use. Your friend
MUM MUM
Mix-ups in communication reason to be. A domestic
23 Tiny particle 19 Babylonian
just in time for the holialcoholic. Please urge him to consult a physician are likely. You'll get little development could lead to creative of carvers."
24 Eye
deity
about this practice before he gets hooked on this
"They are more than day season.
feedback for your ideas now. changes in plans tonight.
amorously
21 Cupola
41 Change
30 Mournful
habit—if he's not already.
Word of the extension'
27 Musical
23 Regions
just wooden figures to
Wait until others are more LIBRA
32 Gull-fike bird
direction
instruments 24 Lubricate
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
42 Shellfish
35 hidden
receptive.
me," she says. "Some for eligible applicanti
31 Suffix - life
25 African
43 Small valley
supplies
Travelers need to tighten
came earlier this week
TAURUS
really talk to me."
32 At that place
antelope
36 Football
44 Country of
(Apr. 20 to May 20) b‘i, their purse strings. Overall,
when the federal Labor,:
DEAR
ABBY:
I
am
a
17-year-old
high
school
senior,
began
to
33 Tibetan
Perrons
26 Permit
The
position
Asia
A loved one seems tight- this is not a favorable time for
gazelle
and for the last three years I have been going steady with
27 Menace
45 Depression
Department
38 Sun god
ruled that.
horses
carousel
collect
financial
interests.
Conserve
34 Adherent of 28 The self
a guy a year older than myself. We plan to get married a fisted with money. Extra ex48 Anglo-Saxon
39 Stockings
in 1974 after Duane, a the plant's closing in July'.
Luther
29 Pedal digit
penses could also arise. You funds.
40 River in Asia
money
year or two after I graduate from high school.
vice president for U.S. was attributable to in-:.
36 Female
My parents want to send me away to a four-year college, need to pay attention to SCOFtP10
2 3 4
5 6 7
8 9 10 11
(Oct.23toNov.21)
student
Bank in Portland, creased foreign imports;
but I'm not sure that's what I really want. Also, I don't budgets.
37 Iron and gold
Testing people is not the
know what I will do with a college degree because all I've GEMINI
realized that they were said Jack Hashian,
38 Note of scale
way to enlist support. Extra
ever wanted to be is a housewife and mother, and you (May 21 toJune 201
appreciating in value. spokesman for the agen39 City in Cuba
could
dampen
your
expenses
don't need a college degree for that.
You may not be feeling your
42 StraightThe horses rose cy's Employment andspirits.
Be
more
optimistic.
I know my parents want what is beat for me, but I just chipper self today. A partner
forward
dramatically in value Trade Administration.
idrig0
can't see going away to college and seeing my boyfriend takes you off guard. Be low- SAGITTARIUS
46 Hebrew
between
1977 and 1981,
22
to
Hashian said a Labor
(Nov.
Dec.
21)
measure
only on holidays for four years.
key. Defer to others' wishes.
47 Rocky hill
If you keep others waiting,
Have you any advice for me? I live in a small town.
when inflation en- Department study show-,
CANCER
49 Biblical weed
UNSURE IN TEXAS (June 21 toJuly 22)
don't expect an enthusiastic
couraged people to in- ed that Detroit
50 Petitioned
reception. A loved one is ininto
You
could
withdraw
vest in art and other automakers have been
51 Period of
DEAR UNSURE: Don't turn down a college
feel somewhat in- clined to moodiness this evenyourself
or
time
items, Mrs. Hall relying more heavily on
solid
education because you want to be a wife and
ing.
52 Verve
says.
mother. You can have both. One never knows what hibited in a party atmosphere. CAPRICORN
imported bolts than they
53 Transgresses
the future has in store. Many homemakers find Worry less. Try to have more (Dec.22 toJan. 19)
Today, the horses sell have domestic bolts. This
54 Catch
fun.
themselves widowed or divorced, and a college
colloq
for $200 to $27,000. Com- finding contributed to the
You may not get the work
education (or a skill) can be their passport to LEO
55 Lease
done you planned, as the day
plete carousels sell for ruling, he said.
(July
23
to
Aug.
22)
DOWN
independence. Go for it!
$20,000 to $250,000,
A date may be changed. A is filled with interruptions. A
1 Pound down
Bill Rogers, a superdepending on size and visor in the state
family member doesn't warm friend's negativity needn't be
contagious.
condition.
unemployment benefits
AQUARIUS
Operators began to insurance division, said
(Jan.
20
to
Feb.
181
°NARK! HOW DiD THAT
I LIVE IN MORTAL DREAD
WELL, IF YOU DID,
break up their carousels that workers must use
What you thought was going
up
SOUND? IM PRACTICING MY
OF GETTING OUT ON THE
YOU COULD ALWAYS
when they realized they all
to be an innocent get-together
available
unemployLINE FOR 714E CHRISTMAS PLAY
5TA6E AND FORGETTING
could make more
is not so. Others may have
MAKE UP SOMETHING
ment insurance benefits
ulterior motives, especially if
money by selling inWHAT I'M TO SAY._
before they may receive
business is involved.
dividual wooden horses
benefits under the federal
PISCES
to collectors than by
program. Benefits would
(Feb. 19toMar. 201 X
maintaining them, Mrs.
Though a family member
vary
from worker to
However,
Perrgn says.
may have a problem, advice
worker, depending on thd
now
earouses
are
some
you receive now may be unduamount of aid already
being sold intact.
ly pessimistic. Listen to your
collected, he said.
own intuition.
In 1978, the Perrons
YOU BORN TODAY have a
installed a large pornatural interest in community
WHAT'S THE
TRY EATING A DOZEN
table merry-goround at
affairs and would make a good
BEST THING FOR
0-4RISTMAS COOKIES,
BUT THAT'S HOW
Portland's
Western
public servant. Often, you
A STOMACHACHE7
FOURTEEN CANDY
I GOT MINE y
Forestry Center. A band
choose a creative medium
CANES AND
organ plays as the
through which to express
ABOUT A
/THAT'S
carousel turns, and
yourself. Writing, music, acGALLON OF
SILLY!
ting, publishing and public
"rounding boards" on
PUNCH
relations are some of the fields
the outer rim of the top
which you might find especialcanopy display painly attractive. Philanthropic by
tings of Oregon scenery.
nature, you're often found on
Last year, after 2%
the business side of some
years' of volunteer
humanitarian
endeavor.
Develop your communicative labor, the Perrons openskills and you will go far in
ed a carousel at
life. You serve well in a
Willamette Center in
leadership capacity. Birth
downtown Portland.
A WAY DOWN! ALL I HAVE
of:
date
Betty Grable, acTO PO 15 DIVE INTO THAT
Eventually, they plan to
tress; Keith Richard, rock
BIRDBATH
replace some of its
musician; and Saki, writer.

By Abigail Van Buren

Husband's Secret Turns
Widow's Tears to Rage
CROSSWORD PUZZLER

PORTLAND, Ore.
(AP) — The changing
times have brought ruin
to the traditional
wooden horse merry-goround, but a small
number of devotees are
moving to restore the
carousel's former glory.
The National Carousel
Association, which aims
to preserve hand-carved
wooden carousels, has
grown to about 700
members since its founding 10 years ago.
Despite a lack of funds,
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Workers may
be eligible
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2. Notice

Firewood
For Sale
Call 753-4094
or 753-7364
Very
Reasonable

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

HE5 MACY-ICING FOR
HI6 MEETING WITH
THE GENEIZALTOPAY

HONEY, MY FEET 11
,
ARE FREEZING ...
WILL YOU GET THE
ELECTRIC HEATING
PAO POR ME

y

I'LL GET THE
HEATING
PA O !h.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 toNov. 21)
You need to do more
research regarding investments. What looks like a
sure thing may not be so.
,i/4440.
SAGITTARIUS
ARM
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 Is
You're enthusiastic,
You might get faulty advice
about a romantic matter. especially about romance, but
You'll succeed if you follow don't get carried away. You
your own heart and speak could make promises you'll
later regret.
directly to loved ones.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 V
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Relations with higher-ups
Money can come in and go
out now. Initiative brings you are better than with cowork gains, but be leery of workers. Go to the top regar-.
dubious financial proposi- ding important matters. Avoid
wasting time today.
tions.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
i May 21 to June 20)
Prospects for a vacation or
Though romance is favored,
you still could jump to the special holiday look great.
wrong conclusions. Others are You're impressionable now
interested, but avoid and need careful judgment in
relationships.
premature commitments.
PISCM
CANCER
.
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XC
June 21 to July 221
Both career and domestic
Others' evasiveness could
leave you in a quandary. Work matters vie for your attention.
at your own pace in privacy_ In this instance, domestic
Don't count on receiving matters should take priority
Make decisions.
assistance.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
1July 23 to Aug. 221 44fg naturally interested in the proSpeak out at group blems of others and have a
meetings. You shine among special affinity for the
friends, but in romance you political arena. In business,
need to keep your feet on the you demonstrate financial
acumen, though you're more
ground. Avoid fantasy.
inclined to the arts and profesVIRGO
P%. sions. Let your work reflect
Aug. 23 toSept. 221 W
Career progress depends on your ideals for your greatest
your initiative. Financial success. At times, you let
gains are to made now, but be discontent take hold, when you
on guard against unrealistic can be your own worst enemy
However, you have true
proposals.
leadership abilities combined
LIBRA
with the ability to apply
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
What you gam through hear- yourself. Avant-garde fields
are likely to appeal to you.
say is probably. misleading
Act in your own behalf and on Birthdate of: Lay Ullmann, acyour own ideas. Takes stand tress., Edith Pilaf, entertainer:
and Ralph Richardson,actor.
now.
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Win Paint

Will paint tractors,
lawn mowers, cars
and other such
items.
Call
474-8852.

FOR MONDAY,DECEMBER 19, 1983
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

1 Cad
ammo.

Ik4is

Jim Salter & Jerry
Henry will be in oar
showroom from 6:30-

11:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cod.
HAVING trouble finding the right Christmas
gift? For a different
ideal. Call 474-8091.
HOLIDAY Clearance
now in progress at
Payless Shoe Source.
628 Central Shopping.
Center, Murray.
MIRRORS, mirrors, all
kinds of mirrors.
Custom cut and framed.
Plus wood craft gifts
handmade and picture:
framing. Also glass table tops, glass shelves:
and &play cases. Doglass itepair and re-':
placemer4 work. M&G:,
:
Glass, 8'6 Coldwater.
Rd Phone 753 0180

Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
on inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.

s

FAYE'S
MONOGRAMS
753-7743
Several styles and
colon available.
Fast service. Gift
Cmtificates!
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5. Lost and Found

ACE. 1000
Micro Computer
(Family
Pack
S1 395) :ncludes
monitor,
disc
drive and 5250
Software.
THOROBRED
COMPUTERS
Olympic Plaza
753-7733

AM VETS
Post #45
Supper and dance
•very Tu•sday
Ight.
Featuring
The Dixie
Breeze

SHOP
'where the price is1
Atilt
WORLD OF SOUND
222S. 12*
753•586$

•

Rent Your
Santo Claus
Suit Early
Call
753-8816

•

Now For Your
*School
*Church
Party
Kappa Dept•
y,

3. Card of Thanks
CARD

OF
THANKS
of
family
The
Rogers
Eugene
gratefully
acknowledges the
kindness and expressions of sympathy during his IImess and death.
prayers,
The
flowers, cards and
visits were apifreciseted so much.

LOST male beagle
puppy with glass eye,
wearing collar. Lost 8
miles west of Hazel on
Any
State Line Rd
information, please call
435-4540 anytime.
LOST maroon purse
with shoulder straps
Reward Lost in Green
Apple Parking Lot.
759.1799.
MALE Basset Hound
mix found Sunday in
Wal Mart Parking Lot.
Very friendly. 753 4996.
REWARD for information leading to the
return of miniature
Schnauzer. Lost in the
vicinity of Farmer Ave.
Salt and pepper color.
Answers to the name of
Max. Child's pet. 7594476 after 5p.m.

6. Help Wanted
PAR T•time
bookkeeper, accounts
payable/accounts receivable. All applications confidential.
Experience perferred.
Mail to Murray
Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce,
P.O. Box 190, Murray.
Send to the attention of
Robert Thompson.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
nees mature person for
short trips surrounding
Murray. Contact
customers. We train.
Write N.N. Dickerson,
Pres., Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Worth, Tx.
76101.

10. Business Opportunity
DEALERS WANTED
Own your own linieineas
marketing the newest
Innovation-THE STEIL
HOME. Ninn•rous Inquiries front interacted
home buyers dIctetes
the, we assign n•w
dealers In this area.
*Greet profit,
*equality, easy to
homes end
*fest construction
time moons MONEY
In your pocketl
Refundable
deposit
cov•rs
st•rt•vp
materials. Don't wiles
your
opportunity,
dealerships In prime
areas don't lest leas.
CALL TCODATI
PARAGON STEEL
STRUCTUM, INC.
1-800-3211-3233

..!;,••;thV;I-.•„4.*.s
eiibirr
.t.cr•
j;t..c.4r
.2; r•

Happy 83rd 4p
Birthday to 41
.1:4(;)'OLA BURKEEN

S7
.

'
A
S.

From Your Seven
\-4s:
Children,
Qtk 22 Grandchildren

OX)

18 GreatGrandchildren

HELP WANTED
Need immediately, one experienced
automobile detail person. We are a full line
General Motors dealership and offer excellent employee benefits
Coll Collect 601-636-0666
Ronnie Hux
Heritage Motor Co. Corp.
3531 1-20
Frontage Rd.
Pittsburg, Miss. 39180

(V)PIONEER
CAR 'STEREO

k

17, 19113

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
°avian Caner

Oen

6. Help Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

FORMER preschool
teacher available for
babysitting all ages.
Day or evening, drop
ins welcome. Excellent
care guaranteed
753
4996

OAK and Hickory
Firewood, 90 percent
Split wood, $25.00 rick
delivered. Call Days
753-3476, Night 436-2776.
MERRITT All -Alum.
Headache rack, DOT
approved. S400 or best
offer. 436-2837.
OAK and hickory
firewood, delivered.
$25/rick. Call 759.1145
after 4p.m.
SOLOFLE X weight
machine, excellent
condition, $300. Call
474-2211, ask for Joe.
SANTA suit rentals. 7594073.
SEASONED hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. Min.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
TEXAS Instrument
Home Computer, new.
753-5241

10. Business Opportunity
Restaurant doing
profitable
business. Owner
would like to lease
to a reputable parExcellent
ty.
business opporCall
tunity.
759-1864. Ask for
owner.
14. Want to Buy
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum,
beaver, coyote. McClellan, Pulaski, Ill.
618-342-6316.
STANDING timber, pay
cash or percentage.
Also pine $3 a ton.
Approx. 250 a .acre.
436-5822.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.

15. Articles for Sale
KENWOOD cassette
deck, $75. 2 Radio Shack
mics, $20 each. Range
Vent hood, $15. 753-9371
beforg 9p.m.
MATTRESS and box
springs, antique table,
washstand, pinball
machine and other
games. 753-3969.

16. Home Furnishings
EARLY American
Couch, $125. 328-8618.
REDUCED. White
Provinicial Bedroom
Suite (4 Piece), $250.
328-8618.
SOLID wood dining
room table with 4
chairs. $50. 753-4788.

18. Sewing Machines
PUT a Singer under the
tree and the Sunbeam's
Free. Murray Sewing
Center, Bel Air Center,
Murray.

19. Farm Equipmeot
GOODYEAR and other
brands of new tires.
Used tires. Field service. Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892.
HEAVY euage disk
blades at bargan prices.
All sizes. Vinson Tractor Co. 753-4892.
TEXACO TEXACO Antifreeze, $3.20 gallon by
the case. Vinson Tractor Co. 753-4892.

20. Sports Equipment
PADUCAH, Ky. Gun
Show, Jaycee Civic
Center, Dec. 17-18th.
Beretta 25 Door Prize.
618-337-7543 for 1984
monthly schedule

22. Musical
5 STRING Banjo, excellent condition. Call
436- 28-45.
MORSE Electrophonic
system, AM-FM radio,
record player, 8 track
player recorder, disci"
lights, all in one
cabinet. 753-4729.
PIANO Kimball Console (Warranty Transfers) 2 yrs. old (50
Percent of Purchase
Price) $1,100. 247-5626
(9a.m.-4p.m.)

24. Miscellaneous

200 AMP Service Pole.
$200 firm. 492-8879.
ALMOST new commercial buffer has 20'
disk. Made by Advance.
Used very little. Sales
for over $800. Take $500.
Includes 1 case of wax, 1
case of buffing pads.
753-9400.
BASEBALL type pinT. ball machine, $200. Call
753-1271 days.
CABBAGE Patch? Visit
my soft sculptured look
ill A,
le
til . alike dolls. 22" S35,
18"125 with diaper.
Black or white. Mrs.
Nance, House no. 333,
Hwy. 641, Puryear,
Tenn. 901-247-3724.
FIREWOOD for sale.
S25/rick. 436-5895.
9.32
FLASHING ARROW
SIGN. First month free
8.73
rent. Rental Purchase
Plan. Portable Sign
.59
$225. Call Bill Tuell
502-782-2922.
Silver
,kLIDDEN Latex wall

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Sliver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
388.75 Yesterday
Opened
Opened
Today
380.00 Today
Down
8.75 Down
Compliments of

GOLD 8. SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

We buy Gold
and Diamonds
Hours • 10 8
1 7 5 Sunday

Daily

Staff Pharmacist
218 Bed Hospital is seeking a
clinically oriented professional, interested I.V. Additive and unit dose
system. Excellent Salary and fringe
benefits. Can arrange flexible
hours. Contact Personnel Director
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Murray, Ky. 42071. Phone
502-753-5131.

ind ceiling paint. 5.5.99
gal. or $25.99 for a 5 gal.
can. You can get this at
Black's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th,
Murray.

34. Houses for Rent

3 BR brick, Lynn Grove
community. $150 per
month. 435.4485.
3 BR brick, near Un
iversity. Lease, deposit
Married. 1979 Chev.
Pickup
All options.
753-3942
THREE BR, bath and a
half, gas furnace, $200
deposit. Must have ref erences. Available
Jan. 1, 1984. Call days,
753-2447. After 5:00 753
2758. 313 Woodlawn.
UNFURNISHED hoUse,
close to college Ideal
for 2 4 college boys
Coleman RE, 753 9898
VERY private one bed
room home on private
road, large bedroom
and kitchen with
custom built cabinets,
refrigerator stove, dis
hwasher, disposal, wa
ter furnished. Large
walk-in closets. Utility
WOOD for sale. 753 5463
room has washer and
or 753-014.4.
dryer hookups, electric
WOOD for sale. $22.50 heat and air also wood
rick delivered. Also stove. Cozy living area
build plank fences. 70'- has overhead ceiling
9313 after 5p.m.
fan, wall to wall carpet
Attractive decore
26. TV-Radio
throughout. Home is
R.C.A. 19" color porta- only 6 months old and
Must be seen to apble color T.V. 753-9682.
predate. Responsible
27, Mobile Home Sales
single, or married
couple only. No chil1972 TRAILER, 12x50, dren. Call
753 2615 or
gas heat, 2 BR. 753-0379
753 1654.
or 759-1600.
MOBILE home, 50x10, 36. For Rent or Lease
Two bedroom, porch on
front, carpeted, con- AN expanding business
crete carport and drive. will have a limited
new refrigerator and amount of good visable
hot water tank. 0,000. reasonable priced office
space available by the
Call 489-2335.
spring of the year.
28. Mobile Home Rentals Interested persons call
492-8707.
2 or 3 BR, newly
furnished, natural gas 37. Livestock-Supplies
or electric heat. Shady
REGISTERED Polled
Oaks, 753-5209.
Hereford bulls, 12 to 19
TWO bedroom trailer months. Few bred
and a two bedroom
heifers and cows. Herd
house. Call 7591417.
T.B. and Bangs certified and accredited.
29. Heating-Cooling
Rex Robinson. Phone
FREE Fireplace insert 901-247-5487.
or wood burning stove
when you order a 38. Pets-Supplies
Lincoln Log House Kit AKC German
Shepherd
before Jan. 31, 1984. puppies, 60 champion, 5
Also inquire about our generations. Also
guard
current low price on the dogs. 1-554-2153.
1,056 sq. ft log home,
"The Lincoln Lodge". AKC Toy Poodle pup
Contact Richard D. pies. 753-2771.
Gregory, Lincoln Log AKC registered Golden
Home, Rural Rt. 2, Retriever pups. Call
522-6321.
Marion, Ky. 42064. 502
965-2660.
GERMAN Shepherd
KING Automatic wood puppy, AKC registered,
heater. Model KWC 80, black and silver.
price $249.99. Model 502-8987536, Reidland,
8802 B. $299.99. Mobile Ky.
Home Heater, UL ap- PARROTS, canaries
proved,'model KMH80, and other tropic birds
$299.99.
Wallin Hard
and supplies. Paradise
ware, Paris, Tenn.
Kennels. 753 4106.

30. Business Rentals
Acree Portable
Building
Mayfield, Ky.
All Wood Storage
Building
8x 12
$695
8x16
10x 16
12x16
$1
$ 1$F95
12x24
$1995
247-7831
Mayfield, Ky.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
32. Apts. For Rent
2 BR brick duplex, 2
miles east of Murray.
$165 per month. $100
deposit. 753 1566
FURNISHED apts. 1 or
2 bedrooms, also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. 753-6609.
FURNISHED Apt. at
New Concord. All elect r ic. 575 a month
through winter months.
436-2427.
ONE and Two bedroom
apartments, near down
town Murray. Call 7531 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 6 6 5 0 or
436 2844.
ONE bedroom apartment at 1002 Main
Street, appliances furnished. $135 monthly
plus deposit. Call Spann
Realty ASSOC, 753.7724.

33. Rooms for Rent
BOY'S and girl's rooms
for rent, 1 block from
University. Call 753-1812
or 759-9580.

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR farm house Also 2
BR furnished mobile
home. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898

Investment Property
For Sole
by Owner

IP X 30 53keicesc.e.

31. Pets-Supplies

A.Homesfor Sale

REGISTERED Fox
Terrier puppies, 8
weeks old, small deposit. Will hold tll
Christmas. 753 6425 or
753-5669.

REDUCED 3 BR, 2
bath, 1100 Sycamore
Call Lake Barkley
Realty, 924 5361 or ow
ner 759 44-43
SOAK in your Jacuzki;
bask in the warmth of
your fireplace, enjoy
your 2'
acre wooded
homesite from the large
secluded patio. En
tertain in your spacious
beamed ceiling family
room. Only minutes
from town and just
reduced $6,000. Call
Murray Calloway Co.
Realty for an appointment to see this lovely
Home. 753 8146

46. Homes-for Sale
3 BR house, natural gas
heat, central air, ad
ditional living space or
efficiency apt. with
separate entrance. New
storage building, 12x16
many extras. 2 blocks
from college in quiet
neighborhood. Sale by
owner. 753-3949.

3 OR brick on 1
acre near Coldwater, $24,500.
No reasonable
offer refused.
Well Insulated.
Beautiful landscap•d.
Furniture
negotiable.
Coll 489-2689

4

1980 HONDA XR 80
motor, very nice, $300
firm. Vitamaster
Stationery Exerciser
Bike, $60
Boy's 10
speed Rampard bike,
$65. 753-5755.
1982 YAMAHA 17175,
excellent condition.
Used 3 months. Call
after 5p.m. 436-5377 or
753-0220.

Aleadems• and Vioyl
siding wad Alvenevis
trio for all bees... It
sY•Ps Pan*.
Jock Glover
753-1173
•
APPLIANCE SEP
VICE. Kenmore.
W estinghouse
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
Service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St
753- 4872, 753 - 8886
(home).
CONCRETE Block and
brick work
Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations
and chimneys. 753.5476

PAINTING
NTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved.
Save On those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimates

NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338.
BOB'S Home Im
provement and General
Contracting. 20 years
experience, additions,
carpentry, painting,
concrete work,
.aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting. Call
753 4501

WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting

49. Used Cars

Mowing Service Ca.
Alamitos all vioyl
Witt. Casio Ins wort.
leferesces. Call Will El
Bailor I53-1619.

5 ROOM house in nice
753-3716
neighborhood for sale
Very
nice
by owner. Nice storage
FF4EEE,TINIATEs*
building. Fenced back
original 1973 El
yard. Show by appoin
Camino,
p.s., G ENERAL HOME SEWING Machine Retment, 753-8357.
.b., a.t., a.c., REPAIR. 15 years ex pair. All makes and
p
perience. Carpentry, models. Industrial,
BEAUTIFUL, well kept
mags.
Local concrete, plumbing, home
home in the Lynn Grove
and commercial.
area. Five bedrooms,
miles. roofing, sliding. NO 38 yrs. experience_ All
57,000
living room, dining
JOB TO SMALL. Free work guaranteed. Ken$2,475.
room, den and beautiful
estimates 'Days 753
neth Barnhill, 753 2674,
753-8588/1975
wooded lot. Separate
6973, nights 4742276.
Stella, Ky.
Choy. Caprice CL GUTTERING by Sears.
apartment with twc
SHG, Typing Service.
bedrooms, and full
4-D
loaded Sears continuous gut P.O. Box 45. Call 753basement. Call KOP
ters installed for your 0406.
sound. $1,750.
PERUD REALTY, 753
specifications
Call
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
1222, for more details.
Sears 753 2310 for free
oak, tree trimming and
estimate.
BE PLEASANTLY
removing hedges and
SURPRISED when you 1972 IMPALLA, p.s.,
shrubs. Free estimates.
walk into this two p.b , p. windows, good
MI haul white rod,
753 5476.
bedroom home ideally shape, $600 Call 43Eseed, lime, rip rap and
5375.
located on an acre lot
nessiesry send, cool.
Quietness surrounds 1972 PLYMOUTH Fury,
CAMPBELL WELl
you out in this country 2 dr., AM FM, cruise,
CAM Roger Hudson,
home. This home has a clean, excellent condiMILLMC
753-4545 or 753complete basement tion. 753-7853.
Idaho,
Ti.
E063.
which is partially 1972 SUPER Beetle,
N1-352-3611
Collect:
Call
finished out and could good condition, best
be used as a recreation offer. Call after 5P.m. L EE'S CARPET
or 131-352-5734
CLEANING. Murray's
area or as a one 753-3336.
Fist Estimates
only
professional
Car
bedroom apartment.
1973 CHEVROLET pet Cleaning Company
Come with us today at
Malibu, excellent con- with over 12 years WET BASEMENT? We
CENTURY 21 Loretta
dition, S1,000. 7591479
continuous local service make wet basements
Jobs, Realtors and view
dry. Work completely
this home that possibly 1974 MONTE Carlo, 1 using the most powerful guaranteed. Call or
owner, runs drives and cleaning system made
could be yours.
Hundreds of satisfied write Morgan Con•
looks like new. 753-3378.
DOES PRICE COUNT?
repeat customers. struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
1975
CHRYSLER
Sport
You bet it does. Two
Licensed and Insured. 409A, Paducah, Ky.
bedroom brick situated Fury Plymouth, 2 door, We
move the furniture 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
engine,
good
air,
needs
on a beautiful acre lot
free. Free estimates, 24 WILL do plumbing,
paint,
new
tires.
5625.
surrounded by mature
heating, carpentry,
hour service, 753 5827.
trees. Bright, sunny 753-3851.
painting and roofing.
kitchen, dining room, 1975 PONTIAC Astre, 4 MCKINNEY Appliance 753.2211 or 753-9600.
large living room with cylinder, automatic Service on all major
wood burning fireplace. with air, 51,075. 762-3863 appliances. Wards,
We do copy and S
ig
Westinghouse, Maytag,
And best of all...P!iced after 4p.m.
restoration work
•
in the low $30's. For 1976 CHRYSLER Cor- Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
comfort and value, dova, good condition, and all others. No. 10
CARTER STUDIO
Im
41. Public Sale
Dixieland Ctr 753 8505.
come see this home
$1,500 Call 753-1863
30C Mom
753 8298 15
Call CENTURY 21 after 5p.m.
•
Loretta Jobs, Realtors 1978 HONDA Civic,
at 753-1492 for details.
56. Free Column
75,xxx miles, 35 MPG,
IF you are looking for AM-FM 8-track, $1,500.
FREE. Female NSDR
an extraordinary home, Call after 6p.m. 901-247Furniture, old picLow, Low Rates.
A R F Registered Blue
this one has all the 5104.
Healer and 1 2 Blue
tures, bric-a-brac,
Satisfied References.
extras. Five bedroom, 1980 CUTLASS
Healer puppies and 2
numerous items.
Free Estimates.
three baths, marble Supreme, diesel, 32
Yellow kittens. Call 527
fireplace, spiral stair- miles per gallon, 1978
See at Hendon's
9356.
way, central vacuum Cutlass Supreme and
Mini Storage, Hwy.
and intercom, and 1977 Cougar X R-7. All in
121. S. behind
custom made drapes good condition and real
throughout. This is that sharp. Cheap must sell.
Bunny Bread.
"dream home" you Call 1-354-8050.
Dec. 15, 16, 17,
have been waiting for.
18, 10:00 a.m. Reduced to $85,500. Call 1980 EL CAMINO Super
*PRESCRIPTIONS *REM FRUIT DRINKS
KOPPERUD REALTY, Sport, loaded, extra
5.00 p.m.
nice. 45,000 miles. 437
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
753-1222.
4929.
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
LARGE older home on
43. Real Estate
COLLECTOR'S
Item.
approx. 2 acres close to
•NOLUSTElt °STONY PRODUCTS
Corvair
1967
Monza.
downtown. Five be
Fres Deivery Presaiplisso I thy lts
Black.
upNewly
drooms, 12 closets
Pardon & Thurman
Small Yental house also holstered, new engine.
Call 753-7863 afternoons
luminesce &
on lot plus a garage'
si•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Reel Estate
workshop. Priced in the or evenings.
•
•
•
buy
WANT
1982
or
to
540's.
Catii
KOPPERUD
Sovtiiside Court Sq.
•
1983 Cutlass Olds •
REALTY,'153-1222.
•
Murray, Ramsay
Broughn, 2 dr., gas or
NICE brick 3 BR home
•
•
diesel.
437
4608.
753-4451
in Panorama Shores
•
•
•
features scenic wooded
50.
Used
Trucks
•
view of lake and large
•
•
raised deck. Ideal for 1955 CHEVROLET •
Now Thru Dec. 31, 1983
•
those wanting year Pickup truck, early
REALTY
around home at lake. model, needs work, $500
•
Family room -kitchen Collectors item. 436-2533
Lee Asa Pidipet 7334143
•
Bailey's Carpet •
area enhanced by a.m., 901-247 3229 p.m
Worm WEN. 753•51116
• When
•
fireplace. Only $57,900. 1972 CHEVROLET
436-3676
J.. L. II•ssee
Cleaning,
•
•
MURRAY CALLOWAY truck, good condition. •
1912 C•Neater Reed
•
COUNTY REALTY, Call 759-9211.
•
literray, Iterrivcky 42171
•
753-8146.
(302)73-01116
1972 DODGE dump
•
Anytime
ONLY $49,500 will buy truck, low Boy trailer,
this completely fur- sand rail, motors and
JOEL. KENNON
•
nished, waterfront etc. Call 753 6995.
treks(
•
home. Central electric
1976 CHEVY Van, 6
heat and air; fireplace; cylinder,
•
automatic,
For A FREE Estimate
dishwasher; carpet;
p.s., p.b.. 51,695. 759charge) •
isstre
at
no
furniture
the
move
(w•
drapes. Large 1801.
•
•
Randy & Pot SaIl.y Owners & Operators
workshop in basement.
•
1978
4
WHEEL
Drive
111•■•• OOOOOOOe••••••••••OOOOOOOOOOO
Beautiful view of ken
tucky Lake from large Scottsdale, 1 owner,
screened porch. Year extra clean. 436 2427.
around home! Roberts • 1978 CHEVROLET
Appointssents
IZOD
mode
Pickup short wheel
Realty.: 753-1651.
for your coin/Wows.
Clearance
Sale
PASSIVE Solar home, base, 6 cylinder,
Foil time solos
straight
shift,
Pson's
good
Paralovely
rustic in
Shirts 825-530 Real
$12.00 to 815.00
associates evening
dise setting, 3 to 5 acres. condition. 753.2813
Sweaters $30-1135 Real
$15.00 to $17.00
Country living only 10 1983 GMC Conversion
phones.
Slacks 832-148 Retail
$15.00 to $19.00
minutes from town. Van. Loaded. Under
AMis McCarty..
Socks $4 Retail
3 Pr. for 16.95
Three spacious be- warranty. $13,500. 753
Marna Fajta( 153-7721 drooms, Two full baths, 8552
Ladies
Shirts $22-130 Retail
Ism Mtwara . 153-I311 plush carpeting 51. Campers
$11.00-$14.00
Kitchen
throughout
Sweaters 826-335 Retell.
.112.60 to $18.00
Aies bait.. . 753-2477
complete with built-in 1977 INTERNATIONAL
Shorts, Slacks, Skirts
At Cost
1111iSliaky.
. 72-2411
appliances, lots of Scout Travel•All, one
Pads $4 Retell
$2.00
Prieto Sui. . . 153-5775 storage. Don't buy any owner, 54,000 actual
Boys
this
see
you
until
thing
eal
MSShirts 118425 Retail
miles. Automatic, a.c.,
$9.00
z
one. By owner, 753.4501
Sweaters 820-$35 Retell
p.s AM-FM radio, tilt
$9 00-$15.00
wheel, speed control,
Girls
tilt bucket seats and
Shirts $22 Retail
$10.00
swivel, four wheel drive
Sweaters $26 Reuel
$12.50
with lockout hubs, 345
Shorts $15 Retail
$7.50
engine. 436-1802
WIndbreakers, Rainsults. Jackets
At Cost
Foot-Joy Tennis Shoes
At Cost
.̀.4 703 Koerner, S. Beltline
52. Boats Motors...
Golf Begs
co
,
25% Off
Ph. 442-1300
1979 HOWELLCRAFT
Putters. Drivers, Wedges
At Cost
.3. With the Holiday season approaching
15 ft Tri hull with 1965
OAKS
CC
PRO
SHOP
65
ri.p.
Mercury
753
stock
753-6454
4788
"
"wrA
3 miles from Murray on 94 W
wM
ithApt.f
len4
PAPERS
Iherbs I "Icel.
53. Services Offered
We carry gift items as well as for home use.
Open Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p m. Sot 10 e.m.-5 p m
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m Unt1 Christmas
FENCE
sales at Sears
s'f°,9
Check ow prices before you but
el
Open Christmas Eve Until 3 p m
now. Call Sears 753 2310
41:1
Cfici°
for free estimate for
194/1
your needs

Moving
Sale

4:16°
S•

•1

t 7tisit
•
'
.
14
-!jttes

01.

Bailey's Carpet
Cleaning
Holiday Special

Save 15%

•
•
•
•
•

759-1983

'Ik9(

S.

CLEANING

•
•
•
•

:fs

Nts

WALLIS DRUG

you let
clean your carpet and
•
anti-soil. So give
with
treat
it
▪
•
•
• yourself and your carpet a treat.
•
• Call us at
•

753-2241

SPICE SHACK

Approx imat•1116/
1
4 acres. 11
/
4 miles out
on 94 last. 7 Buildings, 9 minarets
shops. $2,375 Income per month.
$150,000, owner will finance $50,000
St 10%.
Cell Eddie Morgan
759-4541 or 753-7150

47. Motorcycles

53. Services Offered

•tik'
Net

•
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Solar
Belt
Waist
Trimmer

Plaza 18-Piece
Beverage Set
Plum or Clear
Reg. 8.97

Reg. 5.94

4.77
Sunbeam® Automatic Blanket
Panasonic
AM/FM Portable
Radio

•5 year warranty
•80% polyester 20% acrylic
•100% nylon binding
•Machine washable resists matting, shedding and
*Champagne, light brown, or light blue colors

RF-1401D
Reg. 48.53

19.97
Full Reg. 29.93 Single Control 25.48
Full Reg. 34.93 Dual Control 29.43
Queen Reg. 43.43 Dual Control 33.46
King Reg. 64.93 Dual Control 54.94
Twin Reg. 24.93 Single Control

Eureka Mighty
Vac
Model 31-20
Reg. 79.87

Borg Pile Robes
•100% Acrylic borg, pile
•Roll shawl wrap, notch collar wrap,
or wing collar with loose self belt
'Variety of colors
'Sizes S-M-L
'Reg. 24 88

7-Foot Balsam

Christmas
Tree
Reg. 39.73

Limited Quaritit

Hooded
Long-Sleeve
Sweatshirt
Reg. 9.96

Print*
FOR

Have prints made from your
favorite color Slides
Coupon must accompany
acter Expties 12/24/83

Hwy. 641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-10 Sun. Noon-8
Prices Good Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Dec. 17-20
Vial 411APIT S ADVER T MED I(PCMANOISE POUC V —
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tv week

You are invited
:to visit our annual

The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

Christmas Holiday Rooms
December 19 - December 23
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

-

Meet your friends and share this festive holiday atmosphere. It's our way of saying "Thanks" for allowing us to serve you during the past year. It's our traditional way of saying "Merry Christmas" to all our friends. So, be sure to join
us each day December 19 through December 23 in the Holiday Rooms at all
banking locations. We'll be expecting you!

7-wr
ikirli Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

MAX AND SAM AND LESLIE — When Max Shepherd (Dick Van Dyke, center) and Sam
Green (Sid Ceasar) team up in -Found Money," Leslie Phillips (Shelley Hack) knows she
has found an interesting story. The NBC World Premiere comedy airs Monday.
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wik,„
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EIGER & TIMES, Saturday, Decembiar47.* ,441111.0
..04,0
Bach loin Bob Hope in a celePrairie
9:00 P.11dr.„..„. .•
:30 P.M.
bration of the Christmas seaO - Daryl Hill & John
Emerald
Entertainment
son. (60 min.)
Oates in Concert
Point N.A.S. Hilary and
Tonight Tonight's program
MOVIE: 'Sharky's
Glenn manage to stay alive
includes Bill Bixby discussing
MacNeil/Lehrer
11:00 A.M.
Machine' An Atlanta vice
Newshour
and Rick Logan blackmails
'Goodnight Beantown '
squad sergeant encounters
0- MOVIE:'The Secret of
Harlan. (60 min.)
Nightline
6:00 P.M.
pimps, crooked politicians
NIMH'.A mouse with four
- TBS Evening News
5:30A.M.
O
Late Night with
(4
)0
ABC News
O
and drug dealers in his everychildi
ol
n seeks the aid of the
- Eighth Annual Young
David Letterman
O
O MOVIE: 'Heidi' An or°CC
News
day working world. Burt Reymy
ous and intelligent
Comedians Show
phan girl, living with her
- Hawaii Five-0
Entertainment Tonight
nolds, Rachel Ward, Brian
rats
NIMH to save her fagrandfather, is taken to the
03D - Making of Mankind
Columbo 'Old FaTonight's program includes
Keith Rated R
mily
Animated
Voices
of
city to be a playmate to a
shioned Murder ' Columbo's
0 1J - Christmas Special
Bill
Bixby
discussing
'GoodDorn Deluise, Derek Jacobi,
- Making of Mankind
crippled girl. Eva Maria Singhwith Luciano Pavarotti Luciinvestigation of a robberynight Beantown.'
Peter Strauss Rated G
'Survival of the Species. Riammer, Gertraud Mittermayr,
slaying uncovers some hosano Pavarotti and his guests
- Carol Burnett
chard
Leakey
looks
at
the
naGustav Knuth 1968
12:00 P.M.
present a special Christmas
tilities that lead to blackmail
Business
ture of our species and
1133D 0
0 - MOVIE: 'Gun
and murder. (R)(90 mm )
performance from the Notre
6:30 A.M.
Report
examines the lessons our
The sheriff of a smal olorDame Cathedral, Montreal,
0
- Guten Tag. Wie
12:00A.M.
past can teach us. (60 min.)
- NCAA Basketball:
ado town pursue a gang
Quebec, Canada. (R) (60
Gehts
Nightline
[Closed
Captioned]
Kentucky
at
Old
Western
-vvhp has robbe
train and
min.)
Dominion
Columbo
7:00 A.M.
- Calling Dr. Whitaker
kidnipptd Vance hall girl
- All In the Family
13D - Thicke of the Night
- CBS News
0
O - Rich Little's 'A
Audie MUrp y, Joan Staley,
7:30 P.M.
- Praise the Lord
Christmas Carol'
0 - MOVIE: 'Things Are
- TBN Today
Warren Stevens. 1966.
- Wild World of
Tough All Over' Two men
9:30P.M.
7:30A.M.
6:30 P.M.
12:30 P.M.
Animals
are penniless and stranded in
▪
20 Minute Workout
- Over Easy [Closed
Love
Connection
0
3D
- Best Day of Your Life
MOVIE: 'Final
Chicago until Arabs hire them
Captioned]
10:00 P.M.
DX0(1)- Family Feud
Assignment' The chance
8:00 P.M.
to drive a limousine containmeeting of a television cor- Barney Miller
El CID GO0(I)
Cilt 8:00A.M.
ing $5 million Cheech Mann,
0
NFL
respondent and a Russian
News
/4ogan's Heroes
MOVIE: 'Little Miss
Tommy Chong, Rip Taylor
Football: Dallas at San
Journalist
leads
to
romantic
- All In the Family
Marker' A little girl is brought
0 - Fraggle Rock Red
Rated R
Francisco
intrigue Michael York, Gene- MOVIE:'Diva' A young
up by bookmakers and racksteals a minstrel's magic
MOVIE: 'I Married A
- AtterMASH
CE)
e
vieve Buiold. Rated PG.
postal worker is pursued by
eteers
Shirley
Temple,
pipe
Monster
From
Outer
Klinger, Colonel Potter and
CPMOVIE:
'Just
For
You'
the
law
because
of
his
love
Adolphe Meniou, Charles
Space' A young bride disO - Jeffersons
Father Mulcahy celebrate
A
theatrical producer estafor a famous American soBickford. 1934
covers her husband is not her
MacNeil/Lehrer
their first stateside Chnstmas
blishes a relationship with his
prano. Wilhelmenia Wigginsformer fiance but a monster
O Emmet Otter's JugNewshour
together.
neglected
children
Bing
Fernandez, Federic Andrei,
Band Christmas Kermit the
from a distant galaxy. Tom
Tony Brown's
MOVIE:'Found
Crosby, Jane Wyman, Ethel
Richard Bohnnger. 1982
Frog hosts this family special
Tryon, Gloria Talbott, Maxie
Journal
Money' A bank executive
Barrymore
1952
Rated
R.
about love and self-sacrifice
Rosenbloom 1958
and a former bank guard use
- IVI*A*S•H
CID - New Tech Times
1:00 P.M.
Royal Winter Horse
a computer to access funds
9:00A.M.
(rt) - Kids Praise the Lord
- Jeffersons
Show
Glory Of Christmas
from inactive accounts in or- 700 Club Today's
7:00 P.M.
der to reward people who
- TBN Today
10:30 P.M.
guests are former Miss
2:00 P.M.
0
That's
have done good deeds. Dick
America, Terry Meeuwsen,
Sanford
and
Son
Christmas at Penn
12:30A.M.
Incredible! Tonight's proVan Dyke, Sid Caesar, Sheland the remarkable Jamie
State
0- Catlins
Face to Face
gram features the winners of
ley Hack. 1983.
Evans
Three's Company
Gip - CNN Headline News
the world's richest lottery, a
2:30P.M.
0CC- Making of Mankind
- Phil Donahue Guests
0
- Tonight Show
miracle drug for acne and a
O - Nightline
O - Emmet Otter's Jug'Survival of the Species: Riinclude internationally recoghammer
nails
man
who
can
Thicke of the Night
Band Christmas Kermit the
- Up on Melody
chard Leakey looks at the nanized plastic surgeon Dr. Linwith his bare hand.(60 min.)
Frog hosts this family special
Mountain
(12) - Hart to Hart Jenniture of our species and
ton A Whitaker, who talks
Scarecrow
about love and self-sacrifice
fer, hospitalized with a slight
O
examines the lessons our
1:00A.M.
about new and advanced
and Mrs. King Lee and
concussion, witnesses the
0
- Christmas at Boys
past can teach us. (60 min.)
techniques for correcting faNews
Amanda
are
sent
to
rescue
slaying of another patient.(R)
Town
[Closed Captioned]
cial deformities
MOVIE:
'Big House.
an agent trapped by the KGB
(60 min.)
3:30 P.M.
- Great PerformMOVIE: 'The Sign of
U.S.A.' When a young boy is
(60 min.)
1 1:00 P.M.
ances 'An American ChristFour' Sherlock Holmes tries
kidnapped from a camp, the
O MOVIE: 'Heidi' An or- MOVIE: 'A Dream for
mas: Words and Music.' Burt
News
(j)
phan girl, living with her
to unravel the mystery surFBI is called in to investigate.
Christmas' A minister learns
Lancaster hosts this celebragrandfather, is taken to the
rounding a stolen treasure
- Hart to Hart
Broderick Crawford, Ralph
that his church is soon to be
tion of the Christmas holicity to be a playmate to a
Ian Richardson
Meeker, Lon Chaney. 1955
0 - MOVIE: 'Big Jim
razed to make way for a
days (RI (60 min.)
crippled girt Eva Maria Singh- Phil Donahue Rev
McLain' A special agent is
O - Hogan's Heroes
center.
shopping
Han
ammer, Gertraud Mittermayr,
College Bowl Preview
Dr Burton Throckmorton and
assigned to investigate a
Ca - CBS News
Rhodes, Beah Richards, Lynn
Gustav Knuth 1968
Rev Dr Susan Thistlewaite
- Sonshine
world-wide terror ring headNightwatch
Hamilton. 1973
defend their 'Inclusive LanOver Easy [Closed
quartered in Hawaii. John
V - Praise the Lord
8:30 P.M.
13 3D - Bells Are
Captioned]
guage Lectionary', which inWayne, James Arness, Hans
Newhart
Ringing,
The
Comedy
O
1:30 A.M.
cludes women in key revised
Conned . 1952
5:00 P.M.
Kirk launches a new Single's
Zinging
John
Forsythe,
MOVIE: 'The
passages of the Bible
GD - Barney Miller
Club at the Strafford Inn
Brooke Shields and Catherine
0- Little House on the
Fiction Makers' A world of
fiction comes to life for the
Saint when he is mistaken for
the author of far fetched thrillers
CBS News
'
Nightwatch JIP
- News
...
Daryl Hall & John
Oates in Concert
O News/Sign Off
Hwy. 79E 642-6305
Artist Name, Title
Price Sale Price
Paris
2:00A.M.
642-9905
Ray Harm, "American Kestrel"
$60.00 $40.00
Three Stooges
Ray Harm, "Barred Owl"
$60.00 $40.00
Fri. & Sat.
0- Jim Bakker
Ray Harm, "Black Bear"
$70 00 $35.00
Dec. 16 & 17
- Darlington Dash Auto
Ray Harm, Phainopepla"
Race
$20 00 $10.00
From Nashville
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Pre-Christmas, Lowest Prices Ever On
Clearance Sale These Limited Edition Prints

O cu -

o_
CID -

•

Anne 0. Dowden, "Autumn Foliage"
Anne 0. • Dowden, "Rhododendron"
Charlie Harper, "Buzz Off You Turkey"
Charlie Harper, "Potluck"
Charles Frace', "Polar Bears"
Jean Vietor, "World of Wonder"
Jean Vietor, "The Golden Days"

That's Not All.. Hundreds Of Other
Prints From Which To Choose—

$35.00
$20.00
$55.00
$60.00
$80.00
$50.00
$60.00

$20.00
$15.00
$40.00
$45.00
$60.00
$40.00
$45.00

Savings Up To 50% Off
Even Our Framed Prints
Are On Sale

Dc. 21 & 22
FANCY
FANCY
Mon $3.:
e6
$2.00
Ladies F
Frs.
Coming Dec. 23
Hank Wagons, Jr.

Wells Studio
Mayfield, Ky.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 9-5

Monday, Dec. 19
From Trenton
STONE RIVER BAND
No Cover
Wed. & Thurs.

Sale Starts Dec. 1st thru Christmas
Come In Early For Best Selection.

216 E. North

BAXTER, BAXTER,
AND BAXTER
$8 couple, $5 single,
cover $5.00

247-1851

& Barns Band
Tickets $15.00 &
$12.50

2:45A.M.
MOVIE: 'He Ran All
the Way' A girl hides a cop
killer on the run

O-

3:00A.M.
O - News/Sign Off
411 - World Off-Shore
Powerboat Racing

526,1

3:15A.M.

-

MOVIE: 'Road *
Bali' Two American vaudevillians wind up as deep-sea
divers, hired to recover treasure Bing Crosby, Bob Hope.
Dorothy Lamour 1953
- MOVIE: 'The Sign of
Four'

•

4:00A.M.
ID- Varied Programs
- TI314 Today

4:30A.M.
•- Children's Fund
at - Heritage Singers
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I
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ABC News This

Morning
EVE al
- CBS Early
Morning News
0- TBS Morning News
X - NBC News at Sunrise
- Religious Programming

5:30 A.M.

nape

- Ag-Day
CI) - Ralph Emery Show
- Joy in the Morning

5:45 A.M.

0 CL - Weather
▪ - Sign On/News

6:00 A.M.

a cs) -

CBS Morning

News
- Cartoons
O - SuperStation Funtima
0 Cl) - NBC News at
Sunrise
- Jim Bakker
Carl Tipton Show
- Breakfast Show

a09

6:30 A.M.
- Morning Stretch

"sugtAlf.0.1111,VDGER & TIMES, Saturday, December 17, 1963

cue- I3enson
0- Catlins
RD 0
-

Wheel of
Fortune
CE) - Newton's Apple
a- Braun and Company
- Praise the Lord

o

10:30 A.M.

ID CIO CI0- Loving
- Texas

- Dream

CD

o 01D - Spaces

11:30 A.M.

SCUMS- Ryan's Hope
- Young and the
Restless
0
- Search For
Tomorrow
Andy Griffith

5-

12:00 P.M.

€3-

0116004 -News
0CU - Rainbow Movie of

am_

News
7:00 A.M.
▪ JD CID
- Good
Morning America
Bewitched
X
Today
- To Life: Yoga w/P
Patrick
- Great Space Coaster
(12 - CBS Morning
News
- Lester Sumrall

o
0GE,-

7:1 5 A.M.
-

Weather

7:30 A.M.
a- I Love Lucy
0 CU - Over Easy iClosed
Captioned]
42)- Torn & Jerry
221 - Religious Programming

8:00 A.M.

- Tattletales
a- Movie
0 CU - Sesame

Street

[Closed Captioned]
a- Woody and Friends

8:30 A.M.

O CU - Match Game
a_ Muppet Show

- All My

the Week

a - 20 Minute

Workout
- TBN Today
12:30P.M.
CU e (4 - As the
World Turns
(1)- Sale of the Century
0CU - Days of Our Lives
- Movie
- Jimmy Swaggart
1:00 P.M.
O (2)cue- One Life to
Live
CL - Another World
0cu - Varied Programs
- Religious Programming
1:30 P.M.
- Capitol
O CD 1119
0CID - Another World

2:00P.M.
(1)(jj0- General

o
Hospital
0 CU 0

3:00 P.M.

_

Guiding
Light
O - SuperStation Funtime
X
Match
Game/
Hollywood Squares Hour

definitive history of soap
operas is written, one thing
the soaps won't be accused of
is realism. Yet there is at
ED- Munsters
least one character on a current soap who is trying to be
CL - Days of Our Lives
real.
Sesame Street
The character is a street
[Closed Captioned)
kid named Bo Brady. Peter
Woody and Friends
Reckell plays him on NBC's
- Tattletales
"Days of Our Lives." Reckell
3:30 P.M.
believes his realistic charac- Scooby Doe
ter represents something new
0- Brady Burtch
and significant for soap
0 - Gilligan's Island
operas.
"Before whenever they
a- Andy Griffith
CC - Over Easy [Closed have had street kids on
soaps," says Reckell, "they
Captioned]
_ He Man & Masters/ have either been idealized or
caricatured, but never shown
Universe
the way they really are. I'm
- Alice
having to fight for that
Itt) - Lester Sumrall
realism."
4:00 P.M.
He says that when he auditioned for the part he had a
O c2D - Barnaby Jones
beard. The production team
O
asked him to shave it off. For
-CrJok-eCril'siPWsild
the sake of realism Reckell
0- Leave It to Beaver
convinced them that a real
517) - People's Court
street kid would probably
0CU- Andy Griffith
have beard. He also felt he
am - Little House on shoulda have
longer hair. Eventhe Prairie
tually, they went along on
04)01d)- Mr. Rogers' both points.
Neighborhood
From time to time," says
113- Scooby Doo
Reckell, "I've had to fight
21) - Praise the Lord
over some smaller things.
Recently, Bo had to go to an
4:30 P.M.
affair of some kind. They
- Tic Tac Dough
-

o

O - Beverly

Flintstones
- Match Game/

9:30 A.M.

0CU - People's Court
o CE - Electric Company
045)- Spaces

10:00 A.M.

-

Price Is

opera actors.

Question

4 vs. 1 — Four relatives are
against me. They say Tyne
Daly did not play Jessica in
the TV movie "Let's Scare
"The differnce was consid- Jessica to Death." I say she
erable," he says, "but I saved did.
The facts are with your
it up by working in construction. After I got to Boston, I family. Zohra Lampert, who
does bear a resemblance to
worked as a singing waiter."
Then he went to New York-4he "Cagney di Lacy" star.
where he studied and worked played the spooked young
before getting into his first woman in that 1971 movie

Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center

e_ Tom & Jerry

5:00 P.M.
Newscope
- Good Times
- News
- Little House on the
Prairie
X - Tic Tac Dough
- Sanford and Son
a
- Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
0- Bewitched
- Varied Programs
Eft - Three's Company

a
aD

-

o

0

5:30P.M.

B GE

- News
- CBS News

4

Southside Shopping Center

Money

753-3321

Terry's is designed to meet all of your pointing
and decorating needs with:
•Interior & Exterior Paints - Pittsburgh & Gilman
•Paint Accessories
*Wall Coverings - Vinyl and Vinyl-Coated
*Floor Coverings
Vinyls

Carpets
Tiles

e - ABC News
CLOEL - NBC News
- Alice

Lasagna Special
Every Monday Night
All You Can Eat
without Salad
'3" with Salad
From 5-9 p.m.

•

o
CL 0
Right

soap. Now he's on his second,
but most importantly, he's
blazing new trails for soap

Parquet Flooring

•Droperies - Window Fashions by Carole Fabrics
•Bedspreads, Upholstery Top Treatments, Table Rounds.
•Full-line of Window Treatments

O x_ Family
O CU0 - Press Your
Luck
- Dick Van Dyke
- Electric Company
- Get In Shape

Peter Reckell

Hillbillies

9:00 A.M.
$25.000 Pyramid
- 700 Club
CL - Phil Donahue
11, CC - Donahue
U _ I Love Lucy
0 CU - Action-Packed
Cliffhangers
O - Jim Bakker

wear a sports jacket. He probably doesn't even own one.
They finally gave in, but I've
lost some of those battles,
too.''
Before "Days of Our Lives"
Reckell spent almost two
years on the New York-based
soap "As the World Turns."
He says the character he
played then was very straight
— more like the way he really
is — but playing Be is more
fun.
"I've got the chance with
Be." he says, "to play a type
of person I often wished I
could be, but never was."
He was far from being a
street kid while growing up in
rural Michigan. One of his
childhood friends had gone to
the Boston Conservatory of
Music, so Reckell decided to
go there, too. His father said
he could, but all he would pay
would be the amount his son
would have needed to go to
Michigan State. Reckell had
to pay the difference.

CL - Wheel of Fortune

- Joy in the Morning

O m- Richard Simmons
0 CU a
- New

HOLLYWOOD — When the jacket. I said no, Be wouldn't

2:30 P.M.

0 CL

wanted me to wear a sports

By Richard King

€3-

1 1:00 A.M.
GEL CU
- Family Feud
OM- News
a- Perry Mason
CL - Channel 4 Magazine
0 - Go!
a CL - Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
CD- Midday
0
- Young and the
Restless

(I) CE
Children
a_ Movie

6:45 A.M.

Actor adds character to TV role

O(F - Breakaway
O (5)- Waltons
Cl) a_ Edge of Night
(E)

House

a- I

Dream of Jeannie
- News
Gap- Business Report
Jimmy Swaggart
- Religious Programming

Hollywood Squares Hour
- Electric Company
- Joy in the Morning

0

Chestnut
She,'
Allurras

iggs"
753-6656

•Softlight Shades, Woven

Woods, Mini Blinds, Vertical Blends by Del Mar
•Rods,Drapery Hardware by Grater and Kirsch
*Custom Shades by Graber
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on an uncharted island, accidentally frees a wicked banshee that sets out to take the
leprechauns' pot of Christ2:00 P.M.
mas gold (R)
- Diamonds in the
- Metro Council
5:00 A.M.
Sky
Meeting
- MOVIE: 'Christmas
2:30 P.M.
- I Choose Life
Mountain' A message of
- Freddy the FreeloadO
8:00 P.M.
love and the Christmas spint
er's Christmas Dinner Red
(2) (2) U - Three's
O
is carried by a tough cowboy
Skelton portrays the trials
Company Jack, Janet and
in the Old West.
and tribulations of planning a
Tern fear that their new
6:30 A.M.
holiday dinner.
neighbor is really an English
O - Snowman David Bowie
3:30 P.M.
robber. [Closed Captioned]
hosts this animated story
MOVIE: 'Christmas
CE) e
- MOVIE:
O
about a snowman who
Mountain' A message of
'Gift of LOVIE A Christmas
comes to life.
love and the Christmas spirit
Story' A woman, shattered
0 OE - Business Report
is carried by a tough cowboy
by the death of her mother
in the Old West
7:00 A.M.
and her husband's business
failure, uses recollections of
- Over Easy Opera
O - MOVIE: 'Breaker
loving good times to charge
star Dorothy Kirsten reveals a
Morant' Betrayed by their
with a new spirit and help her
refreshing approach to life
own army, three soldiers are
pull away from self-pity Lee
that has brought her success
courtmarnaled as an apRemick, Angela Lansbury,
in many areas [Closed Cappeasement to another govPolly Holliday 1983
tioned]
ernment
Edward Woodward, Jack Thompson, Bryan
GU0EL - Rousters Wyatt
5:00 P.M.
Brown 1980 Rated PG
foils a robbery and becomes
0 - Little House on the
the only eyewitness who can
7:30 A.M.
Prairie
identify the Halloween Hold- Over Easy Actress O - MOVIE: 'Table for up
Man (60 min.)
Margaret Hamilton, who has
Five' A divorced father tries
0
- Vietnam: A
portrayed many roles during
to get reacquainted with his
Television History 'Legaher 50-year theatrical career,
children by taking them on a
cies 'Today's program looks
talks about her role as a sinMediterranean cruise. John
at Vietnam as it is today and
gle parent in Hollywood
Voight, Richard
Crenna
America's aftermath legacy
[Closed Captioned]
1982. Rated PG
of the war which includes
MacNeil/Lehrer
(21)
8:00 A.M.
500,000 million Asian refuNewshour
0 - MOVIE: 'Kathy-0' A
gees. (60 min.)[Closed Cappony-tailed movie star with a
6:00 P.M.
tioned]
temper makes life miserable
- ABC News
10:45 P.M.
for the studio publicity man
lipagg)Clapii-News
O - Inside Boxing
Dan Duryea, Patty McCor(j)- Entertainment Tonight
mick, Jan Sterling 1958
1 :00 P.M.
Tonight's program features
O (2) - Entertainment
9:00 A.M.
Angela Lansbury and her
Tonight Tonight's program
GE) - 700 Club Today's
new miniseries 'The First
features Angela Lansbury
Olympics.'
show features pre-schoolers
and her new miniseries 'The
learning at play through
O - Carol Burnett
First Olympics '
'Gymboree,' a revolutionary
CU
Business
- Magnum, P.I.
exercise program, and a look
Report
at the Phoenix Suns
O - MOVIE: 'The Great
- Charlie's Angels
Imposter' A high school droEL - Phil Donahue Guests a - CBS News
pout poses as a college proinclude University of Ne- TBN Today
fessor, a penologist, a
braska Consumer Education
Trappist monk and a Royal
6:30 P.M.
Specialist Janet Wilson and
Canadian Navy surgeon
a EL - Love Connection
several 'binge buyers'
Tony Curtis, Edmond O'BMOVIE: 'Table for
O CSD0(1)- Family Feud
rien, Arthur O'Connell 1961
Five' A divorced father tries
World
Unsung
Series
EL
CL)- Barney Miller
to get reacquainted with his
Heroes
children by taking them on a
1 1 :1 5 P.M.
O _ Hogan's Heroes
Mediterranean cruise John
- MOVIE: 'Endangered
a - Jeffersons
O
Voight, Richard
Crenna
Species' The discovery of
MacNeil/Lehrer
1982 Rated PG
mutilated farm animals leads
Newshour
0 EL - Phil Donahue
a retired detective and a fem- Play Bridge
Guests
include
several
ale shenff to a dangerous
- MASH
former high school sweegerm warfare operation JobWay
One
Game
thearts who are re-united afeth Williams, Robert Unch
7:00 P.M.
ter many years seperation
Rated R
- To Be Announced
:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.
- Disney
O JD
- MOVIE: 'Absence of
CE
- Nightline
Christmas
Gift
The Disney
Malice' A labor leader vows
Thicke
of the Night
characters will be on hand to
to get revenge when an overCC0 - Late Night with
help celebrate the Christmas
zealous reporter ruins his reDavid Letterman
season (R)(60 min )
putation Paul Newman, Sally
- Tiger Balm Women's
Our
Just
Luck
EL Field, Melinda Dillon 1981
Tennis Classic Coverage of
Rated PG
NBA
Basketball:
O
New
the women's finals is preJersey at Atlanta
12:00 P.M.
sented from Honolulu. HaCjI)
cu - A Team An im
waii (2 hrs )
MOVIE:'Reunion' This
poverished farmer hires the A
movie focuses on the emo- McCloud 'Three
Team to get his produce past
tional effects of a 20-year
Guns for New York.' Three
a
ruthless rancher and on to
high school reunion as the almen arrive in New York bent
the market (R)(60 min.)
umni try to recapture the gloon seeking revenge on
- MOVIE:'A Little Sex'
ries of their youth Kevin
McCloud (R)(90 min.)
A swinging newlywed finds it
Dobson, Joanna Cassidy,
12:00A.M.
hard
to give up women. Tim
Linda Hamilton 1980
alp - McCloud
Matheson, Kate Capshew,
12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Silver City' A
Edward Herrmann
1982
- MOVIE: 'Bride of
mining expert gets into trouRated R
Vengeance' This drama feable over a woman and is
Mr.
Kruger's
tures witngue and counterhaunted in his attempts to
Christmas
intrigue of the Borgies
make a comeback, Yvonne
Nova 'Fire Or Ice!
Paulette
Goddard.
John
DeCarlo, Edmond O'Brien
The
Climate
Crisis '
L1u
9nd,
49 MacDonald Carey
Harry Fnzgerald 1951.
- Santa Claus Is Coming
(VI - TBN Today
to Town
1:00 P.M.
12:30 A.M.
- Tiger Balm Women's
- MOVIE. 'Still of the
up
- Ann Holt at Large
Tennis Classic Coverage of
Night' A psychiatrist is
the women's finals is pre- CNN Headline News
drawn into the murder myssented from Honolulu, Ha- Hogan's Heroes
tery of one of his patients.
waii (2 hrs 1
tti - We Shall Serve Him
Meryl Street:). Roy Scheider
1982 Rated PG
7:30 P.M.
:00 A.M.
• (1) - Smithville (1) - Leprechauns' Christ,
119 CID CID - News
mas Gold A cabin boy lost
Jamboree Highlights
- CBS News
0CID 0

12/20/83
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'Tis The Season
To Be Jolly
With A Cable Television Old
Fashioned Christmas.
Emmet Otter's
Jug-Band Christmas
Christmas Mountain
Freddie The Freeloader's
Christmas Dinner
Rich Little's
Christmas
Carol"
"A
and
B.C.: A Special Christmas
on

o

-

o

OID

Cable Channel 5
HAPPY HOUDAYSI

•

-

•

•

•

-

CABLE
VLSION
MURRAY

▪ -

P.M.
_UA 8:30?CCUn.

Oh

a

steals
pipe

9:00 P.M.
CE Cap U - Han to Hart
Jonathan and Jennifer take in
a girl who learns that her parents died in a car crash (60
min.)(Closed Captioned]
glj 0 atO - For Love and
Honor When Grace rejects
the advances of an officer, he
attempts to disgrace her (60
min j
0 MOVIE:
'The
Challenge' An American
boxer gets involved in a feud
between
two
Japanese
brothers Scott Glenn Rated

C hristi
DEL

Wilder
tary sh
terrain
the EVE
1974
CID
Margem
portray
her 50'
talks al
gle pa
[Close(

0
- Kennedy Center
Tonight 'Christmas at Kennedy Center with Leontyne
Price
Renowned soprano
Leontyne Price joins some
special guests in presenting a
special evening of traditional
Christmas works. (R) (60
min
North American Skiing
Championships Coverage of
the men's giant slalom and
slalom is presented from
Waterville Valley, VT (60
min.)
(11) - Praise the Lord

III

Wild,
Orisonm
holiday
enterta
about
now ir
Deannz
gaard

o

-

EL show f
Onscoli
a man'
a stran
(4) - I
include
Stephe
teache:
'Chang

9:15 P.M.
News

O - TBS Evening

10:00 P.M.
O CEOCUCCX
CE 00
- News
- New High Tech
Times This series looks at
the technology explosion
which has moved from the
workplace to the home
C - Jeffersons

0-p
&skis'
leaves
sure CI
mote
Cassav
Susan
Rated I
0(1
Amenc
borne t
philoso
some o
nons

.
.M.
(2)10:3
.
P
_ •O
MASH
O CE) - Sanford and Son
C33 - Nightline

O

-

•

HBO

PAGE
Nighty/etch
O _ Hitchhikers: A desperate real estale salesman tries
to save his job
C - Christmas Legends of
Nashville
(V)- In the Land of the Bible

•

•

•

•

I°
GU Three's
's Company
121 EL - Tonight Show
- Hawaii Five-0
- Latenight America
• - Thicke of the Night
- Magnum P.I. Magnum agrees to cooperate
with a security expert hired to
beef up Higgins' security system (R) t60 min

o

•

a

Scenei
and Jo
viewed

LI1-4,9econ

- News/Sign Off
- Praise the Lord

fights f,
who
Ihopiar
legions
Dahl, f
Tamiro
0- M
politicim

1:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Dangerously
They Live' A woman, who
memorized Allied ship locations, is kidnapped by Nazi
spies John Garfield, Nancy
Coleman. Raymond Massey
1941
1:30 A.M.
MOVIE 'Banjo
Hackett' A horse trader and
his orphaned nephew pursue
a villainous horse thief Don
Meredith, Ike Eisemann,
Chuck Connors 1976
- Three Stooges
- Not Necessarily the
Year in Review

A ma
their
ing th4
their c
tel. M.
Rated

2:00 A.M.
- Jim Bakker
- North American Skiing
Championships Coverage of
the men's giant slalom and
slalom is presented from
Waterville Valley VT (60
mmo )

and tt
War v
guns
Chuck
A ma(
▪ -

U EL -

•

•

•

*
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7:30 P.M.
gp - All In the Family
- Butterflies
0
0- MOVIE:'Six Weeks' A

PAGE S

WEDNESDAY

12/21/83

5:30 A.M.
0- Video Jukebox
6:00 A.M.
0 - Fraggle Rock
steals a
Pipe

minstrel s

Red
magic

6:30.M.
- Rich Little's 'A
Christmas Carol'
gp
- Business Report

7:30 A.M.

dowed cosmetics tycoon
whose daughter dreams of
an ideal family
Dudley
Moore, Mary Tyler Moore
1983 Rated PG.

12:30 P.M.

8:00A.M.
•-

MOVIE: 'Christmas
Holiday' A soldier, in New
Orleans for the Christmas
holidays, meets a beautiful
entertainer who tells him
about her marnage to a man
now in prison Gene Kelly,
Deanna Durbin, Gale Sondergaard. 1944

9:00 A.M.
CL - 700 Club Today's
show features trumpeter Phil
Dnscoll and the story of how
a man's life was changed by
a strange phone call.
- Phil Donahue Guests
include househusbands and
Stephen
Dworkin,
who
teaches the college course
'Changing Roles for Men'.
0- MOVIE: 'Tempest' A
disillusioned N.Y. architect
leaves his wife and high pressure career for life on a remote Greek island. John
Cassavetes, Gena Rowlands,
Susan
Sarandon.
1982.
Rated PG
Phil Donahue
Amencan designer Liz Claiborne talks about her fashion
philosophy
and
displays
some of her Spring '84 selections
-

11:30 A.M.
pg -

Cavett Behind the
Scenes Olivia Newton-John
and John Travoha are interviewed.

12:00 P.M.
ED

- MOVIE: 'Desert
Legion' French Legionnaire
fights for power-crazed sheik
who wants to destroy
Utopian city of peace and the
legions Alan Ladd, Arlene
Dahl, Richard Conte, Akim
Tamiroff 1953
- MOVIE:'Six Weeks A
•
politician befriends a wi-

6:30 P.M.

se -

MOVIE: 'Flying High'
Three gins succeed in qualifying for airline stewardess
training, complete the course
and get a taste of the rigors
and fun of the real thing
Kathryn Witt, Pat Klous, Connie Sellecca. 1978

0-

MOVIE: 'Vanishing
Wilderness' This documentary shows the animals and
terrain of North America from
the Everglades to the Arctic
1974. Rated G
ED ciD - Over Easy Actress
Margaret Hamilton, who has
portrayed many roles during
her 50-year theatrical career,
talks about her role as a single parent in Hollywood
[Closed Captioned)

Richard Carpenter talking
about the loss of his sister
Karen.
0- Carol Burnett
- Business
13 (I)0
Report
- Charlie's Angels
T
Boday
S News
•
-12TB-NC

1:00P.M.
- Kennedy Center
Tonight 'Christmas at Kennedy Center with Leontyne
Price.' Renowned soprano
Leontyne Price joins some
special guests in presenting a
special evening of traditional
Chnstmas works (R) (60
mm )

2:00P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Blinded by
the Light' A professional cult
deprogrammer attempts to
free a young man from mind
control. Knsty McNichol,
McNichol, Jenny
James
O'Hara. 1980
0 alp - Diamonds in the
Sky
•

3:30 P.M.
c3D -

ABC Afterschool
Special 'Amy and the Angel' A teen angel is sent to
Earth to help a gin who has
decided to give up her life (R)
160 mint [Closed Captioned]
gp - Fraggle Rock Red
steals a minstrel's magic
Pipe
0(ID - Over Easy Actress
Margaret Hamilton, who has
portrayed many roles during
her 50-year theatrical career,
talks about her role as a single parent in Hollywood
[Closed Captioned]

4:00 P.M.
Cl) ED -

ABC
Afterschool Special 'Amy
and the Angel' A teen angel
is sent to Earth to help a girl
who has decided to give up
her life (R)(60 min.)[Closed
Captioned)
gp - Video Jukebox

4:30 P.M.
O -

Rich Little's
Christmas Carol'

'A

5:00 P.M.

- Love Connection
(E)0 - Family Feud
- Barney Miller
gp - NBA Basketball:
Atlanta at Boston
- Jeffersons
113 (i) - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- To Be Announced
NHL
Hockey:
Pittsburgh at New York
Rangers
gs
- M•A•S•H
2t - On Campus

o
•

•

7:00 P.M.
maple- Fall Guy Colt
tries to help a man prove his
innocence after he has been
accused of being an accessory to murder (60 min )
GE)- Family Christmas
cp - Real People Tonight's program features a
profile of a woman known as
'Mrs. Santa,' a look at inspirational work done by Volunteers of Amenca and a story
about a Russian family that
adopted a polar bear. (R)(60
min.)
- MOVIE: 'Tempest' A
disillusioned N.Y. architect
leaves his wife and high pressure career for life on a remote Greek island John
Cassavetes, Gena Rowlands,
Susan
Sarandon
1982
Rated PG
(21) - Live From the Met
'Ernani_ . The Metropolitan
Opera presents a special performance of Verdi's 'Ernani
(2 hrs., 30 min.)
se - MOVIE: 'Silent Night.
Lonely Night' Two lonely
people try to find happiness
outside the framework of
yesterday's memories Lloyd
Bridges, Shirley Jones, Clons
Leachman. 1969
- Whiz Kids Richie
0
discovers that a nearby satellite dish is transmitting coded
messages to a Russian space
station. (60 min.)
- Up on Melody
Mountain

o

o

- Murray Arnold Show

8:00 P.M.
lie CID CU
- DynastY
Blake and Krystle announce
their engagement and Alexis
and Des develop a romantic
liaison (60 min.) [Closed
Captioned]
0 (I)
- MOVIE:
'Hobson's Choice' A prosperous business man tries to
keep his daughter from
marrying a young man who
works in his shop. Charles
Laughton, John Mills, Brenda
de Benne 1954.
1:4) 0 CID - Facts of Life
When Jo learns that she
doesn't have the money to
go home, Blair makes her a
generous offer (R) [Closed
Captioned]
o - Live From the Met
'Ernani ' The Metropolitan
Opera presents a special performance of Verdi's 'Ernani
(2 hrs , 30 min )
- Faith That Lives

8:30 P.M.
(A)13 - Family Ties One
of Steven's best friends kidnaps his own son.
V) Shock
Waves/
Armageddon

8:45 P.M.
TBS Evening News

9:00 P.M.
Arthur
O CL

politician befriends a widowed cosmetics tycoon
whose daughter dreams of
an ideal family
Dudley
Moore, Mary Tyler Moore
1983 Rated PG
- Jeffersons

10:30 P.M.
ED
- MASH
0GE)- Sanford and

Son
ELI - Nightline
O - Cabins
- Three's Company
- Tonight Show
- Hawaii Five-0
0 - latenight America
- Thicke of the Night
ge (12 - Police Story 'Across the Line ' Accused of
being 'tngger happy,' Sgt
Joe Benton gets a second
chance when he is assigned
to break a drug nng (R)(60
mm.)

11:00 P.M.

9:30 P.M.
-

Cavett Behind the
Scenes Olivia Newton-John
and John Travolta are interviewed
O (E) - Kimbell Tonight's
program celebrates the tenth
anniversary of the Kimbell
Art Museum in Fort Worth,
TX
gip - 20 Minute Workout
10:00 P.M.
•C2)11) CID OD GU 0
CiD0012- News

- Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
includes Richard Carpenter
talking about the loss of his
sister Karen
Gs_- ) - Police Story
gp - MOVIE: 'Mildred
Pierce' An ambitious woman
and her selfish daughter fall in
love with the same man
Joan Crawford, Ann Blyth,
EveArdenlq
_ Barney
Miller
CL

O Go

11:30 P.M.
_ Nightline

- Thicke of the Night

CL - Tonight Show
Late Night with
David Letterman
ge
- MOVIE: 'Hazing'
An innocent night of fun and
games at a fraternity house
turns into a nightmare of
death Jeff East
11:45 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Creepshow'
Five episodes each depict different kinds of horror Adrienne Barbeau, Hal Holbrook, E G Marshall_ 1982

2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Eating Raoul'
A married couple finance
their dream restaurant by killing the people who answer
their classified ad Paul Bartel, Mary Woronov 1982
Rated R

12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Country
Music Holiday' An ex-G I
comes to New York with his
buddies who talk a former
bookie into signing him with a
record
company
Ferlin
Husky,Zsa Zsa Gabor, Rocky
Graziano 1958

O-

Little House on the
Prairie
0 0i - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

5:30 P.M.
O

- MOVIE: 'Vanishing
Wilderness'

6:00 P.M.
at) - ABC News
1111 CD GU CI JD ID - News
CID - Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program Includes

Glory' A general, attempting
to cover a misjudgment in
plans orders the execution
of three soldiers Kirk Doug
las, Ralph Meeker, Adolphe
Menjou 1957

- N•wsrseiri

Off
- Grand American Auto
Race

•

•

3:00 A.M.
0

- MOVIE:'The Proud
and the Damned' Five Civil
War veterans hire out their
guns to a military dictator
Chuck Connors, Jose Greco,
Anita Quinn 1972
ED - MOVIE: 'Paths of

4:00 A.M.

o - Varied Programs

•p -

MOVIE: 'Still of the
Night'

4:30 A.M.
2t -

oft

I Choose Life

IOC°JOHNS®
PADUCAIMAURRAY-PRIPICET014-CAPE GIRARD(AU
10 A.M.-11 P.M. SUN.-MORS
Ala. FRI. IL SAT.
• 10

HOURS.

12:30 A.M.
(:1) - News
C21- CNN Headline News
Hogan's Heroes
- Good News

ED _

1:00 A.M.
(2) - MOVIE: 'Toward
the Unknown' A rocket pilot
seeks to regain the confidence of those who used to
rely upon him. William Holden, Virginia Leith, Lloyd Nolan 1956
CL -News
- Norms/Sign Off
ID cflt - CBS News
Nightwatch
- Praise the Lord

1:30 A.M.
- CBS

News
Nightwatch JIP
- Three Stooges
0 - MOVIE: 'Saturday's
Children' A father teaches
his daughter and son-in-law
the relative unimportance of
money John Garfield, Anne
Shirley, Claude Rains. 1940
Jim Bakker
NCAA Basketball
Rutgers vs. Michigan
-

•

-

1:45 A.M.
ED- MOVIE:'Four Friends'
2:30 A.M.
- Neves/Sign Off

-

TUESDAY CONT.
•

MOVIE:'Go West,
Young Girl' Two highspirited young women take
off their petticoats, strap on
gunbelts and set out in
search of Billy the Kid Karen
Valentine, Sandra Will, Stuart
Whitman 1978.
CE)-

ED

-

Hailey's Hotel A busboy
casing the hotel has a change
of heart and a young girl befriends a robot. (60 min I
ap0 - St. Elsewhere A
city councilman is diagnosed
as having AIDS and faces rejection and child psychiatrist
Dr Michael Ridley joins the
hospital staff. (60 min.)
_ All In the Family
- Praise the Lord

12:15 A.M.
O

3:00 A.M.
0c2)- MOVIE:'The Brave
Bulls' Mexico's top matador
regains faith in himself and
enters the bull ring unafraid
after a disheartening penod
of fear Mel Ferrer, Anthony
Quinn, Miroslava 1951
gg - All American
Wrestling

3:30 A.M.
ED _

o_

Ascent of Man

3:45 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Blinded by
the Light'

4:00 A.M.
gp - Varied Programs
- TBN Today

4:30 A.M.
- Children's Fund
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FUN IN MURRAY
COMMERCE CENTRE

SOT STEWART STADIUM

PLAYNOUSE IN TIE PARK

UNIVERSITY CENTER

SOT SCOUT MUSEUM

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDNOUSE
CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

ROBERT E JOHNSON THEATRE
•
10CITY AUDITORIUM

NEST KENTUCKY M SEU

804 Coldwater Rd
OfforIng—Sor-11-42 Pork, Ribs, Ham, Ilampf,
Ckkkon,Potato Soled, ithINI Dons,Slew
end Odom
Only

Two Free Tokens
^4E COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER Da
rn. 014

1 Lb. Pork or 1 Lb. Ribs
linto Pint of Moons

s

3

*men
*ens
Control Shopping Center
Across from the Steams

The MINI PAGE Is Yours Courtesy Of These Businesses.
Also Patronize These Businesses For Fun In Murray.
4-

Toys line the shelves at the U.S.
government's product safety testing
lab near Washington, D.C. Some
passed the test; others did not.

Using a gauge, a toy safety expert
gives the "pull test" to the eye of a
stuffed animal. If the eye pops out too
easily, it would be considered a
choking or sharp-point hazard.
The government also tests pacifiers
and rattles for choking hazards and
toys for sharp points and edges.

The U.S. government and toy
companies try to make your
toys safer.
The Product Safety
Commission is an agency, or
special division, of the U.S.
government.
One of its jobs is to set up
the guidelines and standards
toy companies must follow in
making and designing toys.
Each toy company is
responsible for meeting these
standards.
Many of the toys on the
shelves are made in foreign
countries. These toys, too,
must meet U.S. guidelines.
The government has agents
who visit stores to look for
toys that might not be safe.
When these toy detectives
find an unsafe toy, or when a
customer complains about a
toy, the toy is sent to a lab
outside Washington, D.C.
At the lab, experts put the
toy through many tests. If the
toy does not pass, the agency
will work with the toy
company to correct the
problem. Sometimes the toy is
recalled.
Even with guidelines and
testing, toy safety really
begins at home with wise
family choices and good safety
rules for the kids.
There are over 150,000 different toys for
sale in this country. Even with safety
guidelines, some unsafe toys are found on
store shelves.
Below is a toll-free number your parents
can call if they discover a toy they thin*
might be dangerous: 1-800-638-2772.
You may also write:
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20207.
fiver The Mini Pay by lively Irebn•in •Il Universal Prvas Sends sic

Toy Companies

Many toy companies have their own
testing programs. Above, a worker at
Kenner Products tests a dollhouse to
see if it can withstand above-average
pressure.

The man in the midst of all these toys
is Douglas Thomson, the president of
the Toy Manufacturers of America.
Most of the 800 U.S. toy companies are
members of this group, which has set
up safety standards of its own. To
show that they have met the
standards, companies sometimes use a
code. Their labels often say,"This
product meets the Toy Safety
Standards PS 72-76."

PAGE 8
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Meet Michael J. Fox of"Family
Michael J. Fox plays Alex
Keaton in NBC's "Family
Ties." The show is a comedy
about a family working to
overcome the generation gap
and forming close ties of love.
Alex is the 18-year-old son.
He is a good student who
likes to talk about economics
and to wear a tie.
Michael grew up in Canada,
where he was one of five
children. His father is an
army officer.
At the age of 15, Michael
began his career on the
Canadian Broadcasting Co.,
with parts in several movies.

arms

Michael's TV family includes Michael
Gross and Meredith Baxter Birney as
his parents and Tina Yothers and
Justine Bateman as his sisters.

=NEAR•ID

He won a part in an
American movie, "Letters
from Frank," being filmed in
Canada. Two stars from the
movie urged him to try his
luck in Hollywood.
Michael went to Los
Angeles at the age of 18. He
appeared in the Disney movie
"Midnight Madness" and in
the TV shows "Trapper John,
M.D." and "Lou Grant."
Now 22, Michael likes all
sports including hockey,
skiing and baseball. His
home is in Burnaby, Alberta,
Canada.

Let's Visit Oregon

Born The Mtn] Page by Betty I ebn*n C 1953 Untversal Press Syncheate

Compound words are two words put together to form a
new word. Identify these pictures with compound words
by filling in the blanks from the words in the block.
0
1. candle
green
EDP
2. Christmas
3. snow

time
4. light

man
cake

5. ever
6. snow
7. ginger

flake

light
bread
bulb

Mini Spy and the Alpha Mice are very happy opening their
presents on Christmas morning. See if you can find:
• word MINI
•jar
•envelope
•human nose
• pickle
•sponge
• horn
•toothbrush
• banana
•snake
•knife
•hanger

The state flag is blue State bird: western State flower:
with the state seal.
meadowlark.
Oregon grape.
Capital: Salem.
Size when compared with other states: in area, 10; in
population, 31.

Facts About Oregon
•Lewis and Clark explored
Oregon in 1805. They built
Fort Clatsop on the
Columbia River. In 1850,
the U.S. government
passed a law that gave
free land to settlers. Many
came to the state on the
rugged Oregon Trail.
• Oregon is a leading
timber state. Its many
sawmills and lumber
plants make plywood,
paper and other wood
products.
•Fishing for salmon in
•
Oregon's rivers and for
• tuna and flounder in the
Pacific Ocean is a big
industry.
•Plants for canning and freezing fruits,
vegetables and fish make food processing
important.
•Raising cattle is the main farming activity.
Wheat is the most valuable crop.
•Farmers also grow barley, oats, flower bulbs,
grass seed, cherries and peaches.
•Oregon is known for its scenic beauty. Tourism
is the third largest industry. Steep cliffs and
beaches are along the state's western border, the
Pacific Ocean. The Cascade Mountains offer
many skiing areas. Crater Lake in Crater Lake
National Park is the deepest lake in the United
States.

PAl

from The Mint Page b

Betty 11./ebnam C !SKI Untyenal Prom Syndscate

Creamy Gift Fudge

I

Rookie Cookie likes to pack this fudge in small boxes
lined with wax paper and give as gifts.
You'll need:
•1 6-ounce package
cream cheese
•4 cups sifted
confectioners' sugar

•4 ounces melted
chocolate
• 1 cup chopped pecans
•1 tablespoon vanilla

I What to do:
I 1. Open cream cheese and let sit in a bowl
outside of refrigerator for 1 hour.
2. Mix cheese and sugar. Slowly add
chocolate, vanilla and nuts. Mix until
I smooth.
I 3. Press into a 8-by-8-inch pan. Refrigerate
before cutting into small squares.

A

MAI

outa ant

Write down the alphabet and number
each letter. Use the numbers as a code
to find the punch line.

3

I

12

Is

3

WHAT DO
YOU CALL

A HOT
TIME?

11
,..
%.,

I
I

9

I

is

14

,

20

8

s

i

•
mania.
.,_.

22

5

I LI

ZAP
....
1 — tar
emP,.gook,
,..............,
-.I•4112

The Mini Page Map of the U.S.A. is a colorful 23-by-35-inch map that
includes state capitals, state birds and state flowers. For your copy,
send $3.00 plus 75 cents (postage and handling) to: Mini Page Map,
Universal Press Syndicate, 4400 Johnson Drive, Fairway, Kan. 66205.

- Dr. Egan says:
If you will just wait a day or two and ask him
• again, he will probably be glad to play with you.
I Be patient and don't say or do anything to
make matters worse.
Dr. James Egan is director of the Department of Psychiatry,
Children's Hospital National Medical Center, Washington, D.C.

from Ti,. Man, Page by Betty Debn•to C 19KILIntrersal Perm Sy rithcate

Words about toy safety are hidden in the block below.
See if you can find: unsafe, toy, safety, edge, sharp, trip,
fall, swallow, broken, hurt, careful, loud, kids, quality,
design, label, dolls, washable, break, hazard, repair,
rust, small, cord, string, glass, metal, cut.
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Take Care, Toys Warn
Go over instructions and labels with
your parents to make certain you
understand them.

Inspect toys often. Show your mom or
dad any sharp points, edges or loose
parts. Throw away damaged toys.

Keep toys that
might harm little
brothers and
sisters or friends
out of reach.

Put toys away on
shelves or in
boxes so they do
not cause
accidents.

Ask an adult to
teach you how to
use electric toys.
Disconnect them
by pulling the
plug. Do not tug
on the cord.

Bikes cause more
accidents than any
type of toy. Know
your bike safety
rules.

"We wish you a merry
Christmas and a happy and
safe new year," a group of toys
told The Mini Page.
We had called them together
to get their ideas on toy safety.
"We toys are meant to make
kids happy. We care about our
owners. They have to care for
us, too," they said.
"We toys should be carefully
chosen to fit the age and size
of our owner-to-be," said a
teddy bear.
"We also should fit into the
family. What might be safe for
one child might not be safe for
another," a very cautious
chemistry set told us.

Be careful with long cords or strings.
Don't put them around your neck —
ever.

Do not shoot cap
pistols indoors or
hold them close to
your ears. Be
careful where you
aim any toy gun.

Do not leave indoor
toys outdoors to
rust or break.

Watch where you are going
on snow disks, skates and
sleds.

from The 11.1)n, Page by Betty Debnam•IWO Untversal Rees Syn.:beet*

One out of every two Americans
need help seeing. About 112
million people wear glasses or
contact lenses. ,

Diners spent more money eating
out in Los Angeles than in any
city in the United States. Last
year, people there spent over $4.3
billion in restaurants.
The largest fish, the whale
shark, can grow to be 6() feet
long. Don't worry, though, it
doesn't harm man. It eats small
fish and ocean plants and
animals. These sharks are found
in tropical waters.

Alpha Betty is teaching a leopard about a leaf. How
many other words beginning with LE can you find?
.00nnef 'Ioajdtrai

s

'swum
•

'araril•110'11,11'0.••••••%a•d••••
••••••40,
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•
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8:00 P.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Flaming
O CE)- Rockford Files
Feather' A posse of ranch(10 CID is- Masquerade
- Nightline

PAGE 11

THURSDAY

12/22/83
5:30 A.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'Cyrano' A
long-nosed Frenchman fights
against injustice while trying
to help has fnend win a beautiful woman through his poetry Animated Voices of
Jose Ferrer, Joan Van Ark,
Kurt Kasznar 1974

6:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE:'The Secret of
NIMH' A mouse with four
children seeks the aid of the
mysterious and intelligent
rats of NIMH to save her family Animated Voices of
Dom Deluise, Derek Jacobi.
Peter Strauss Rated G
13 EL - Business Report

7:30 A.M.
0 CP - Over Easy

Singer
Kay Starr performs 'Love Will
Keep Us Together' and explains why she retired from
retirement
[Closed Captioned)]

8:00 A.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'Abbott and
Costello
Meet Captain
Kidd' Abbott and Costello
discover they have Captain
Kidd's treasure map instead
of their own letter. Abbott
and Costello, Charles Laughton 1952
O - Kenny Loggins in
Concert

9:00 A.M.
CIO -

2:00 P.M.
0 CL - Diamonds
3:00 P.M.

- Emmet Otter's JugBand Christmas Kermit the
Frog hosts this family special
about love and self-sacrifice

•

3:30 P.M.
0 CU - Over Easy

Singer
Kay Starr performs 'Love Will
Keep Us Together' and explains why she retired from
retirement [Closed Captioned))

4:00 P.M.
O -

B.C.
Christmas

:00 A.M.
- Video Jukebox
11:30 A.M.
O _ MOVIE: 'The Sign of
Four Sherlock Holmes tries
to unravel the mystery surrounding a stolen treasure
Ian Richardson

A

Special

4:30 P.M.
O -

MOVIE: 'The Man
from Snowy River' A young
man comes of age at the turn
of the century in this old fashioned 'Western'from Australia Kirk Douglas, Tom
Burlinson. 1982. Rated PG

5:00 P.M.
e-

Little House on the
Prairie
ti) - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour

0

6:00 P.M.
- ABC News

eaDGIDO aiD
News
CD- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program features
Susan Dey and her return to
TV in 'Emerald Point N.A.S
Carol Burnett
CID 0(It - Business
Report
- Charlie's Angels
▪
- CBS News
flt - TBN Today
rai

700 Club Today's
show features the story of a
healing and how money almost destroyed a marriage
O - MOVIE: 'Breaker
Morant' Betrayed by their
own army, three soldiers are
courtmartialed as an appeasement to another government. Edward Woodward, Jack Thompson,Bryan
Brown. 1980. Rated PG
0CL - Phil Donahue Donahue and guest Norman Cousins, author of 'The Healing
Heart' look at how humor effects our daily lives

in the

Sky

-

o

6:30 P.M.
(I)- Love Connection
es au0 _ Family Feud
EL - Barney Miller

o

Hogan's Heroes
0- Inside Boxing
e - Jeffersons
CU - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
0
- People's Business
49 (12 - M•A•S•H
• - Bible Bowl
-

o

•

12:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Becttime for
professor adopts a
chimp to prove that environment determines a child's future. Ronald Reagan, Walter
Slezak 1951.
BOnZO. A

12:30P.M.

7:00 P.M.
Autcxnan
W▪ alter and Automan investigate some evidence linking a
judge to the mob. (60 min.)
ei C21)
Tit - Magnum.
P.I.
O0CU 0- Hall of Fame
Bowl: West Virginia vs.
Kentucky
Gimme a Break Since
Joey has not had a real
Christmas, Nell decides to
make it a real family affair
- MOVIE: 'Breaker
Nlorant' Betrayed by their
own army, three soldiers are
courtmartialed as an appeasement to another government
Edward Woodward, Jack Thompson, Bryan
Brown. 1980. Rated PG.
0 EED - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies
• - NBA Basketball:
at New Jersey
Lordship of Christ
r

MOVIE: 'Hello Down
There' A scientist accepts an
assignment to live underwater for one month with his
wife and children. Tony Randall, Janet Leigh, Jim Backus
1969

1:00P.M.
•OD - Great Perform am** An American Christmas: Words and Music.' Burt
Lancaster hosts this celebration of the Christmas holidays (R)(60 min

1:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: The Secret of

i

7:30 P.M.

•

NIMH' A mouse with four
children seeks the aid of the
mysterious and intelligent
rats of NIMH to save her family Animated Voices of
Dom Deluise, Derek Jacobi,
Peter Strauss Rated G

8:30 P.M.
3)- Buffalo Bill Bill has a bizarre fantasy when his behavior causes the black
make-up man to quit
CC- Portfolio

o

9:00 P.M.
O CE CID0- 20/20
0 ctz - Knots
Ci)

Landing
(I)- Hill Street Blues Bobby
Hill's father shows up for the
holidays and Fay is reluctant
to let Frank and Joyce take
Frank Jr on a ski trip. (R)(60
min )
- Inside The NFL
O CL - Christmas Special
with Luciano Pavarotti Luciano Pavarotti and his guests
present a special Christmas
performance from the Notre
Dame Cathedral, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada (R) (60
min )
Scholastic
o
Challenge
- Praise the Lord

•-

- Three's Company
- Tonight Show
- Hawaii Five-0
CI)- Latenight America
0- Thicke of the Night
•62- Trapper John. M.D.
Trapper tries to persuade a
man to loin the hospital staff

ers and the Cavalry rescue a
heroine abducted by Indians
Sterling
Hayden,
Arleen
Whelan,
Barbara
Rush
1952
- TBN Today

o

11:00 P.M.
- Entertainment
Tonight
C
O - MOVIE: 'Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington' A
naive man who becomes a
Senator gets into deep trouble with a sharp politician
Jean Arthur, James Stewart,
Edward Arnold 1939
(4)- Barney Miller
0 - Kenny Loggins in
Concert

11:30 P.M.
ou0- Nightline
- Kojak
CD- Thicke of the Night
(4)0(1)- Late Night with
David Letterman
49
- MOVIE: 'Father
Knows Best: Home for
Christmas'

12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Rollover' An
ex-movie star fights for control of a petro-chemical empire founded by her murdered
husband

12:30 A.M.
0 GO- News
GE - Health Beat
33- CNN Headline News
•- Hogan's Heroes
- NBA Basketball:
Dallas at New Jersey
Shock
Waves/
Armageddon

1:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Story

O

of
Jacob and Joseph' The lives
of Biblical patriots Joseph
and Jacob are recounted
Keith Michell, Tony Lo
Bianco, Colleen Dewhurst.
1974
CL cu - News
- News/Sign Off
•
e CIO - CBS News
Nightwatch
- Praise the Lord

1:30 A.M.
cfp - CBS

News

Nightv.vatch J I P
EL- Three Stooges
0- Jim Bakker
MOVIE:
Without End'

2:30 A.M.
0- News/Sign Off

2:45 A.M.
OCIO

- MOVIE: 'Darby's
Rangers' In this story of the
gallant exploits of the American Rangers, Colonel William
Darby leads the assault on
North Africa James Garner,
Etchika Choreau, Jack Warden. 1958.

3:00 A.M.
0 -

NBA Basketball.
Houston at Seattle

3:30 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'The Secret of
NIMH' A mouse with four
children seeks the aid of the
mysterious and intelligent
rats of NIMH to save her family. Animated Voices of
Dom Deluise, Derek Jacobi,
Peter Strauss Rated G

4:00 A.M.
e_

Varied Programs
(22) - TBN Today

4:30 A.M.
0- Agriculture U.S.A.

1:45 A.M.

o

Tough All Over Two men
are penniless and stranded in
Chicago until Arabs hire them
to drive a limousine containing $5 million Cheech Mann,
Tommy Chong, Rip Taylor
Rated R.

'Song

titt - Climb That Mountain

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

t

g

:11/1.'1;r4A

9:30 P.M.

NBA Basketball:
Houston at Seattle

10:00 P.M.
•GU
CID CID GI)0
CID 00(O- News
- TBS Evening News
- Eighth Annual Young
Comedians Show
O CID - Promises 'Portrait
of an Alcoholic: A successful theatrical producer struggles to admit that he has an
alcohol problem
a - Jeffersons

•

•

10:30 P.M.

$1°° COUPON

FILM SALE

On Your Next
PRESCRIPTION
REFILL

C133-24 Exp. $

One Coupon Pot. Rs.

C110-24 Exp.

Colorcraft

149

a IX- M•A•S•H

▪-

•

0-

Chief Lavender recruits a
team of American citizens
with everyday skills to stop
delivery to the Russians of
the codes that launch NATO's missiles (60 min )
OUDIII(2- Simon &
Simon An amusement park
hires A.J and Rick to recover
a trained dolphin that has
been kidnapped.(R)(60 min.)
(1) - Cheers A man who
learns he has only six months
to live decides to leave his
fortune to the bar.
0 CC - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies
0
- Living Christmas
Tree
(V)- Dwight Thompson

2:00 A.M.

o - MOVIE: 'Things Are

(AID. -

Marna's Family • Ma
ma's back goes out at a din
ner party
CID - Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
- Hitch Hikers
Guide/Galaxy

MERRY
CHRISTIIMS
To The
Best People
On Earth
PEOPLES
oeiBANK

113

MURRAY

KY.

•

-

•

•

•

• ...I

1".

•,

.i.^.1

•
..11W MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER

•
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FRIDAY
12/23/83
5:00 A.M.

O - Sugar Ray's All-Stars
5:30 A.M.
0- Animal Talk Dr Dolittle
reads popular animal stories.

6:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Search and
Destroy' An embittered
South Vietnamese stalks four
veterans in America Don
Stroud, Tisa Farrow, George
Kennedy Rated PG.
- Business Report

7:30 A.M.
0 CL - Over Easy Former
host Hugh Downs visits to offer some thoughtful views on
aging [Closed Captioned]

8:00 A.M,
o - MOVIE: 'Bundle of
Joy' A salesgirl who saves a
foundling infant is mistaken
for the child's mother Debbie
Reynolds,
Eddie
Fisher,
Adolphe Menjou 1956
O - Inside The NFL

9:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Yes, Giorgio'
A womanizing, globe-trotting
opera star falls madly in love
with his female doctor. Luciano Pavarotti, Kathryn Harrold 1982 Rated PG
13

-

Phil Donahue

Former Congressman Robert
Bauman, whose homosexuality became a political issue
in his 1980 re-election bid,
discusses how his family
copes with his homosexuality
10:00 A.M.

(i)D - NASA
o
Special,Pt.II

Silver

1 1:00 A.M.
Sugar Ray's All-Stars
11:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Final
Assignment' The chance

12) -

•

meeting of a television correspondent and a Russian
journalist leads to romantic
intrigue Michael York, Genevieve Bujold, Rated PG

12:00 P.M.
'Great
' A boy's

- MOVIE:
o
Expectations

strange meeting with an escaped convict changes his
life

12:30 P.M.

- MOVIE:'Home for the

Holidays' Convinced that his
second wife is trying to poison him, an aging father summons his four daughters to
ask for their protection
Eleanor Parker, Julie Harris,
Sally Field 1972
1:00P.M.

o GID - Christmas Eve on
Sesame Street
1:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Search and
Destroy' An embittered

South Vietnamese stalks four
veterans in America Don
Stroud, Tisa Farrow, George
Kennedy. Rated PG.

2:00 P.M.

o CI) - Diamonds in the
Sky

3:00 P.M.
O Animal Talk Dr Dolan+)
-

reads popular animal stones

3:30P.M.
a cep - Over Easy Former
host Hugh Downs visits to offer some thoughtful views on
aging [Closed Captioned[

a - Gift for Granny

4:00 P.M.
0- Snowman David Bowie
hosts this animated story
about a snowman who
comes to life

4:30 P.M.
Fraggle Rock

0 steals a
PlPre

Red
minstrel's magic

5:00 P.M.
U _ Little House on the
Prairie
O - America's Figure
Skaters: Sights on Sarajevo
o - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
6:00 P.M.
si GD - ABC News
OUDGIDO(100- News
OD- Entertainment Tonight
Tonight's program includes
Ted Lange discussing the
'Love Boat '
• Inside The NFL

a (1) a

- Business

Report

GD - Charlie's Angels
- CBS News
U
6:30P.M.

- Love Connection

crt.p.ariatt

i

rMAG
IC CHEF.
Nobody w like the Cht

sHARR CARCEUSEI:
Microwaves $199 & up
Over 25 Models In Stock
Free $30 Country Ham With Most Models

U-

- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
0
- Comment on
Kentucky
ag CID - NI•A•S•H
(22 - Kids Praise the Lord
7:00 P.M.
0co GE,- Benson Benson

WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE

Peter Richards (Christopher Atkins)and Jenna Wade
(Priscilla Presley) have
become two of the regulars
on CBS' "Dallas." The series
airs Fridays.
(Stations reserve me rIght
to metro lest-mOnuto changes.)

acuea- Dukes of
Hazzard

Too many Santa
Clauses make Christmas Eve
in Hazzard a merry chase of
wild adventures. (60 min)

- NBA Basketball: New
York at Atlanta
CL - MOVIE: 'Invisible
Woman' A newspaper re-

porter comes into contact
with a chemical that makes
her invisible and discovers
that it helps her with her job
Alexa Hamilton, Harvey Korman, Bob Denver. 1982.

a - MOVIE:'Yes, Giorgio'
A womanizing, globe-trotting
opera star falls madly in love
with his female doctor. Luciano Pavarotti, Kathryn Harrold. 1982, Rated PG.
(4) - Salvation Army

Spacial
GD - Pac Man Christmas
4tij- Washington Week/
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalists analyzing the week's
news.

- MOVIE: 'Sunshine
Chrierrnas' Widower Sam
Hayden and his daughter return to his home town in
Texas for the holidays. Cliff
DeYoung, Barbara Hershey.
Eileen Heckert. 1977
aff)- LaHeyes on Family Life

GD

7:30 P.M.
- Webster

Katherine goes undercover to
investigate
a
complaint
against a television game
show host

aft) - Wall Street

O
Week

GP

Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and investment matters.
- Joy of Music

U(2)(JD - Lottery! Flaherty
and

Rush deliver winnings to
a couple who turns thee- small
store into a giant supermarket and a choir leader who receives new meaning about
the Lord's praises (R) (60
min )
(it - Dallas J.R
tries to stop Miss EHie from
marrying Clayton and Peter
steps up his pursuit of Sue Ellen. (60 min.)

a CI) al

Mac

Christmas
is joined by
Barbara Mandrell, Ronnie Milsap and Gladys Knight and
the Pips for an hour of Yuletide music. (60 min.)
O - MOVIE: 'Endangered
Species' The discovery of
mutilated farm animals leads
a retired detective and a female sheriff to a dangerous
germ warfare operation Jobeth Williams, Robert Unch
Rated R
CID - Washington
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalists analyzing the week's
news

o

Week/

GD - All In the Family
en) - Praise the Lord
9:15P.M.
0- TBS Evening News
9:30 P.M.
o CU - International
Edition Journalist Ford Rowan hosts this look at important trends and news events
as they are reported by foreign journalists

MOVIE:
'The
Challenge An American
boxer gets involved in a feud
between
two
Japanese
brothers Scott Glenn Rated

•

12:00A.M.
- Solid Gold
- MOVIE:'The Bobo' A

singing matador is promised
a theater booking if he can
conquer a local gold-digging
beauty Peter Sellers, Britt
Ekland, Rosanno
Brain
1967
- TBN Today

12:30 A.M.
(2)- At The Movies
0Cip - America's Top Ten
U - News/Sign Off
- Dottie Rarnbo's
Magazine
1:00A.M.

U (1)(1)- News

MOAN

The Climate Cnsis •
419 21)- Elizabeth R

11:00P.M.
Go
- Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
includes Ted Lange discuss

GD audio - Falcon Crest
GD GE - Mac Davis
Special: The Music of

-

NIT1

Candy' A group of high
school misfits forms a rock
band Charles Marton Smith,
Clint Howard, Leslie King
1978.

- Ever Increasing Faith

Videos
•

2:00A.M.

GO - MOVIE: 'Tarrain and
the Jungle Boy' Tarzan and
a woman journalist search for
a boy, the son of a famed
geologist who drowned in
raging rapids several years
before. Mike Henry, Aline
Gur, Steve Bond, 1968

2:30 A.M.
'Sharky's
Machine' An Atlanta vice

a - MOVIE:

squad sergeant encounters
pimps, crooked politicians
and drug dealers in his everyday working world. Bun Reynolds, Rachel Ward, Brian
Keith. Rated R.

3:00A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Fire Over
England' A young man avenges his father's death by
becoming a spy for Queen Elizabeth Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh, Flora Robson
1937.

0 CID - Houghton/Worth
4:00 A.M.
Show
0- Night Tracks Cont'd
Headline News
O_ MOVIE:'Up in Smoke'
- Profiles in CL -- CNN
Neves/Sign Off
tre - TBN Today
American Art [Closed Cap- •
- Praise the Lord
tioned]
4:30 A.M.
1:30 A.M.
GD - 20 Minute Workout
- Sugar Ray's All-Stars
o
U CL - MOVIE: 'The (2t) - Mike Macintosh &
10:00 P.M.
Lemon Drop Kid' A raceFriends
OCESICI)3DGID0
track bum becomes indebted
4:45 A.M.
- News
CL a
to a gangster after giving him
GD - MOVIE:'Santiago'
•
O OID - Lawmakers
a bad tip Bob Hope, Marilyn
A mercenary encounters adGD - NCAA Basketball:
Maxwell, Lloyd Nolan. 1951
venture in the danger-ridden
Tennessee vs. Arizona
0cu _ News
jungles of Cuba Alan Ladd
CE) - Three Stooges
10:30 P.M.
Lloyd Nolan, Chill Wills
0- Inside The NFL
0 - MASH
1956
O CL _ Rockford Files
- Nightline
FILL N TWE MICSNG 1,errERs ii
o - Cretins
THE TV WORDS" BE LOW.
RD - Three's Company
- Not Necessarily the
Year in Review
0 - Tonight Show
ND - Dance Fever
0 - Latenight America
- MOVIE: 'Cotton
U

111
- Caivert City Irxt
Complex
GD - MOVIE: 'The Girl, the
Gold Watch,and Dynamite'
GD
- Nova 'Fire Of Ice

• man who's confessed to
killing four teenagers (60
mon.)

753-447.

'DALLAS'DUO

is given an honorary degree
at Pete's alma meter [Closed
Captioned]

9:00P.M.
GG
cu - Matt Houston
C.J, and Matt assist F Lee
Bailey when he has to defend

Hwy 641 N.
Murray

PA(

o

8:00P.M.

CHRISTMAS SALE

dr TIMES, Saturday, December-17; 1913

11,(1)- Family Feud
(1) - Raggedy Ann/ Santa
Caper
- Hogan's Heroes
0 CL - Christmas in the
Country
Jeffersoos

ing the 'Love Boat

O _ Night Tracks

(4)- Barney Milker
- Star Search
11:30P.M
•
- Nightfin•
ap
- Star Search
- Thick* of the Night
CL U CL - Friday Night

ICIO

E1A

alArd011
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SATURDAY
12/24/83
5:00A.M.
O cz _ Movie Cont'd
O - TBS Morning News
o - MOVIE: 'Vanishing
Wilderness' This documentary shows the animals and
terrain of North America from
the Everglades to the Arctic
1974 Rated G.

5:30A.M.

- MOVIE:'The Strange

•

Door' Cruel tyrant, subject to
fits of insanity, vows revenge
of his dead sweetheart by
keeping her husband prisoner
in the castle dungeon
Charles Laughton, Boris Karloff, Sally Forrest, Richard
Stapley. 1952
• - Joy in the Morning
6:00A.M.

O CU - Captain Kangaroo

- Ag USA
Between the Lines
C) - Perspective
6:15A.M.
- CNN News
6:30A.M.
O - Children's Gospel
Hour
- New Zoo Revue
ai - Romper Room and
Friends
_ Rich Little's 'A
Christmas Carol'
• - U.S. Farm Report
- Public Report
6:45 A.M.
CL - Farm Digest
0(I) - Weather
7:00A.M.
• (I) ali) 1111 - Best of
Scooby Doo
- Mornings on 5
- Starcade
GID 0 (jj - Flintstone
Funnies
▪ - Spiderman
•
- Biskitts
tre - Got In Shape
7:30A.M.
o GO
Monchhichis/Little Rascals/Richie Rich
MOVIE: 'The Nutty
Professor' An absent▪

-

-

minded chemist invents a potion that turns him into the
irresistible Buddy Love. Jerry
Lewis, Stella Stevens, Del
Moore 1963

Shirt Tates
- Emmet Otter's JugBand Christmas Kermit the
gID

-

•

Frog hosts this family special
about love and seff-sacnfice
11 - Now Zoo Revue

THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Saturday, December 17, 1943
on reformingi him Warren
forSergeants' A Georgia
Oates, Lisa Pelikan, Lee Menfarm boy is drafted into the
- MOVIE: 'Cry For
wether 1978.
Army and creates mayhem
Happy' Navy combat phoamong his superiors and colO - Public Affairs
tography team in Japan sets
leagues Andy Griffith, Nick
0 CL - Woodwright's
up temporary quarters in a
Adams, Murray Hamilton
Shop
geisha house. Glenn Ford,
1958
(itt
Arrow
and
the
Cross
Donald
O'Connor, Miiko
3:30 P.M.
Taka. 1961
1:45 P.M.
- Portrait of America:
1:30A.M.
MOVIE: 'Boys'

•

1

Saturday

-

Supercade
- Love Special
8:00A.M.
a G5D _ Kidsworld
gp 01])- Smurfs
- All Creatures Great
and Small
C) - Hardy Boys/Nancy
Drew Mysteries
8:30A.M.
0 a)(I)
- Pac-Man/
Rubik Cube Hour
CID
- Dungeons
and Dragons

o - Inside Boxing
- Practice

Makes
Perfect
9:00A.M.
CID0(12 - Plasticman
O - Inside The NFL
a CU - GED Course

- Daniel Boone

•

- Joy Junction

9:30A.M.
0 CU IX
- Littles
- Charlie
• (35)
Brown & Snoopy
MOVIE: 'Huckleberry
Finn' Tom and Huck get into
-

all kinds of wild adventures
Jackie Coogan, Mitzi Green,
Junior Durkin 1931
W 0 W - Alvin & the

OC/D(3)0- American
Bandstand
CD 0 - NFL '83
MOVIE: 'Vanishing
O
Wilderness' This documen-

tary shows the animals and
terrain of North America from
the Everglades to the Arctic
1974 Rated G.
•- Bible Bowl -

World of Animal Behavior
•- Twilight Zone
(V)- Trinity Film Feature
12:30P.M.
a cip - MOVIE:'Gulliver's
Travels' A shipwrecked sailor and a land of little people
come to life through the animation of Max Fleischer
1939.
- Newscenter Weekly

C)- Dance Fever

a-

1:00 P.M.
GE) - MOVIE: 'A Southern
Yankee' A St. Louis bellhop,

MOVIE: 'Blinded by
the Light' A professional cult
deprogrammer attempts to
free a young man from mind
Knsty McNichol,
control
McNichol, Jenny
James
O'Hara 1980

-

- Harvest

0 CU -

All New This Old
House [Closed Captioned]
Gt) - Deaf World

0CU- World of Cooking
0IV- Another Page
ett) - Venturing/Teen's
World
3:00P.M.
alD 0 CU - NFL Football:
AFC Wild Card Game/or
Alternate Programming If

Alien Prince
CAD 0 - Mr. T

(j)

2:00P.M.
ce - Sun Bowl:
El op
SMU vs. Alabama

press time, the teams had not
been determined. Should the
game air at this time, then it
will be followed by alternate
programming.
0(10 - Jane Goodall & the

Scooby Doo Show

0

gan's Boys Town Spencer
Tracy, Mickey Rooney 1938

2:30 P.M.
X- MOVIE:'Three Hearts
for Julia To prevent their di-

aospacg,_ Benji/Zax/

(I)

Town' Story of Father Flana-

12:00P.M.
OCE0C12)- NCAA
Basketball: Boston College
at Maryland
gE)0 CL - NFL Football:
AFC Wild Card Game/or
Alternate Programming At

Chipmunks
1 0:00 A.M.
O CEG10113- Puppy/

0133- Life in the Universe
- Wild, Wild West
at - Kids Praise the Lord
10:30A.M.
- Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner
Amazing
Spiderman/Incredible Hulk
o CL - Microwave
Cookery
11:00 A.M.
S CUMS- ABC

o

O clo -

on the trail of a dangerous
Confederate spy, is sidetracked by love Red Skelton,
Arlene Dahl, Brian Donlevy.

1948.
- MOVIE:'Six Weeks' A
politician befnends a widowed cosmetics tycoon
whose daughter dreams of
an ideal family. Dudley
Moore, Mary Tyler Moore
1983 Rated PG
- News

0 GU - Magic of
Decorative Ptng
- MOVIE: 'My Blood
Runs Cold' A young girl

•

Weekend Special 'Horatio
Alger Updated Frank and
Fearless ' First of 2 parts A
boy, forced from his home,
outwits a group of kidnappers to rescue a child and regain his family heritage (R)
[Closed Captioned]

o CU- Lap Quilting

meets a boy who calls her by
the name of a long-dead
ancestor, and relives a love
tryst of generations before
Troy Donahue, Joey Heatherton, Barry Sullivan. 1965

1:30P.M.
- MOVIE: 'True Grit'
Rooster Cogbum battles injustice while contending with
a_ =CD .1.8.-Ite_ALlac1,,_gin bent

vorce a desperate husband
attempts to woo his wife
Melvyn Douglas, Ann Southern, Felix Bressart 1943

the game airs at this time,
then it will be preceded by alternate programming
- Video Jukebox

o

•- MOVIE:'An American
Christmas Carol' This is an
updated version of the classic Charles Dickens tale
about an old man who never
enjoyed Christmas Henry
Winkler, Dorian Harewood
David Wayne 1979

O CU- Victory Garden

-

- GED Series

MOVIE: 'My Sweet
Charlie' Two escapees from

•

society, a young white girl
and a black man are trapped
by circumstances and forced
to stay together Patty Duke,
Al Freeman Jr, Ford Rainey
1970

• - Life of Christ
3:15P.M.
o(2)- MOVIE:'No Time

Iowa
O - Emmet Otter's JugBand Christmas Kermit the

Frog hosts this family special
about love and self-sacrifice

- Housewarming/
Charlie Wing
0(2d) - GED Series
- Up on Melody
Mountain
4:00P.M.
CL - MOVIE: 'Journey for
Margaret' A foreign correspondent adopts two English
war orphans and brings them
home to his childless wife
Margaret O'Brien, Robert
Young, Fay Bainter 1943

0OD- Motorweek
0(21) - Firing Line
- Murray Arnold Show
4:30 P.M.
0- Motorweek Illustrated
0 CU - Magic of Oil
Painting
21) - Friedman and Friends
4:45 P.M.
0 - HBONLY Christmas
Present

5:00 P.M.

O - Lone Ranger
o - World Championship
Wrestling
o - Gorner Pyle
o CU- Portfolio

6:00P.M.
111111)04)2004)News
- Lawrence Welk
0 - Hee Haw
0CL - Newton's Apple

_

Fame
(V)- Gloria a Dios

6:30 P.M.

o CU- Ann Holt at Large

CU- This is Your Life
(1)- Point to Point
0 GU- Accent
o (j1) - Tennessee
Outcloorsrnen
- Moving Right
Along
7:00 P.M.
0 Up CU - T. J. Hooker
Haunted by the murder of his
partner, Hooker returns to
the narcotics underworld in
order to find his killer (R)(60
min )[Closed Captioned]
€11 CL - Hee Haw

113 - MOVIE: 'It's a
Wonderful Life' A guardian
angel helps a hard working
man who has fallen on bad
times
James
Stewart,
Donna Reed, Lionel Barrymore 1947

cAD o

-

Strokes

Diff'rent

Arnold invites the
street corner Santa home for
Christmas (R) [Closed Captioned]
O - MOVIE: 'The Man
from Snowy River' A young
man comes of age at the turn
of the century in this old fashioned 'Western'from Australia Kirk Douglas, Torn
Burlinson 1982 Rated PG
Zizzy's Christmas
1:3 CL - Firing Line
Nature The Flight
of the Condor.' Conclusion
Tonight's program presents
a rare journey through the
Andes Mountains as seen
through the eyes of the condor (R) (60 min ) [Closed
Captioned]

C)0 15) - Matinee at the
Bijou 'Bells of Rosanta
o - Kung Fu
- News
- Dottie Rambo's
Magazine
5:30 P.M.
O CU- Newscope
so au0a- CBS News
o - Clearing House
- At The Movies
- That Nashville Music •C12 - Cutter to Houston
trying to find the cause
o alp - Tony Brown's ofWhile
a small boy's coma, Andy
Journal
and Beth face demands from
4t) - Reporte Publico

dIVE- YOUR FAMILY
A ColorTyme Christmas
•

NO CREDITORS
CHECKED

•

DELIVERY & SERVICE
INCLUDED
RENT BY PHONE

•

44
%

December Special

20% off

ENTIRE STOCK OF
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

WHAT OUR SERVICE OFFERS YOU:
•We Bill Modicaro Direct
'No Payment in Advance
•Rontal Purchaso Options
'771• Rostpfratory Spocialist"

ANGEL

MEDICAL
..Y/feley- YORK
Sales•Service *Rentals

ACCEPTING MEDICARE
4th & Sycamore St. • 759-1823

0111L/
1
4

r
h.

NO LONG-TERM
OBUGAT1ON

711 Jefferson
Paducah, Kentucky
444-6666

97,1'1
II fr.,
'AMA
•

NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT
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- ENTAL PLAN
•
.
.11;117/

-- TYME)
T11 Video•Audio•Appliances

204 South 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
759-4487
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SUNbAY

7:30 A.M.
CL 0 CL)- Amazing

12/25/83

o

5:00 A.M.
-

Grace
(}{) - Day of Discovery
Starcade
- Silhouettes of The City
HBO
Coming
O
Attractions
James Robison
- Three Stooges
V - Lloyd Ogilvie

News

O - MOVIE:'The Secret of
NIMH A mouse with four
children seeks the aid of the
mysterious and intelligent
rats of NIMH to save her family Animated Voices of
Dom Deluise, Derek Jacobi,
Peter Strauss Rated G
V - TBN Today

_

a_

•

8:00 A.M.
-

(1)- it

a_ Week/Review

5:30 A.M.

o

0EL - Here's Lucy
TBS Morning News
- Life of Christ
It's Your Business
Mornings on 5
(I)- Cartoons
World Tomorrow
▪
- America's Black
Forum
Perspective
O
V - Ever Increasing Faith
(I)-

_

-

-

•

a-

6:30 A.M.
0 EL - Face to Face
CID - Newscenter Weekly
0- It Is Written
(1)- Community Worship
America's Figure
O
Skaters: Sights on Sarajevo
Bady Tompkins and Jo Jo
buck host this pre.
ympic exhibition
Accent
- Spiritual Uplift
Old Time Religion
Lutheran Church
•
Serv.

-

/e
o

(10

▪-

-

HI3ONLY Christmas
Present
8:30 A.M.
- James Robison
(j)- Kenneth Copeland
Andy Griffith
(2)0- Day of Discovery
CE)- Paducah Devotion
(10 - Bobby Jones
Gospel Show
•- Ernest Angley

(2i)

9:15A.M.
Hamihon Bros

-

-

9:30 A.M.
IS CU - Two Rivers Hour
- World Tomorrow

a- MOVIE: 'Miracle on

1.,"•J

•

a10:00 A.M.
▪ - Rex Humbard

O•fpOre• 10,041,g
DesIgn Work

Solid Wood Cabinets
Raised Panel Doors
Birch•Ook
Walnut•Cherry

E.cry Sunday

12:30 P.M.
- Waft Disney
World's
Very
Merry
Christmas Parade Mickey
Mouse and the rest of the
Disney characters lead this

Is

SOFTSHELL
SUNDAY

Guncoses•Mantles
Bookcases•Kitchen
Cabinet Tops
Custom Built furniture
furniture Refinishing
COMPETIVE PRICES

2 S1.59
Ton JoHNS

753.5940 ..••"
Murray,
Ny

Yuletide

season

ng
(60

min

EL -

Championship WrOS-

fling

0- Search the Scriptures
0CL - Wall Street Week
Louis Rukeyser analyzes the
'80s with a weekly review of
economic and investment
matters
- Comment on
Kentucky
- Kenny Foreman
1:00 P.M.
- SportsWorld Today's
program features the World
Cup
Four-Man
Bobsled
Championship, the Hawaiian
Invitational Skydiving Championship and a look at Meadowlark Lemon and the
Bucketeers. (2 hrs )
America's Figure
Skaters: Sights on Sarajevo

o

o

-

f_r7771.17'7•L'Ill'719U17,1

o

0
- Festival of
Champions
V - Christ Church
1:30P.M.
To Be Announced
(I)- Stableboy's Christmas
O - MOVIE: 'Young at
Heart' An arranger elopes
with a composer's fiancee,
but finds the going tough
Frank Sinatra, Dons Day, Gig
Young 1954

a(3)-

2:00 P.M.

0 _ Carter Country
133
- - Watt Disney World's
Very
Merry
Christmas
Parade Mickey Mouse and
the rest of the Disney charac-

his father that the child be
moved to a larger hospital
(60 min )
- Felicidad

holidays. Bing Crosby, Fred
Astaire, Marjorie Reynolds.
1942.

7:30 P.M.
CD 0 CU - Silver Spoons

10:00P.M.
0CE
(I)
(I0
O
News
IS- Christmas Eve Service
0- MOVIE:'Six Weeks' A
politician befriends a 'widowed cosmetics tycoon
whose daughter dreams of
an ideal family. Dudley
Moore, Mary Tyler Moore
1983. Rated PG
- ABC News
0 V - Austin City Limits
- Love Special

Ricky and his father decide to
spend Christmas with an impoverished father and son
(R)
▪ - Sing We Noel
• - Today in Bible
Prophecy

8:00 P.M.

ammo- Love Boat A
'most heavenly person' becomes involved with the lives
of two nuns, a young couple
who has a domestic problem
and two crooks who are
making a Christmas voyage
IR) (60 min.) [Closed Captioned]
O XI 0 C2 - MOVIE:
'The
Children
Nobody
Wanted' The true-life efforts
of Tom Butterfield to provide
a family life for fosterlings
who had nowhere to go Fred
Lehne, Michelle, Pfeiffer, Barbara Barrie 1981
Minimal Chase
CD0
has to transform himself on
stage in order to investigate a
death at a Las Vegas casino

CU -

0
(60(T
rim-)Austin City Limits
All Creatures Great
and Small
MOVIE: 'Little Miss
Marker' A little girl is brought
up by bookmakers and racketeers
Shirley
Temple,
Adolphe Menjou, Charles
Bickford 1934
V - Hour of Power
-

a-

w IN - *Fantasy
CL9:WP.M
Island Mr Roarke finds himself the object of a woman's
desires and a welow falls for
a young man. (R) (60 mm)n
(Closed Captioned)
(3)0CID - Yellow Rose
- Rich Little's 'A
Christmas Carol'
MO
erAE:
a
gulatr-d
sian
angel helps a hard working
man who has fallen on bad
tomes
James
Stewart,
Donna Reed, Lionel Barrymolt1947
_ pameers
O
- James Robison
OvvonCdtrfu-i

31"

0- This Week with David
Brinkley
CL - Christmas Songs
Mel Torme leads an all-star
cast in a tribute to the Christmas holidays (R)(60 min )

ters lead this holiday event in
celebrating the Yuletide season. (60 min.)
O - Video Jukebox
0CID - Gladys Knight with
Ray Charles
- Kalikimaki: Christmas
in Hawaii The Rev, Dr Abraham K Akaka officiates this
native Hawaiian Christmas
service from the Congregationalist Kawalahao Church,
Honolulu, HA (60 min )
- Today in Bible
Prophecy

2:30 P.M.
O CE - At The Movies
O CS) 0 (12 - NBA
Basketball: New Jersey at
New York
O - MOVIE: 'Christmas
Mountain' A message of
love and the Christmas spirit
is carried by a tough cowboy
in the Old West

SATURDAYcon

- John Osteen

CE) - Oral Roberts
(3)
- Jim Whittington
•
Religion
0 CE) - Kingdom Living

'oir'S

wer en e

1712 Mnin

-

-

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

-

-

•
13

CE)

o

34th Street' An old man
who professes to be Santa
Claus brings new meaning to
Christmas for everyone ar
ound him Maureen O'Hara.
John Payne, Edmund Gwenn
1947
(24D0Cr)- Herald of Truth
- Oral Roberts and You
Electric Company
- Lone Ranger
O
- Jerry Falwell
Father John Bertolucci

0 -

DERRY'S

-

the

-

11:30 A.M.
- This Week with
David Brinkley
0 CID 0 (12) - NCAA
Football: Blue/Gray Game
EL - Jerry Falwell
0 - MOVIE: 'The Lemon
Drop Kid' A racetrack bum
becomes indebted to a
gangster after giving him a
bad tip Bob Hope, Marilyn
Maxwell, Lloyd Nolan. 1951
- Grizzly Adams
CL - Sneak Preview
12:00P.M.
- MOVIE: To Be
Announced
- Dawn of a New Day
Washington Week/
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalists analyzing the week's
news
0a Capitol Connection
- MOVIE: 'The Slipper
and the Rose'

o

▪ CIO - Jerry Falwell
EL - Amazing Grace Bible
Class
O Cartoon Carnival
(21) - Nashville Gospel
Show
(17) - Montage
- Dawn of a New Day
0 CC 0
- Sesame
Street (Closed Captioned(
Tony & Susan Alamo
Robert Schuller
(21 - Roger McDuff

-

-

9:00 A.M.
O C21) - Kenneth Copeland
•
- Oral Roberts
O - Good News
(1)- Robert Schuller
O - Rev. David Paul
CID - Great Railway
Journeys
Mr Rogers
Neighborhood
Itt - James Robison

7:00 A.M.

a

o

o
o

ex_ World Tomorrow

10:30 A.M.
- Baptist Church
Newsmakers
- This Week With David
Brinkley
CL - First Baptist Church
Fraggle Rock Red
steals a minstrel's magic
pipe
CI CU - Changed Lives
0- Way of Life
•- MOVIE: 'Jitterbugs'
The original gut bucket boys
make up a two man zoot sun
band and get involved with
con men. Laurel & Hardy,
Vivian Blaine. 1943
Jim Whittington
Religion

a-

-

_

o

1 1:00 A.M.
Christian
Children's Fund
0 - MOVIE: 'The Toy' A
poor man, desperate for money, agrees to be the best toy
in a rich kid's Christmas. Richard Pryor, Jackie Gleason,
Ned Beatty 1982 Rated PG
0W
First Baptist
Church
International
Edition Ford Rowan hosts
this look at trends and news
events as they are reported
by foreign journalists
NFL Week in
Review
V - Dr. James Kennedy
Religion

-

-

•

0

8:15 A.M.

6:15 A.M.
E)0- Farm Digest
- Weather

-

o

6:00 A.M.
O

7

CU

_

Jimmy Swaggart
0
Is Written
- James Robison
Leave It to Beaver
CL - At Home With the
Bible
0CU- Young at Heart
- Trinity Tabernacle
0 CL - Fall & Rise of R
Perrin
0 ati) - Sesame Street
(Closed Captioned(
Grace United Church
O
Sunday Morning
att) - Crossroads Cathedral

5:15 A.M.

IP"

Matinee at the
Bijou 'Danny Boy.'
(21 - Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
- Rat Patrol
All
American
Wrestling
- Morning Worship
10

9:30 P.M.

- MOVIE: 'Holiday Inn'

•

A song and dance man decides to turn a Connecticut
farm into an inn open only on

-

10:15P.M.
- ABC News
- Wrestling

•

10:30 P.M.

a EL - MOVIE:'The Bells

- Christmas World

Itt - Answer
11:45 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Creepshow'
Five episodes each depict different kinds of horror Adrienne Barbeau, Hal Holbrook, E G Marshall 1982

-

12:00 A.M.

'

-

a

Solid Gold
(I)- Playback '83
- MOVIE: 'Miracle
on 34th Street'
• - Mike Macintosh &
Friends

1.

12:30 A.M.
0 CL - Gavin/Lott Show
• - Music City, U.S.A.

12:45 A.M.
0(1)- ABC News
1:00 A.M.
- News
O

of St. Mary's' A priest and a
nun rebuild a failing parochial
Bobby Jones'
school, having enticed a skinWorld
flint to donate the land and a
0- Pop! Goes the Country
new building. Bing Crosby,
Club
Ingrid Bergman, Henry Trav- Treasures Out of
ers. 1945.
Darkness
▪ CID 0
- Lot the
1:30 A.M.
Desert Be Joyful
MOVIE:'The Good
Entertainment This
Earth' Chinese peasants
Week This week's program
struggle for survival in times
takes a look at how Beach
of harvest and drought Paul
Boy Brian Wilson made a
Muni, Luise Rainer, Walter
comeback in his musical carConnolly 1937
eer. (60 mm)
EL - News
- Christmas: Rome
6) - Austin City Lni'ts
1983 Tonight's program (
Encore
presents Pope John Paul ll's
Midnight Mass from St. Pe- On Campus
ter's Basilica, Vatican City. (1
1:45 A.M.
hr , 40 mm.)
- Three Stooges
EL
O CID - First Baptist
Video Jukebox
Church

a cu _

-

-

1 1:00 P.M.
GE)0
- Christmas
Service Tonight's service is
presented from the Lovely
Lane Methodist Church, Baltimore, MD (60 min.)
Night Tracks
- Zola Levitt

O

o

-

11:15 P.M.

-

MOVIE: 'The Small
Miracle' An orphan relies on
his faith in St Francis of Assisi to cure for his ailing donkey Vinono DeSica, Raf
Vallone. Mucci Della Cava
1973

•

11:30 P.M.

EL -

•••••

MOVIE. 'Valley of
Decision' A maid working in
the home of a wealthy coal
family fens in love with the
eldest son Greer Gerson,
Gregory Peck, Lionel Barrymore 1945

a2:00 A.M.
C2)-O Movie Cont'd
am- News

- Prog cont'd
• - Heritage Singers

2:15 A.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Tempest' A
disillusioned N.Y. architect
leaves his wife and high pressure career for life on a remote Greek island John
Cassavetes, Genii Rowlands,
Susan
Sarandon
1982
Rated PG

2:30 A.M.
- Reason to Sing
3:00 A.M.
2t - Hour of Power
3:45 A.M.

- MOVIE:'Saratoga'

di

4:00 A.M.
Dr. James Kennedy
Religion

-

.11

411.

46,'•

411i
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SUNDAYcow.
EL

Kennedy Center
Tonight 'Christmas at Kennedy Center with Leontyne
Price
Renowned soprano
Leontyne Price joins some
special guests in presenting a
special evening of traditional
Christmas works (R) (60
min.)
- Sing-It-Yourself
Messiah
MOVIE: 'Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington A
naive man who becomes a
Senator gets into deep trouble with a sharp politician
Jean Arthur, James Stewart
Edward Arnold. 1939
12j) - Dwight Thompson
3:00 P.M.
OM- MOVIE:'Woman of
the Year' A gossip columnist
and a sportswriter have a
love/hate relationship that
causes havoc to everyone
but them. Spencer Tracy, Kathanne Hepburn, Reginald
Owen. 1942.
- Christmas Is
alp 0 CID - NCAA
Basketball: Houston vs.
Louisville
O - Watt Disney World's
Merry
Very
Christmas
Parade Mickey Mouse and
the rest of the Disney characters lead this holiday event in
celebrating the Yuletide season (60 min )
3:30 P.M.
C) - City That For got
Christmas
Caroling, Caroling
- Shock
Waves/
Armageddon
4:00 P.M.
_ Santa and the Three
Bears
0- Candid Camera
O - HBO Coming
Attractions
O _ To Be Announced
- Working Women
- Power Unlimited
4:30 P.M.
- Jacques Cousteau
O - B.C. A Special
Christmas
0 CID - Dinner at Julia's
0
- Woodwright's
Shop
- Jimmy Swagger/
(;)

-

-

tr <

.$1

o

CE) -

o

5:00 P.M.
- salute!
O CI) gip - News
111
- ABC News
- MOVIE:'The Secret of
NIMH' A mouse with four
children seeks the aid of the
mysterious and intelligent
rats of NIMH to save her family Animated Voices of
Dom Deluise, Derek Jacobi,
Peter Strauss Rated G
ei (I)- Family Feud
- Messiah
Cl)o
Dinner at Julia's
Designer
Julia's
Duck
guests are chef Yves Labbe
and wine expert Paul Draper
'Closed Captioned]
Wonder Woman
O - CBS News
5:30 P.M.
▪
- CBS News
01) - Wild Kingdom
- Nice People
AD
cip - NBC News
Beverly Hillbillies
CI - Wild America
32
1▪ - News
.
• - Serve 'The Lord
6:00 P.M.
ID au - Riplory's Boliev•
It or Notl
63

12

(ft)

r

-

•

•

ag -

-

0CID0a - 60 Minutes
Best of World
o
Championship Wrestling
-

X

First Camera
O - Solid Gold
0 - Nature 'Amate The
Great Fig Tree Tonight's
program focuses on the giant
tropical fig tree found in the
forests of Belize (60 min )
(Closed Captioned]
- Dance Fever
- Good News
6:30 P.M.
- Fraggle Rock Red
steals a minstrel's magic
pipe
- Pop'n'Rocker
• - Our Jewish Roots
7:00P.M.
▪ ao
- Hardcastie &
McCormick Hardcastle finds
himself partnered with a
mobster when the man's son
is kidnapped (R)(60 min )
OD CID
- Alice Elliot
gets upset when Vera's old
flame returns for a visit
O - America's Music
Tracks
IX0CC - Knight Rider Michael and KITT stage a prison
break in a race to stop a criminal from blowing up the
city. (R)(60 min.)
- MOVIE: 'The Toy' A
poor man, desperate for money, agrees to be the best toy
in a rich kid's Christmas Richard Pryor, Jackie Gleason,
Ned Beatty 1982 Rated PG
1984: A Message for
America
Nature 'The Discovery of Animal Behavior ' First
of 6 parts Tonight's program
looks at some of the people
who have come closest to
understanding the behavior
of animals. (R) (60 min )
(Closed Captioned]
(2j) - Christmas at Pops
The Boston Pops Orchestra,
conducted by John Williams,
is joined by the Tanglewood
Festival Chorus for an evening of Christmas music (R)
(60 min.)
O Ernest Angley
fift - Reason to Sing
7:30 P.M.
O CID0(12- One Day at a
Time Sam comes up with a
big surprise for Christmas
• - Eagles' Nest
8:00 P.M.
•Up CID 0 - MOVIE:
'Funny Lady' A songwriterproducer marnes Fanny Brice
for better or worse, despite
the former love she can never
Barbra Streisand.
forget
Omar Sheriff, James Caan
1975
- Jeffersons
ea (i)
When George and Louise
host a lecture on marriage,
they end up in a bitter argument (R)
Week In Review
X0 - MOVIE:'Saturn
3' A robot, programmed for
terror, threatens to disrupt an
agricuttural research station
necessary for Earth's survival Kirk Douglas, Farrah
Fawcett,
Harvey
Kertel
1980
QC0121)- mastiwtm•c•
Theatre 'The Citadel' After
struggling through the first
months of building a new
practice, Andrew is tempted
into making more lucrative
contacts (60 min) (Closed
Captioned)
Black Pulse
0
(f) -

•

•p -

-

o

-

o

A
MURRAY,
8:30 P.M.
(1)0a- Goodnight,
Beantown A bomb-carrying
intruder invades the newsroom and demands that his
message for peace be broadcast or else
- Bryant Productions
- Lloyd Ogilvie
9:00 P.M.
0(100(12- Trapper
John, M.D. A former maid at
the Riverside Mansion insists
that Dr Riverside is in love
with her (R)(60 min.)
O - TBS Weekend News
- Kenny Loggins in
Concert
0EL - Christmas at Pops
The Boston Pops Orchestra,
conducted by John Williams,
is Joined by the Tanglewood
Festival Chorus for an evening of Christmas music (R)
(60 man)
- Debono's Thinking
Course
- Jerry Falwell
(23t - Believers Voice of
Victory

o

9:30 P.M.
0- Sports Page
0 21 - New Tech Times
10:00 P.M.
0ID
o si a -

News

0- Jerry Falwell
O - MOVIE: 'Rollover' An
ex-movie star fights for control of a petro-chemical empire founded by her murdered
husband Jane Fonda, Kris
Knstofferson, Hume Cronyn
1981 Rated R
Community
Christmas
- Wrap Around
- Praise the Lord
10:30 P.M.
- Rockford Files
- Miller arid Co.
0Cl)- Wahons
• - Jack Van Imps
Presents
(1)- North American Skiing
Championships
£0 112 - CBS News
10:45 P.M.
▪ ci) - News
_ Taking Advantage
11:00 P.M.
cy•- ABC News
0- Children's Fund
X - Taking Advantage
0 - 700 Club Today s
guest is award-winning recording artist Amy Grant
11:15P.M.
(2)- Entertainment This
Week This week's program
looks at how Beach Boy Brian
Wilson made a comeback in
his musical career (60 min )
-

TIMES, Saturday, Decetplr47,349
ad ,-.100 Club
3:
119 - Jim Bakker
ID - All American
- Dance Fever
Wrestling
11:30 P.M.
3:45 A.M.
0Cl)- Kojak
- Candid Camera
- MOVIE: 'From a Far
4:00 A.M.
Country: Pope John Paul II'
0
Varied
Programs
The life and career of the
V - TBN Today
young pope born Karol
Woityla. Cezary Morawski,
4:15 A.M.
Sam Neill and Lisa Harrow.
Pop! Goes the
Country Club
11:45 P.M.
Face the Nation
By FRANK BLODGETT
12:00 A.M.
MOVIE:'Tea For Two'
Guest Writer
An heiress dicovers that the
Two shows that I
manager of her estate has
thought were a cut above
lost most of her money Doris
average were cancelled
Day, Gordon McRae, Eve Arthis week. It's no surprise
den. 1950
that the enormously ex- Eighth Annual Young
pensive "Bay City Blues"
Comedians Show
was given its uncondi- Love Special

o

(1E)

gy

-

-

-

-

O

-

-

-

4:30 A.M.

o - It's Your Business
- America's Figure
Skaters: Sights on Sarajevo
Barry Tompkins and Jo Jo
Starbuck host this preOlympic exhibition
- Treasures Out of
Darkness

tional release. At most a
million dollars an
episode, NBC had a right
to expect more than
descending ratings. Producer Steven Bochco
learned that NBC won't
let every series build up
steam like it did his "Hill
Street Blues." He's
quoted in Broadcasting
magazine as saying that
he knew the show was a
long shot and that he
hopes this doesn't mean
that sports("a wonderful
metaphor for life") can't
be the basis of a successful show. I don't
know of any sportsoriented shows that were
successful but you can't
blame a guy for trying.
I'm less disappointed
by the cancellation of
"Goodnight, Beantown"
by CBS (their first of the
season). Even though the
show was 21st in last
week's ratings, it consistently failed to keep
the respectable numbers
that "The Jeffersons"
delivered to it or that
"Trapper John" got after
it. As you know, I'm a
Mariette Hartley fan, but
the chemistry between
her and Bill Bixby as two
Boston TV news anchors
and sometimes lovers

never really got off the
ground.
So much for this week's
castoffs.
If you have the feeling
that the soap opera format is slowly taking over
prime time television,
you may be right. I count
six such shows now that
"For Love and Honor"
has become a collaborator in its new time
slot Tuesdays at 9 p.m.

The episode this week
had more sexual content'
than the whole series has
to date. Now the captain's
wife's encounters with
the troops are more important at than his. Too
bad, but I hope the
ratings improve because
there's still the spark of
good series left.
Another of NBC's attempts to cash in on the
soap opera fad pioneered
by the other networks is
"The Yellow Rose," seen
on Saturday nights at 9
p.m. central time. If
sheer numbers of principal characters, mostly
name actors and actresses, made any difference, this would be a
top rated series. It isn't.
In fact, its been hanging
aroung the bottom all
season.
"The Yellow Rose" is a
"Dallas" type saga of a
family on a west Texas
ranch (called "The
Yellow Rose") trying to
keep it from going broke'
while fighting off villains
(chief among whom is
(Continued on Page 16)
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Soap opera format taking
over prime time television

-

12:15 A.M.
ABC News
Graham
O - Billy
Christmas
This Week in
Country Music
12:30 A.M.
News
O - News/Sign Off
O - Royal Winter Fair
Horse Show
12:45 A.M.
- News
•(12 - Small Business
Report
1:00 A.M.
O CU - CBS News
Nightwatch
EL- Three Stooges
0- MOVIE:'Yes, Giorgio'
A womanizing, globe-trotting
opera star falls madly in love
with his female doctor. Luciano Pavarotti, Kathryn Harrold 1982 Rated PG
- Jerry Barnard
1:15A.M.
- CBS News
in
Nightwatch JIP
1:30 A.M.
(1)- CNN Headline News
2:00 A.M.
O - NFL Arm Wrestling
- Praise the Lord
2:15 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Castle On the
Hudson' A racketeer visits
his crippled sweetheart after
gaining the wardens trust
John Garfield, Ann Sheridan,
Pat O'Brien 1940
2:45 A.M.
0 - Daryl Hall & John
Oates in Concert This return
engagement was videotaped
at the Forum in Montreal
Canada

.
0
+.

Send the finest
holiday greetings this year on
personali7ed Christmas cards
and stationery by Stylart.
Come in and see our complete
selection, including the new
color photo Christmas cards.

Wells Studio
Mayfield, Ky. 216 E. North

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 1 49
With Garlic &ease
Salad 59 litre
Doi,
i111:1

On'v

fro. 11101'1% on D''hi

99 Special for Kids
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Soap operas...
Chuck Conners who plays
a nasty old tycoon type a
lot better than he ever
played "The Rifleman").
Things are complicated
by the death of the family's father, Wade Champion, leaving his young
widow (played by Cybill
Shepherd) to try to run
the ranch along with
Wade's sons Roy and
Quisto (David Soul and
Edward Albert). Things
get more complicated
when Chance, a
mysterious loner (played
infine moody style by
Sam Elliott) shows up
fresh out of prison. Later
we learn that Chance is
the illigitimate son of
Wade. How about the
soap opera fans?
Oh yes, there's a lot of
oil on the ranch but Wade
forbad anyone to tap it. I
guess he thought it would
dirty up the place. It
would also make keeping
the ranch afloat from
week to week a bit less
suspenseful. Roy, who
wants to honor his
father's wish, and Quisto
din't see eye to eye on this
or some reason.
Of course the real plot
of this series revolves
around the love affait of

(Continued from Page 15)
the various characters.
You know the problems of
a young widow and all
those west Texas types.
Even Roy's teen aged son
was having an affair with
Grace, The Champion's
cook (so was Chance).
Played by Susan
Anspach, Grace was the
only multi-dimensional
character in the series.
She has now left the show
citing "creative differenced" over the
development of her
character. Got too
realistic for the format I
suspect.
Noah Beery and Ken
Curtis, playing the chartacters they've become
famous for, are tossed in
once in a while for laughs.
They generally have
nothing to do with the
plot. And there's this indian who keeps getting-into trouble.
NBC removed "The
Yellow Rose" from its
lineup during rating's
month (as it did several
low -rated shows).
They've decided to stick
with it for awhile and
have even lured Jane
Russell into her first
television series to play
Chance's mother. If that

doesn't help the ratings,
NBC reportedly will
move the show from the

slot opposite "Fantasy
Island" to the one opposite "Hart to Hart"

now held by "For Love
and Honor." Personally,
I could care less if they

'60 Minutes'tops TV ratings

•••••

LOS ANGELES (AP)
-- The ever-popular CBS
newsmagazine show "60
Minutes" was the clear
winner in the weekly
Nielsen television
ratings, as the network
took a commanding lead
with seven of the Top 10
programs in the week
ended Dec 11.
In taking the No.1 spot,
"60 Minutes" beat out
"The A-Team"
and "Dynasty," the A.C.
Nielsen Co. said Tuesday.
Overall, CBS had a 17.8
rating, compared with
ABC's 16.5 and NBC's
14.4.
The networks say that
means that for an
average prime-time
minute, 17.8 percent, or
14.8 million, of US. TV
households were tuned to
CBS.

-$

Here are the Top 20 program:
1. "SO 14inutes," CBS, a
rating of 29.elbr 24.5
million households.
2. "Dalias," CBS, 27,3
or 22.7 million.
3. "The A-Team,"
NBC,27.1 er 22.6 million.
4. "Dynasty," ABC,
25.7 or 21.4 million.
S. "NFL Postgame
Football Show," CBS,

25.0 or 20.8 million.
6. "Simon and Simon,"
CBS,24.7 or 20.6 million.
7. (tie) "Magnum
P.I.," CBS, 24.4 or 20.3
million.
7. "Falcon Crest,"
CBS,24.4 or 20.3 million.
9. "All Star Party for
Frank Sinatra," CBS,
23.0 or 19.2 million.
10. "Hotel," ABC, 22.0
or 18.3 million.
11. "Knots Landing,"
CBS,21.8 or 18.2 million.
12. "The Love Boat,"
ABC,21.5 or 18 million.
13. "Monday Night
Football: Minnesota vs.
Detroit," ABC, 21.2 or
17.7 million.
1 4 . "Remington
Steele," ABC,20.7 or 17.2
million.
15. "Sunday Night
Movie: Through Naked
Eyes," ABC, 20.2 or 18.8
million.
16. "Barbara Walters
Special," ABC, 19.7 or
16.4 million.
17. (tie) "The Best
Christmas Pageant
Ever," ABC, 18.9 or 13.7
17. "Hill Strept Blues,"
NBC,18.9 or 15.8 million.
19. "Afterrnash," CBS,
18.7 or 15.6 million.
20. "Knight Rider,"
NBC, MI or 15.5 million.
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sold off The Yellow Rose
and turned it into a retirement village.

